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Abstract
The fault-tolerant capability is an important performance specification for technical systems.
Examples showing its importance are some catastrophes in civil aviation. According to offi-
cial investigations, some air accidents due to failures are technically avoidable if the pilots can
take right measures. But, relying on the skill and experience of the pilots, it cannot be guaran-
teed that reliable flight decisions are always made. Instead, if fault-tolerant strategies can be
included in the decision-making procedure, it will be very useful for safer flight.
Fault-tolerant control is generally classified into passive and active fault-tolerant control.
Passive fault-tolerant control relies on the robustness of the controller, which can only provide
limited fault-tolerant ability, while active fault-tolerant control turns to a fault detection and
isolation module to obtain fault information and then to actively take actions to tolerate the
effect of faults. Generally, active fault-tolerant control has more powerful fault-tolerant ability
than passive fault-tolerant control.
In this dissertation, one focuses on active fault-tolerant control, which for this case con-
siders model predictive control and set-based fault detection and isolation. Model predictive
control is a successful advanced control strategy in process industry and has been widely used
for processes such as chemistry and water treatment, because of its ability to deal with multi-
variable constrained systems. However, the performance of model predictive control has deep
dependence on model accuracy. Realistically, it is impossible to avoid the effect of modelling
errors, disturbances, noises and faults, which always result in model mismatch. Comparatively,
model mismatch induced by faults is possible to be effectively handled by suitable fault-tolerant
strategies. The objective of this dissertation is to endow model predictive control with fault-
tolerant ability to improve its effectiveness. In order to reach this objective, set-based fault
detection and isolation methods are used in the proposed fault-tolerant schemes. The important
advantage of set-based fault detection and isolation is that it can make robust fault detection
and isolation decisions, which is the key for taking right fault-tolerant measures.
This dissertation includes four parts. The first part introduces this research, presents the
state of the art and gives an introduction of used research tools. The second part proposes set-
based fault detection and isolation for actuator and sensor faults, which is involved in interval
observers and invariant sets. In the second part, the relationship between interval observers and
invariant sets is firstly investigated. Then, actuator and sensor faults are separately coped with
depending on their own features. The third part focuses on actuator and sensor fault-tolerant
model predictive control, where the control strategy is robust model predictive control. The last
part draws some conclusions, summarizes this research and gives clues for the future work.
Key words: Fault Detection and Isolation, Fault-tolerant Control, Model Predictive Con-
trol, Invariant Sets, Interval Observers, Zonotopes.
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Resumen
La capacidad de los sistemas para tolerar fallos es una importante especificación de desem-
peõ para la mayoría de sistemas. Ejemplos que muestran su importancia son algunas catástrofes
en aviación civil. De acuerdo a investigaciones oficiales, algunos incidentes aéreos son técni-
camente evitables si los pilotos pudiesen tomar las medidas adecuadas. Aun así, basándose
en las habilidades y experiencia de los pilotos, no se puede garantizar que decisiones de vuelo
confiables serán siempre posible de tomar. En cambio, si estrategias de tolerancia a fallos se
pudieran incluir en el proceso de toma de decisión, los vuelos serían mucho más seguros.
El control tolerante a fallos es generalmente clasificado en control pasivo y activo. El
control pasivo se basa en la robustez del controlador, el cual sólo provee una habilidad limitada
de tolerancia a fallos, mientras que el control tolerante a fallos de tipo activo se convierte en
un modulo de detección y aislamiento de fallos que permite obtener información de éstos, y
luego, activamente, tomar acciones para tolerar el efecto de dichos fallos. Así pues, el control
activo generalmente tiene habilidades más fuertes de tolerancia a fallos.
Esta tesis se enfoca en control tolerante a fallos activo, para lo cual considera el control
predictivo basado en modelos y la detección y aislamiento de fallos basados en conjuntos.
El control predictivo basado en modelos es una estrategia de control exitosa en la industria
de procesos y ha sido ampliamente utilizada para procesos químicos y tratamiento de aguas,
debido a su habilidad de tratar con sistemas multivariables con restricciones. A pesar de esto,
el desempeõ del control predictivo basado en modelos tiene una profunda dependencia de la
precisión del modelo del sistema. Siendo realistas, es imposible evitar el efecto de errores de
modelado, perturbaciones, ruidos y fallos, que siempre llevan a diferencias entre el modelo y
el sistema real. Comparativamente, el error de modelo inducido por los fallos es posible de ser
manejado efectivamente por estrategias adecuadas de control tolerante a fallos. Con el fin de
alcanzar este objetivo, métodos de detección y aislamiento de fallos basados en conjuntos son
utilizados en los esquemas de tolerancia a fallos propuestos en esta tesis. La ventaja importante
de estas técnicas de detección y aislamiento de fallos basadas en conjuntos es que puede tomar
decisiones robustas de detección y aislamiento, lo cual es clave para tomar medidas acertadas
de tolerancia a fallos.
Esta tesis esta dividida en cuatro partes. La primera parte es introductoria, presenta el
estado del arte y hace una introducción a las herramientas de investigación utilizadas. La se-
gunda parte expone la detección y aislamiento de fallos en actuadores y/o sensores, basándose
en teoría de conjuntos, a partir de observadores de intervalo, y conjuntos invariantes. La tercera
parte se enfoca en el control predictivo robusto (con enfoques basados tanto en tubos robustos
como en min-max) con tolerancia a fallos en actuadores y/o sensores. La cuarta parte presenta
algunas conclusiones, hace un resume de esta investigación y da algunas ideas para trabajos
futuros.
Palabras clave: Detección y Aislamiento de Fallos, Control Tolerante a Fallos, Control
Predictivo Basado en Modelos, Conjuntos Invariantes, Observadores de Intervalos, Zonotopes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter states the motivation, objectives and state of the art of the research area
this dissertation is contributing to, which will be separately detailed in different sec-
tions of this dissertation. Additionally, a brief outline of this dissertation is also pre-
sented, which introduces the contents and contributions of each chapter.
1.1 Motivation
As the technical systems become more and more sophisticated, their sensitivity to
the effect of faults increases considerably. Generally, the occurrence of faults always
affects the system performance to some extent. In the severe case, the system even
fails and results in catastrophes. This implies that it is necessary to take measures for
avoidance of the possible aftermath induced by faults [5, 6].
The technique to reduce/eliminate the effect of faults in controlled systems is
named as FTC, whose implementation is generally classified into two steps, i.e., FDD
and control redesign. The objective of FDD is to detect, isolate, identify and esti-
mate faults after they have affected the system behaviors. Fault detection determines
whether a fault has occurred or not in a system, fault isolation finds the system compo-
nent where the fault has occurred and fault identification and estimation determine the
fault type and magnitude. By FDD, some important fault information can be obtained
on-line, which will be used as the references of control redesign to take measures for
achieving fault tolerance. In this dissertation, the focus of FDD is FDI while fault iden-
tification and estimation are not considered. However, the readers can see [5] for more
relevant knowledge on this topic. Then, after obtaining the fault information from the
FDD module, the next step is to tolerate the effect of faults based on proper control
techniques. The expected objective of FTC is to guarantee that the faulty system can
still achieve satisfactory performance and avoid failure in the presence of faults. How-
ever, a degree of degradation is allowed in some faulty situations, as long as the safety
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of the system can be guaranteed.
The final goal of this dissertation is to design FTC schemes based on set-based FDI
and model predictive control. Thus, the statement of this dissertation is divided into
two parts, i.e., FDI and FTC. The advantage of set-based FDI is that it can provide FDI
robustness to cope with the effect of uncertainties (parametric uncertainties, process
disturbances, measurement noises, biases, etc.) on the reliability of FDI decisions
[19, 20, 48]. The set-based FDI techniques used in this dissertation are mainly involved
in invariant sets and interval observers. Generally, invariant sets are used to describe
the steady-state behaviors of the system dynamics and interval observers can monitor
the dynamic behaviors of the system during the whole dynamic process [2, 3, 18, 26,
27, 53]. In the FDI part of this dissertation, the motivation is mainly from the strengths
of invariant sets and interval observers at transient and steady states, respectively. First,
interval observers can monitor the whole dynamic process while invariant sets only
describe the steady-state behaviors of the system. Second, by using invariant sets to
establish FDI conditions at steady state, interval observers perhaps can be extended
from FD to FI applications without needing help of other FI techniques such as the fault
signature matrix methods [7, 47]. Empirically, if one can combine invariant sets and
interval observers, it is possible to find new methods to mitigate the disadvantages and
exert the advantages of each other and to obtain more efficient robust FDI techniques.
The details will be given throughout the dissertation.
Model predictive control, considered in this dissertation as the control strategy, is
an important topic in the control field, which has attracted a considerable number of
researchers to devote themselves to its development [8, 12, 32]. The advantages of
MPC are that it can effectively deal with the multivariable constrained system and
simultaneously generate the optimal control actions, which are difficult for other con-
trol strategies. Hence, it is strongly motivated to develop fault-tolerant capability for
MPC, which will be meaningful from practical point of view [31]. However, as the
name model predictive control indicates, it is known that the performance of an MPC
controller-based system deeply depends on the accuracy of its system model. If the
system model has obvious mismatch with the real system, satisfactory system perfor-
mance may not be able to be achieved. In reality, this model mismatch may be due
to uncertainties and faults. As one of the important factors of model mismatch, it is
known that faults imply changes of system models. Thus, if an FDD mechanism can
be smoothly incorporated into the MPC controller-based system, the model mismatch
induced by faults can be considerably reduced by using the obtained fault information
to take fault-tolerant measures. This is an important motivation of this research.
In this dissertation, the system uncertainties such as process disturbances and mea-
surement noises are taken into account. In this case, the results of this research can
be more connected to the reality. However, due to the system uncertainties, both FDI
and control should be robust to the effect of the uncertainties. Otherwise, the final
performance may not be satisfactory. This motivates the use of robust FDI and robust
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MPC [28, 35]. By combining set-based robust FDI and robust MPC, this research has
more important significance for fault tolerance of the multivariable constrained system
with uncertainties. Additionally, in reality, different types of faults may occur in a con-
trolled system such as faults in the plant, actuators and sensors. In general, the faults
in actuators and sensors are more probable to occur and affect the system performance,
which draws considerable attention of the researchers. Thus, this dissertation focuses
on actuator and sensor faults. But theoretically, the proposed approaches in this disser-
tation should also be able to be extended for faults in the plant. However, this extension
needs rigorous mathematical proofs, which could be considered as a work in the future.
Currently, this dissertation only concentrates on detection, isolation and tolerance of
actuator and sensor faults.
1.2 Objectives of Dissertation
The overall objective of this dissertation is to implement fault-tolerant predictive con-
trol using set-based methods for achieving actuator/sensor fault tolerance. In order to
reach it, this overall objective is divided into several stage objectives.
• Objective 1 : Compare invariant sets with interval observers in FD and summa-
rize their advantages and disadvantages with respect to each other.
• Objective 2 : Combine invariant sets with interval observers to extend the appli-
cations of interval observers from FD to FI.
• Objective 3 : Integrate set-based FDI and robust MPC to obtain actuator/sensor
FTMPC schemes.
Objective 1 is the basis of the entire research in this dissertation. In order to imple-
ment FTMPC schemes, it is necessary to develop efficient FDI methods. The expected
scheme should have robustness, which motivates the use of the set-based FDI meth-
ods. Thus, the first step is to compare the existing set-based FDI approaches including
those based on invariant sets and interval observers. The invariant set-based FDI ap-
proach requires the separation of invariant sets, where each invariant set corresponds
to one considered system mode (healthy or faulty). Since invariant sets describe the
steady-state system behaviors, the detection and isolation of faults using invariant sets
reduce to test in which invariant set (healthy or faulty) the residual signal1 is at steady
state. Differently, interval observers can monitor the dynamic behaviors of the system
during the whole process. Thus, the interval observer-based method can detect faults
even at transient state. This motivates to investigate the two FD approaches, explore
their advantages and disadvantages and find possibilities to combine them to obtain
better FDI performance.
1The residual is a signal that is sensitive to faults and with a manageable dependence on disturbances.
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Objective 2 follows Objective 1. In the literature [20, 39], interval observers are
successfully used in FD but not FI. Generally, FDI approaches based on interval ob-
servers rely on other FI techniques to implement FI [7, 47]. Objective 2 is to use
invariant sets as a tool to implement the interval observer-based FI. In this way, in-
terval observers can independently implement both FD and FI and simultaneously ob-
tain robust state estimation, which is good for both FDI and control design of FTC
schemes. Since faults in actuators and sensors have different characteristics, if one
wants to obtain FDI guarantees as less conservative as possible, actuator and sensor
FDI are generally considered, separately. Thus, actuator and sensor FDI algorithms
are implemented under this objective, respectively.
Objective 3 aims at implementing FTMPC schemes for actuator and sensor faults.
In Objective 2, only the set-based detection and isolation of faults are done while
the tolerance of faults are not considered. Thus, FTC is the main task of Objective
3. Generally, feedback control strategies are used in control of fault-tolerant control
schemes. However, feedback control strategies only have limited ability especially
when considering the system with constraints. Thus, in the proposed FTC schemes,
MPC is chosen as the control strategy. Additionally, other issues like state estimation
for MPC controllers, stability and feasibility should also be taken into account.
1.3 Outline of Dissertation
This dissertation aims to combine several existing set-based FDI methods to obtain
more efficient set-based FDI approaches for detection and isolation of actuator/sensor
faults. At the first step, new set-based FDI approaches are proposed. Under the pro-
posed FDI framework, different measures are further considered to improve the set-
based FDI approaches. At the second step, FTC based on MPC is introduced to this
framework. Thus, some measures to integrate FTC with FDI are taken to assure the
normal operation of MPC controllers and further improve the proposed set-based FDI
approaches by impacting the effect of control actions on the closed-loop systems. The
remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces research tools, which are mainly involved in set theory
and MPC. Notice that this chapter is the pavement for the rest of the dissertation.
For more details about the use of these tools in the proposed FTC schemes, one
should read the relevant contents of this dissertation.
• Chapter 3 analyzes and compares two set-based FD approaches, i.e., invariant
set-based and interval observer-based. According to the results, both approaches
have advantages and disadvantages. The relationship of these two approaches
are briefly investigated, which is the basis of the proposed set-based approaches.
This chapter is based on the publication:
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F. Xu, F. Stoican, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, and S. Olaru. On the re-
lationship between interval observers and invariant sets in fault detection.
In Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Control and Fault-
Tolerant Systems, October 9-11 2013, Nice, France.
• Chapter 4 proposes an actuator FDI approach based on interval observers and
invariant sets. The proposed approach simultaneously includes two different FI
mechanisms, i.e., transient-state FI with need of more computational resources
and steady-state FI with need of more FI time. Thus, the proposed approach is
flexible enough. But the particular selection of FI mechanisms should be deter-
mined according to the applications. This chapter is based on the publications:
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Actua-
tor Fault Detection and Isolation based on Invariant Sets and Interval Ob-
servers. In proceedings of the 52nd IEEE Conference on Decision and Con-
trol, December 10-13, 2013, Florence, Italy.
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Actuator-
fault Detection and Isolation based on Set-theoretic Approaches. Journal of
Process Control, 24(6), 947-956, 2014.
• Chapter 5 proposes a sensor FDI approach by making full use of the system-
operating information from all interval observers, which is based on interval
observers and invariant sets and establishes a collection of invariant set-based
guaranteed FDI conditions. This chapter is based on the publications:
F. Xu, F. Stoican, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, and S. Olaru. Fault detec-
tion and isolation based on the combination of a bank of interval observers
and invariant sets. In proceedings of the 21st Mediterranean Conference on
Control and Automation, June, 2013, Chania, Greece.
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Improved
Fault Detection and Isolation Strategy using a Bank of Interval Observers.
In proceedings of 2014 IFAC World Congress, August 24-29, 2014, Cape
Town, South Africa.
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Set-theoretic
Methods in Robust Detection and Isolation of Sensor Faults. Submitted to
International Journal of Systems Science.
• Chapter 6 proposes an actuator FTMPC scheme using the output feedback ro-
bust MPC technique. In the proposed FTC scheme, FDI is implemented by using
the conventional observers, which means that both FTC and FDI techniques used
in the proposed scheme have relatively low complexity. This is the advantage of
this FTMPC scheme. This chapter is based on the publications:
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Closed-loop
Actuator-fault Detection and Isolation using Invariant Sets and Tubes. In
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proceedings of 2014 IFAC World Congress, August 24-29, 2014, Cape Town,
South Africa.
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, S. Olaru and S. Niculescu. Robust
MPC for Actuator-fault Tolerance using Set-based Passive Fault Detection
and Active Fault Isolation. Accepted to the 53rd IEEE Conference on Deci-
sion and Control, December 15-17, 2014, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
• Chapter 7 implements an FTMPC scheme for sensor faults. The contribution
of this chapter consists in proposing an active FI strategy based on robust MPC
for sensor FTC. This scheme has less conservative FI conditions than the passive
fault diagnosis methods and decouples the effect of sensor faults on different
system output components in terms of FI. In this way, the isolation of sensor
faults can be simplified. This chapter is based on the publications:
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez, F. Stoican, and S. Olaru. Sensor-fault
Detection and Isolation using Interval Observers. In proceedings of the 2nd
International Conference on Control and Fault-Tolerant Systems, October
9-11, 2013, Nice, France.
F. Xu, S. Olaru, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martinez and S. Niculescu. Sensor-fault
Tolerance using Robust MPC with Set-based State Estimation and Active
Fault Isolation. Accepted to the 53rd IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control, December 15-17, 2014, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
• Chapter 8 summarizes the whole research presented in this dissertation, foresees
the development of the related topics of this dissertation and gives some clues for
the future research.
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Chapter 2
Research Background
This chapter introduces the background knowledge related to this research, which in-
cludes polyhedral sets, invariant sets and robust MPC. The set-theoretic methods are
the core tools of FDI of this research. The robust MPC technique is the control strategy
used for fault tolerance in the proposed FTC schemes.
2.1 State of the Art
This section introduces the notions of faults and fault tolerance and briefly reviews the
progress of fault-tolerant strategies. Considering that the topic of this dissertation con-
centrates on fault tolerance using robust MPC and set-theoretic methods, this section
focuses on the research background related to these areas.
2.1.1 Faults and Fault Tolerance
A fault in a dynamic system is a deviation of the system structure or system parameters
from its nominal system [5]. Faults may occur in the plant, sensors or actuators. Plant
faults change the plant input/output relationship, sensor faults affect the link of the
plant and controller, while actuator faults reduce the ability of the controller to influ-
ence the plant. Generally, the occurrence of faults always affects the normal operation
of the system to some extent, seriously even resulting in catastrophes. For the sake
of preserving system performance, failure avoidance/system safety, some necessary
measures should be taken for the fault-affected system.
The objective of FTC is to keep the system performance even in the presence of
faults. Generally, FTC is classified into passive fault-tolerant control (PFTC) and active
fault-tolerant control (AFTC) [5]. PFTC utilizes the controller robustness to tolerate
the effect of faults, where one robust controller is used to resist the effect of possible
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faults. Different from PFTC, after fault occurrence, the first step of AFTC is to obtain
fault information by FDD, then the second step is to tolerant faults by control redesign.
In the PFTC schemes, generally, fault tolerance is achieved without changing the
controller. This implies that the controller is used to deal with all possible faults.
Hence, the fault-tolerant ability of PFTC schemes is restrictive and can only adapt
limited changes of the system induced by faults. With less flexibility, PFTC can only
deal with a finite number of faults and the obtained solutions are suboptimal. Some
PFTC approaches found in the literature are H∞ robust control, adaptive compensation,
quantitative feedback theory and variable structure control/sliding mode control. In
[21], an overview of PFTC can be found.
Different from PFTC, AFTC includes FDD and control redesign. As said in [5],
FDD includes the steps of fault detection, isolation, identification and estimation and
can be implemented by means of a variety of methods, which are generally classi-
fied into model-based and data-based approaches. The model-based techniques use
the mathematical models of the system as references to compare with the measured
signals of the system. In the literature [72], the model-based methods include the four
commonly used techniques: state estimation, parameter estimation, simultaneous/joint
state & parameter estimation and parity space. The data-based techniques mainly in-
clude those methods using statistical methods, neural networks, fuzzy logic, etc.
The other step of AFTC is control redesign. In the AFTC schemes, after fault
occurrence, the fault information can be obtained by FDD. Then, the obtained fault
information is used to actively tolerate the effect of faults. Control redesign can be im-
plemented by fault accommodation and control reconfiguration. Fault accommodation
is limited to internal controller changes and adapts control parameters to the dynamics
of the faulty system and the input and output of the plant remain the same as the nomi-
nal system, which means that the loop cannot be restructured. If fault accommodation
cannot deal with faults, one has to reconfigure the control loop (i.e., control recon-
figuration) to maintain stability and acceptable performance [5]. When using control
reconfiguration, it means that the control loop has to be restructured to handle the faults
and the controller parameters must be also adjusted to accommodate the changes in the
faulty dynamics.
As reviewed in [72], the existing reconfigurable control design methods fall into
pseudo inverse, gain scheduling/linear parameter varying, model following, adaptive
control, multiple model, feedback linearization/dynamic inversion, MPC, generalized
internal model control, neural networks, fuzzy logic, etc.
2.1.2 Set-based Fault Detection and Isolation
As aforementioned, FDI can be implemented by means of different methods. Under
the framework of model-based FDI, for the systems with disturbances and noises, FDI
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usually uses the methods such as Kalman filters and unknown input observers [14, 45,
63], where the priori knowledge of the distributions of disturbances and noises should
be available. Differently, the proposed FDI methods in this dissertation are based on
sets, which can provide FDI robustness by only requiring the bounds of disturbances
and noises without need of their probabilistic distributions.
In the literature, there exist three commonly used set-based FD approaches, i.e.,
invariant set-based, interval observer-based, set membership estimation [2, 15, 17, 20,
40, 41, 44, 48, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 62]. The common feature of these FD approaches
consists in testing consistency between the measured real-time signals and the refer-
ence signals estimated from the system models. For a faultless system, based on the
nominal system model, one can construct a healthy invariant set to confine the resid-
ual in the nominal operation. Thus, as long as the system is healthy, the residual will
always stay inside the healthy invariant set at steady state (this point will be further
explained later). Thus, whenever it is detected that the residual goes out of its healthy
invariant set, it implies that faults have occurred in the system. Please see [56, 57] for
the details of this approach.
The interval observer-based method consists in designing an interval observer based
on the nominal system model [18–20, 36, 39, 40, 47–49, 52]. Provided that an initial
state set that contains the initial state of the system is given, the interval observer
can estimate the upper and lower bounds of states and outputs in real time by using
the measured inputs and outputs. FD based on interval observers is implemented by
testing consistency between the measured outputs and their estimated bounds. If a vi-
olation is detected, it implies that the system has become faulty. Otherwise, it is still
considered that the system is faultless.
Differently, the objective of set-membership estimation approaches is to robustly
estimate the system states [2, 15, 29, 46, 54]. It is known that the real system is always
affected by uncertainties such as disturbances and noises. It is impossible to obtain the
accurate state values. The set-membership approaches estimate the sets of all possible
states by two steps, i.e., prediction and correction steps. The prediction step uses the
current system inputs and the estimated state set at the previous time instant to predict
the state set at the current time instant. The correction step uses the current outputs to
correct the predicted state set from the prediction step and obtains a more accurate state
estimation set at the current time instant. If the state estimation set obtained after the
prediction and correction steps is empty, it means that the system has become faulty.
Otherwise, it is still considered that the system is healthy [7, 13].
Although all the aforementioned set-based approaches have been successfully used
in FD, few works on the FI application of interval observers are proposed. Before,
interval observer or set-membership estimation based fault diagnosis schemes gener-
ally rely on some other FI techniques [7, 47]. Thus, as one of the objectives of this
research, this dissertation wants to implement interval observer-based FI and extend
interval observers to the application of FTC.
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2.1.3 Fault-tolerant Model Predictive Control
In [31], the inclusion of fault tolerance in MPC was proposed, where it is said that the
basis for the proposal is that, since MPC relies on an explicit internal model, failures
can be handled by updating the internal model and on-line optimizer can work out
how to control the system in its new condition. In this dissertation, the proposed FTC
schemes are implemented based on robust MPC strategies and set-based FDI methods.
The objective of this dissertation is to exert the advantages of both MPC and set-based
FDI. In this way, the proposed FTMPC schemes cannot only deal with multivariable
constrained systems with uncertainties but also resist the effect of faults and generate
optimal control actions under the framework of MPC.
In the literature, MPC is used for fault tolerance under either the PFTC or AFTC
frameworks. In the case of PFTC, fault tolerance relies on robustness of MPC con-
trollers [1]. It is known that MPC is an optimization-based control strategy. Thus,
a degree of mismatch between the internal models of MPC controllers and those of
the real system could be corrected in some sense. This endows MPC controllers with
passive fault-tolerant capability. In [42], the passive and active FTMPC strategies are
compared based on their applications in the Barcelona Sewer Network. Under the
assumption that fault information can be ideally obtained and used for AFTC, the sim-
ulation results motivate the use of AFTC to implement control objectives. In [34],
MPC with fault-tolerant function was applied to control the concentration and level of
a solid crystal dissolution tank. In [59], MPC-based robust control is implemented for
fault tolerance, where after faults, the system states are steered into a defined region to
tolerate the effect of faults.
In the AFTC schemes, MPC controllers should be integrated with an FDI module,
where the FDI module detects, diagnoses faults and provides fault information to the
MPC controllers to implement fault-tolerant function. But, due to the effect of faults,
it is difficult to cope with the issues related to feasibility guarantees, constraint satis-
faction and state estimation in the FTMPC schemes. Generally, some existing AFTC
schemes only investigate the effectiveness of MPC as the AFTC control strategy, where
it is assumed that the FDI module is perfect and can obtain all needed fault informa-
tion [16, 22, 42, 69]. In some other AFTC schemes, the FDI module is really designed
and integrated into the FTMPC schemes, where the FDI mechanisms are designed by
different FDI strategies. For example, in [63], an active FTMPC scheme using the
Kalman filters is proposed, which focuses on the implementation of an active FTMPC
scheme without considering the details such as feasibility guarantees. In [11], an active
FTMPC scheme is implemented to show how MPC can be integrated into the AFTC
schemes. In the literature, the existing works related to active FTMPC mainly focus
on whether or not active FTMPC is implementable. As aforementioned, some related
works assume that the FDI module is perfect and the fault information can be ideally
obtained. But, in reality, these assumptions are impossible. This implies that some
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proposed active FTMPC schemes are still far away from practical applications. More
FTMPC works can be found in [9, 24, 33, 37, 54, 64].
This dissertation focuses on active FTMPC schemes with set-based FDI, which
consider the aforementioned problems. Actually, there only exist few works related
to active FTMPC implementation using set-based FDI. In [70, 71], FTMPC schemes
integrating invariant set-based FDI are presented for actuator and sensor faults, respec-
tively. The advantage of the schemes is its less computational complexity due to the
use of tube-based MPC and invariant set-based FDI. However, due to passive imple-
mentation of FDI, it implies the loss of potential FDI performance in some sense if one
wants to obtain FDI guarantees. In [51], an FTMPC scheme using the set-membership
FDI approach is introduced, whose advantages consist in using an active FI method
that can reduce FI conservatism. However, due to the requirements of computing sep-
arating inputs on-line, this approach has high complexity. Additionally, a method con-
sidering the design of separating inputs for active fault diagnosis is proposed in [50].
The feature of the method in [50] consists in that it computes separating inputs off-line
and can reduce computational complexity with respect to the on-line computation of
separating inputs, which perhaps can be integrated into an FTMPC framework. How-
ever, since the off-line computation of separating inputs is based on partitioning an
output set that includes all possible outputs under all possible system modes (healthy
or faulty), it is more conservative when comparing with the case of using the real-time
measured outputs. Comparing with these approaches or schemes, this dissertation pro-
poses active FTMPC schemes for actuator and sensor FTC with a balance between FDI
conservatism, complexity and efficiency.
2.2 Research Tools
2.2.1 Polyhedral Sets
Polyhedra are a kind of fundamental geometric objects that have been widely inves-
tigated. The use of polyhedra is related to many fields such as fault diagnosis, state
estimation, control and optimization. In what follows, one will recapitulate the back-
ground knowledge of polyhedra required in this research.
2.2.1.1 Polytopes
Polyhera are an useful convex geometrical representation of linear constraints in con-
trol and optimization. Polyhedra are formed by a group of half-spaces [4]. Because
of the convexity, polyhedra own a good balance between complexity and flexibility.
Polyhedra have dual mathematical representations, i.e., half-spaces (H-polyhedron)
and vertices (V-polyhedron). The half-space representation is firstly introduced [4].
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Definition 2.1. An open half-space in Rn is the set {x ∈ Rn : hx < v} and a closed
half-space in Rn is the set {x ∈ Rn : hx ≤ v}, where h is a vector with compatible
dimensions and v is a scalar.
Definition 2.2. An H-polyhedron P ⊂ Rn is an intersection of a finite set of closed
half-spaces with a form
P = {x ∈ Rn : Fx ≤ b, F ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm}, (2.1)
where fix ≤ bi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) is the i-th half-space, where fi is the i-th row of F and
bi is the i-th component of b.
Remark 2.1. In this dissertation, the inequalities should be understood elementwise.
For example, the inequality (2.1) includes m elementwise inequalities.
The V-polyhedron representation of polyhedra is based on the convex hull of a
finite set of points and the cone of a finite set of vectors.
Definition 2.3. A set S is said to be convex if for all x1 ∈ S and x2 ∈ S , it satisfies
αx1 + (1 − α)x2 ∈ S , for all 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Definition 2.4. A C-set is a compact and convex set that contains the origin in its
non-empty interior.
Definition 2.5. The image of a set S under a mapping M is defined as
M(S ) = {y : y = M(x), x ∈ S }.
Definition 2.6. The convex hull of a set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vp} ⊂ Rn of points is defined
as the set of all convex combinations of the points in V, i.e.,
conv(V) = {x : x = Vα,
p∑
i=1
αi = 1, α ≥ 0, α ∈ Rp}, (2.2)
where αi is the i-th component of α and p denotes the number of points.
Definition 2.7. The cone of a set Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} ⊂ Rn of vectors is defined as
cone(Y) = {y : y = Yβ, β ≥ 0, β ∈ Rq}, (2.3)
where βi is the i-th component of β and q denotes the number of vectors.
In order to give the definition of the V-polyhedron form, the Minkowski sum and
Pontryagin difference of sets are given in Definitions 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.
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Definition 2.8. Given two sets X1 ⊂ Rn and X2 ⊂ Rn, the Minkowski sum of the two
sets is
X1 ⊕ X2 = {x : x1 + x2, x1 ∈ X1, X2 ∈ X2}.
Definition 2.9. Given two sets Y ⊂ Rn and Y1 ⊂ Rn, the Pontryagin difference of the
two sets is
Y 	 Y1 = {y2 : y1 + y2 ∈ Y,∀y1 ∈ Y1}.
Based on the definitions of the convex set, the cone and the Minkowski sum in
Definitions 2.3, 2.7 and 2.8, the V-polyhedron representation of polyhedra can be ob-
tained.
Definition 2.10. A V-polyhedron P⊂Rn is the Minkowski sum of the convex hull of a set
V = {v1, v2, . . . , vp} ⊂ Rn of points and the cone of a finite set Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} ⊂ Rn
of vectors, i.e.,
P = conv(V) ⊕ cone(Y). (2.4)
The representation duality of polyhedra provides the flexibility for its wide appli-
cations. In some applications, the H-polyhedron representation is better to describe
the problems, while in some others, the V-polyhedron representation may be more
appropriate. This flexibility is based on the equivalence of the two representations.
Remark 2.2. The H-polyhedron and V-Polyhedron representations of polyhedra are
equivalent and these two representations can be converted into each other [73]. How-
ever, they are mathematically (but not algorithmically) equivalent.
According to the aforementioned results of polyhedron, one can give the definition
of polytopes as in Definition 2.11.
Definition 2.11. A polytope is a polyhedron that is bounded.
Remark 2.3. An H-polytope is an H-polyhedron that is bounded and a V-polytope is
a V-polyhedron that is bounded. Similarly, the H-polytope and V-Polytope are mathe-
matically (but not algorithmically) equivalent.
The operation of extracting the vertices of an H-polytope is called as vertex enu-
meration. The conversion between the H-polytope and V-polytope representations is
implemented via vertex enumeration [8]. According to the results in [10], any convex
body can be approximated arbitrarily well by a polytope. In this dissertation, polytopes
are only used as the tool of set manipulations. Thus, only the knowledge of polytopes
related to this research is presented here. For more details, the readers can be referred
to the aforementioned relevant literature.
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2.2.1.2 Zonotopes
Zonotopes are a special type of convex polytopes, which have the symmetric feature
with respect to their centers. Zonotopes have two different but equivalent definitions.
The first definition is based on the Minkowski sum of straight line segments and the
second one is based on the image of hypercubes. In this research, the second definition
is more interesting, which is formally given in Definition 2.12.
Definition 2.12. An m-order zonotope Z is defined as Z = g ⊕ HBm, where g and H
are called the center and segment matrix (also generator matrix), respectively.
The motivation to use zonotopes in this research consists in their geometric fea-
tures, which can simplify the propagation of set-based dynamics.
Property 2.1. Given two zonotopes Z1 = g1 ⊕H1Bm1 ⊂ Rn and Z2 = g2 ⊕H2Bm2 ⊂ Rn,
Z1 ⊕ Z2 = (g1 + g2) ⊕ [H1 H2]Bm1+m2 .
Property 2.2. Given a zonotope Z = g ⊕ HBm ⊂ Rn and a compatible matrix K,
KZ = Kg ⊕ KHBm.
The smallest box containing a zonotope Z is called the interval hull of Z, who is
defined in Definition 2.13.
Definition 2.13. The interval hull Z of a zonotope Z = g ⊕ HBm ⊂ Rn is the smallest
box containing Z, i.e.,
Z = {x : |xi − gi| ≤‖ Hi ‖1},
where Hi is the i-th row of H, xi and gi are the i-th components of x and g, respectively.
Definition 2.14. The interval hull width of Z = g ⊕ HBm ⊂ Rn is defined as a vector
width(Z) = (2‖H1‖1, 2‖H2‖1, . . . , 2‖Hn‖1)T ,
where 2‖Hi‖1 denotes the width of the i-th interval component of Z.
The complexity of zonotopes is described by their order. The higher the order is, the
more complex a zonotope is. In some applications, it is required to approximate high-
order zonotopes with lower-order zonotopes. According to [15], a reduction method
of zonotope complexity is presented in Property 2.3.
Property 2.3. Given a zonotope Z = g⊕HBm ⊂ Rn and an integer s (with n < s < m),
denote by Hˆ the matrix resulting from the reordering of the columns of the matrix H
in decreasing Euclidean norm. Z ⊆ g ⊕ [HˆT Q]Bs where HˆT is obtained from the
first s − n columns of the matrix Hˆ and Q ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix whose elements
satisfy Qii =
∑m
j=s−n+1 | Hˆi j |, i = 1, . . . , n.
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Definition 2.15. A strip is defined as S = {x : |cx − d| ≤ σ}, where c is a compatible
vector, and d and σ are scalars.
Moreover, in [2], a method to compute a zonotope that contains the intersection of
a strip and a zonotope is given. Property 2.4 summarizes this method.
Property 2.4. Given a zonotope Z = g⊕HBm ⊂ Rn, a strip S = {x ∈ Rn | |cx−d| ≤ σ}
and a vector λ ∈ Rn, then Z ∩ S ⊆ Zˆ(λ) = gˆ(λ) ⊕ Hˆ(λ)Bm+1 holds, where gˆ(λ) =
g + λ(d − cg) and Hˆ(λ) = [(I − λc)H σλ].
Besides, a method proposed in [30] to compute a zonotope approximation of the
intersection of a zonotope and a polytope is presented in Property 2.5.
Property 2.5. Given a matrix Λ ∈ Rn×m, a zonotope Z = g ⊕ HBr, and an H-polytope
P = {x ∈ Rn : |Cx − d| ≤ [φ1, φ2, ..., φm]T }, with C ∈ Rm×n, d ∈ Rm, φi ∈ R+ (i =
1, 2, ...,m), define a vector gˆ(Λ) = g+Λ(d−Cg) and a matrix Hˆ(Λ) = [(I−ΛC)H Λφ],
with a diagonal matrix Λ = diag(φ1, φ2, ..., φm). Then a family of zonotopes (param-
eterized by the matrix Λ) that contains the intersection of the zonotope Z and the
polytope P is obtained such as Z ∩ P ⊆ Zˆ(Λ) = gˆ ⊕ HˆBr+m.
In this dissertation, the proposed set-based approaches propagate system uncer-
tainties through the system model and the uncertainties are bounded by zonotopes.
According to [2, 23], the properties related to zonotope inclusion are given in Proper-
ties 2.6 and 2.7.
Property 2.6. Given a family of zonotopes denoted by Z = g ⊕ HBm, where g ∈ Rn is
a vector and H ∈ Rn×m is an interval matrix, a zonotope inclusion (Z) is defined by
(Z) = g ⊕ [mid(H) H]Bm+n,
where the matrix H is a diagonal matrix with
Hii =
∑m
j=1
diam(H)i j
2
, i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
where mid(·) and diam(·) compute the center and diameter of interval matrices.
Property 2.7. Given Zk+1 = AZk ⊕ Buk, where A and B are interval matrices and uk
is the input at time instant k, if Zk is a zonotope with the center gk and segment matrix
Hk, Zk+1 can be bounded by a zonotope
Zek+1 = gk+1 ⊕ Hk+1Br,
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with
gk+1 =mid(A)gk + mid(B))uk,
Hk+1 =[J1 J2 J3],
J1 =seg((AHk)),
J2 =
diam(A)
2
gk,
J3 =
diam(B)
2
uk,
where seg(·) computes the segment matrix of a zonotope.
Zonotopes are used as the containment sets in this research. In propagation of the
set-based dynamics, the advantage of zonotopes consists in their balance among com-
pactness, complexity and precision (see [47, 48] for the applications of zonotopes in
interval methods). In reality, the system constraints and uncertainties are often de-
scribed by convex sets. Since it is possible to approximate convex sets by zonotopes,
with a degree of approximations, zonotopes can always be used. However, zonotopes
are just one choice and their applications should consider the particular situations.
2.2.2 Invariant Sets
This section introduces the basic set invariance notions related to the linear discrete
time-variant dynamics. These notions are the important basis of the proposed ap-
proaches in this research.
2.2.2.1 Robust Positively Invariant Set
One firstly considers the notions of PI and RPI sets corresponding to the dynamics free
from or affected by process disturbances, respectively.
Definition 2.16. A set X is a PI set of the dynamics xk+1 = f (xk) if for any xk ∈ X, one
has xk+1 ∈ X for all k ≥ 0.
Definition 2.17. A set X is an RPI set of the dynamics xk+1 = f (xk, ωk) if for xk ∈ X
and ωk ∈ W, one always has xk+1 ∈ X.
Definition 2.18. The mRPI set of the dynamics is defined as an RPI set contained in
any closed RPI set and the mRPI set is unique and compact.
Definition 2.19. A Schur matrix is a square matrix composed of real entries and with
all its eigenvalues inside the unit circle.
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In this dissertation, one focuses on the linear discrete time-invariant dynamics with
process perturbation, which are modelled as
xk+1 = Axk + Eωk, (2.6)
where A and E are constant matrices with suitable dimensions, xk is the state of the
dynamics at time instant k, and ωk is the bounded process disturbance with ωk ∈ W =
{ω : |ω − ωc| ≤ ω¯}, where the vectors ωc and ω¯ are constant.
According to the results in [25, 44], one gives the following method to construct
the RPI sets of the dynamics (2.6).
Theorem 2.1. Considering the dynamics (2.6) and letting A = VΛV−1 be the Jordan
decomposition, the set
Φ(θ) ={x : ∣∣∣V−1x∣∣∣ ≤ (I − |Λ|)−1 ∣∣∣V−1E∣∣∣ ω¯ + θ} ⊕ ξ◦
is RPI and attractive for the trajectories of the dynamics (2.6), with θ being any (arbi-
trarily small) vector with positive components, where ξ◦ = (I − A)−1Eωc.
1. For any θ, the set Φ(θ) is (positively) invariant, that is, if x0 ∈ Φ(θ), then xk ∈ Φ(θ)
for all k ≥ 0.
2. Given θ > 0 and x0, there exists k∗ ≥ 0 such that xk ∈ Φ(θ) for all k ≥ k∗.
Proposition 2.1. Considering the dynamics (2.6) and denoting X0 as an initial set of
the dynamics, the set sequence
X j+1 = AX j ⊕ EW, j ∈ N
converges to the mRPI set of the dynamics (2.6), where if X0 is an RPI set, each itera-
tion of the set sequence is an RPI approximation of the mRPI set.
Remark 2.4. Using Proposition 2.1, one can obtain an RPI approximation of the mRPI
set of the dynamics (2.6) with any expected precision.
Definition 2.20. Given a scalar  > 0 and a set Ω ⊂ Rn, the set Φ ⊂ Rn is an outer
-approximation of Ω if Ω ⊆ Φ ⊆ Ω ⊕ Bns() and it is an inner -approximation of Ω if
Φ ⊆ Ω ⊆ Φ ⊕ Bns(), where Bns() = {x ∈ Rn : ‖ x ‖s≤ }.
By means of the set invariance notions, the RPI sets of the linear discrete time-
variant dynamics can be constructed.
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2.2.2.2 Robust Controlled Invariant Sets
When the system is subject to the external inputs and system constraints, one should
consider the CI sets. For all k ≥ 0, the system state and input constraints are defined as
xk ∈ X, (2.7a)
uk ∈ U. (2.7b)
Definition 2.21. A set C ⊆ X is a CI set of the dynamics xk+1 = f (xk, uk) if for any
xk ∈ C, there always exists uk ∈ U such that xk+1 ∈ C holds for all k ≥ 0.
Definition 2.22. A set CM ⊆ X is said to be the MCI set of the dynamics xk+1 =
f (xk, uk), if it is CI and contains all CI sets inside X.
Moreover, for the dynamics affected by process disturbances ωk ∈ W, one should
consider the RCI sets.
Definition 2.23. A set O ⊆ X is an RCI set of the dynamics xk+1 = f (xk, uk, ωk) if for
any xk ∈ O, there always exists uk ∈ U for any ωk ∈ W such that xk+1 ∈ O holds for all
k ≥ 0.
Definition 2.24. A set OM ⊆ X is said to be the MRCI set of the dynamics xk+1 =
f (xk, uk, ωk), if it is RCI and contains all RCI sets inside X.
In this dissertation, one only focuses on the linear discrete time-invariant dynamics
subject to process disturbances and state and input constraints, and the construction
of the RCI and MRCI sets of the linear discrete time-invariant dynamics is based on
the back-forward iteration algorithm, which is omitted here. However, the interested
reader can find all relevant knowledge in [8].
2.2.3 Robust Model Predictive Control
2.2.3.1 Model Predictive Control
MPC is a successful advanced control strategy in process industry and is implemented
by on-line optimization. For the discrete-time dynamics
xk+1 = f (xk, uk) (2.8)
that describes the evolution of states xk under the manipulated inputs uk starting from
an initial state, one can consider an objective function
min
u
N−1∑
k=0
q(xk, uk) + p(xN), (2.9)
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where u = [u0, u1, . . . , uN−1] is the control sequence by optimizing (2.9) over the pre-
diction horizon N, and q(xk, uk) and p(xN) are the stage and terminal cost functions.
The basic principle of MPC is that it uses the system model (2.8) to obtain the state
predictions over the horizon N and then solves the objective function (2.9) to obtain the
optimal control sequence over the prediction horizon. Note that solving the objective
function at each time instant is based on the real-time measurements/estimations of
states. Only the first element of the obtained control sequence is injected into the
controlled system and the whole on-line optimization procedure is repeated at each
time instant [8, 32].
The success of MPC stems from the fact that it can effectively deal with the sys-
tem with interactions, constraints or multivariables, which would be hard for any other
control strategy to accomplish. The limitation of MPC is that the on-line optimization
algorithm at each time instant requires substantial time and computational resources.
However, fast computational platforms together with advances in the field have signif-
icantly increased the MPC applicability to fast-sampled applications [8, 32].
2.2.3.2 Tube-based Model Predictive Control
The previous subsection has introduced the basic principle of MPC. The conventional
MPC technique is not robust to the effect of uncertainties. In order to deal with system
uncertainties, it is necessary to consider robust MPC techniques. In the literature, there
exist two important types of robust MPC techniques, i.e., the tube-based and min-max
techniques. This part briefly introduces tube-based robust MPC.
For the linear time-invariant systems with additive process disturbances, the ad-
vantage of tube-based MPC is that it has relatively low computational complexity. The
tube-based MPC technique used in this dissertation is referred to [35]. The linear dis-
crete time-invariant plant is modelled as
xk+1 =Axk + Buk + ωk, (2.10a)
yk =Cxk + ηk, (2.10b)
where the matrices B and C are constant, and yk and ηk denote the output vector and
measurement noise. The state and input hard constraints of the system are denoted as
(2.7) and it is assumed that ηk is bounded by
ηk ∈ V. (2.11a)
Because of the effect of the process disturbance and measurement noise, it is impos-
sible to obtain the accurate values of system states. Nevertheless, in order to generate
control inputs, one has to estimate the system states. For tube-based MPC, a Luen-
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berger observer based on (2.10) is designed as
xˆk+1 = (A − LC)xˆk + Buk + Lyk, (2.12a)
yˆk = Cxˆk, (2.12b)
where xˆk and yˆk are the estimated states and outputs and L is the observer gain that can
stabilize the observer.
The nominal system corresponding to the actual system (2.10) is obtained by ne-
glecting the uncertainties ωk and ηk from (2.10), i.e.,
x¯k+1 = Ax¯k + Bu¯k, (2.13a)
y¯k = Cx¯k, (2.13b)
where x¯k, u¯k and y¯k are the nominal state, input and output vectors at time instant k.
Thus, the open-loop optimization problem of the tube-based MPC controller, based on
the nominal system (2.13), has the following form
Jk = min
u¯
N−1∑
j=0
‖(x¯k+ j|k − x¯∗)‖2Q¯ + ‖(u¯k+ j|k − u¯∗)‖2R¯ + ‖(x¯k+N|k − x¯∗)‖2P¯
subject to x¯k+ j|k∈ X¯,
u¯k+ j|k∈ U¯,
x¯k+N|k∈ X¯T ,
x¯k|k= x¯k,
(2.14)
where u¯ = [u¯k|k, u¯k+1|k, . . . , u¯k+N−1|k] is the generated control sequence, x¯k+ j|k is the j-th
state prediction of the nominal system at time instant k, x¯∗ and u¯∗ are a state-input
setpoint pair, Q¯, R¯ and P¯ are positive-definite matrices and X¯, U¯ and X¯T are the state,
input and terminal state constraints of the nominal system (2.13). Note that, in (2.14),
the construction of X¯, U¯ and X¯T will be detailed in Chapter 6.
Based on the observer (2.12) and open-loop optimization problem (2.14), the con-
trol law of the tube-based MPC controller has the following form
uk = u¯k + K(xˆk − x¯k), (2.15)
where K is the feedback gain designed for this tube-based MPC controller.
Remark 2.5. For brevity, this part only introduces the principle of tube-based MPC
and it is assumed that the tube-based MPC controller shown in this section can stabiliz-
able the system. The details on the tube-based MPC technique used in this dissertation
can be found in [35].
2.2.3.3 Min-max Model Predictive Control
The other robust MPC technique used in this research is the min-max robust MPC
technique. This is the application of the min-max approach in the MPC framework
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and extends the use of MPC to robustly resist the effect of uncertainties. A min-max
strategy in MPC means that the worst-case performance with respect to uncertainties is
optimized. The limitation of min-max MPC consists in its computational complexity
in order to obtain robustness against uncertainties, while its most important advantage
over tube-based MPC in this research is that it can directly manipulate the input con-
straints of the plant1. This is very helpful in the implementation of proposed FTMPC
schemes. The details will be presented in the following chapters. The readers can see
[28] for more details of the min-max MPC technique. For the system (2.10), the robust
MPC controller is designed as
Jk = min
u
max
w
N−1∑
j=0
‖(xk+ j|k − x∗)‖2Q + ‖(uk+ j|k − u∗)‖2R + ‖(xk+N|k − x∗)‖2P
subject to xk+ j|k∈ X,
uk+ j|k∈ U,
xk+N|k∈ XT ,
xk|k= xˆk,
∀ωk+ j|k ∈ W, (2.16)
where x∗ and u∗ are a state-input setpoint pair, XT is the terminal state constraint set
( defined as the MRCI set corresponding to the state and input constraint sets X and
U), u = [uk|k, uk+1|k, . . . , uk+N−1|k], Q, R and P are positive-definite weighting matrices,
w = [ωk|k, ωk+1|k, . . . , ωk+N−1|k] and the internal model of the min-max MPC controller
is given as
xk+ j+1|k = Axk+ j|k + Buk+ j|k + ωk+ j|k. (2.17)
Over the prediction horizon N, the state prediction xk+ j|k and manipulated input
uk+ j|k at time instant k are subject to the internal model (2.17). Eventually, the opti-
mization problem (2.16) is solved and the control sequence u is obtained. According
to the MPC principle introduced in this section, at time instant k, only the first element
of u is used as the current control input vector and is injected into the system. Af-
terwards, the optimization problem (2.16) is repeated at each time instant to generate
control inputs in real time.
2.3 Summary
This chapter introduces some fundamental notions and summarizes the state of the art
of the research area. In the literature, some existing works related to this research
1The tube-based MPC controller indirectly guarantees the input constraint satisfaction as in (2.7) by directly
manipulating the input of the nominal system (2.13) such that uˆk ∈ U¯. But during the transition induced by faults,
because the system model is changed, the input constraint satisfaction cannot be guaranteed again. Comparatively,
because the min-max MPC controller directly manipulates the plant inputs, the input constraint satisfaction can
always be guaranteed as long as the min-max MPC controller is always feasible.
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are also reviewed in this chapter. Besides, This chapter also introduces research tools
involved in this research, which are polyhedra, invariant sets and robust MPC. Con-
sidering that the objective of this chapter is to introduce the background knowledge
related to this dissertation, not all details of these knowledge are presented and one
mainly gives the general picture. Thus, for more details, the readers are suggested to
read the mentioned literature of set theory and robust MPC.
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Fault Detection and Isolation
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Chapter 3
Invariant Sets and Interval Observers
This chapter introduces interval observers and invariant sets and their applications in
fault diagnosis. Most importantly, the objective of this chapter is to investigate the
relationship of interval observers and invariant sets and to discuss their advantages and
disadvantages, respectively.
3.1 Problem Formulation
In order to explain the FD principles of interval observers and invariant sets, one con-
siders a fundamental system framework, which is shown in Figure 3.1.
 Observer
Plant
Figure 3.1: System framework
For brevity, in this chapter, the linear discrete time-invariant plant is redefined as
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + ωk, (3.1a)
yk = Cxk + ηk, (3.1b)
where A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×p and C ∈ Rq×n are constant parametric matrices, xk ∈ Rn,
uk ∈ Rp and yk ∈ Rq are state, input and output vectors, respectively, ωk ∈ W and
ηk ∈ V are the bounded process disturbance and measurement noise, respectively, and
k denotes the k-th discrete time instant. The bounding sets W and V are defined as
W = {ω ∈ Rn : |ω − ωc| ≤ ω¯, ωc ∈ Rn, ω¯ ∈ Rn}, (3.2a)
V = {η ∈ Rq : |η − ηc| ≤ η¯, ηc ∈ Rq, η¯ ∈ Rq}, (3.2b)
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where ωc, ηc, ω¯ and η¯ are constant vectors. It can be observed that the sets W and V
can be rewritten as zonotopes
W = ωc ⊕ Hω¯Bn, (3.3a)
V = ηc ⊕ Hη¯Bq, (3.3b)
where Hω¯ ∈ Rn×n and Hη¯ ∈ Rq×q are two diagonal matrices with their diagonal entries
composed of ω¯ and η¯, respectively.
Assumption 3.1. The system described in Figure 3.1 is stable and the pair (A,C) is
detectable.
3.2 Invariant Sets in Fault Detection
For the system shown in Figure 3.1, if the invariant set-based approach is used to
implement fault diagnosis, according to [41, 44, 55, 57, 58], a Luenberger observer
based on the model (3.1) should be designed as
xˆk+1 = Axˆk + Buk + L(yk −Cxˆk), (3.4a)
yˆk = Cxˆk, (3.4b)
where xˆk and yˆk are the estimated state and output at time instant k, and L is the ob-
server gain matrix designed to assure the contractiveness of the observer. Note that the
contractiveness of the observer (3.4) is always possible under Assumption 3.1.
Furthermore, according to the measured output vector yk and the estimated output
vector yˆk, one can define a residual for the invariant set-based FD method as
risk =yk − yˆk
=Cx˜k + ηk, (3.5)
where risk denotes the residual at time instant k, the superscript is denotes invariant sets,
and the state estimation error x˜k of the observer is defined as
x˜k = xk − xˆk.
Furthermore, by using (3.1) and (3.4), the dynamics of x˜k can be derived as
x˜k+1 = (A − LC)x˜k − Lηk + ωk. (3.6)
It is known that ωk and ηk are bounded. Thus, one can construct an RPI set to
confine x˜k as in (3.6) [25, 44]. The resultant RPI set of x˜k is denoted as Φx˜ and the
corresponding set to confine the residual is computed as
Ris = CΦx˜ ⊕ V. (3.7)
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According to the definition of the RPI sets, once x˜k enters into its RPI set Φx˜, then
it will always remain inside the RPI set and the same result holds for the residual risk .
Thus, as long as x˜k ∈ Φx˜ holds, one will always have
risk ∈ Ris. (3.8)
The invariant set-based FD method consists in testing whether or not the residual
risk strictly belongs to its healthy set R
is in real time. If, at one time, the residual exits
its healthy set, it is indicated that the system has become faulty1. Otherwise, it is
considered that the system is still healthy.
Remark 3.1. If needed, one can also add ωc and ηc into (3.4). However, in the case
that ωc and ηc are not zero, it means that one only adds an offset to the corresponding
invariant set, which does not affect general conclusions presented in this chapter.
3.3 Interval Observers in Fault Detection
Instead of invariant sets, if interval observers are used for fault diagnosis, the plant
should be monitored by an interval observer, which takes the worst case of uncertain-
ties into account. The set-based form of the interval observer, based on the plant model
(3.1), is designed as
Xˆk+1 =(A − LC)Xˆk ⊕ {Buk} ⊕ {Lyk} ⊕ (−L)V ⊕W, (3.9a)
Yˆk =CXˆk ⊕ V, (3.9b)
where Xˆk and Yˆk are the estimated state and output sets at time instant k, respectively,
and L is the observer gain matrix that is chosen to guarantee the set-mapping contrac-
tiveness of the interval observer and the avoidance of the wrapping effect [39].
Note that the interval observer (3.9) is designed based on a Luenberger observer
xˆk+1 = Axˆk + Buk + L(yk −Cxˆk) + ω˘k, (3.10a)
yˆk = Cxˆk + η˘k, (3.10b)
where the signals ω˘k and η˘k are artificial and bounded, i.e., ω˘k ∈ W and η˘k ∈ V , which
are used to simulating the effect of ωk and ηk on the plant (3.1).
1In this dissertation, the terms such as faults, become faulty, fault occurrence, fault detection and isolation and
fault-tolerant control are generally related to the mode switching among different faulty modes, fault detection from
healthy to faulty and system recovery from faulty to healthy as long as the proposed approaches can deal with these
situations.
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Remark 3.2. Theoretically, the observer gain matrices of (3.9) and (3.4) can be de-
signed separately. But, for the sake of comparing the two FD approaches, one uses
the same observer gain L for both (3.9) and (3.4). However, one should notice that the
observer gain can affect the effectiveness of the fault diagnosis approaches. Please see
[40] for more information on this point.
Using zonotope operations in Section 2.2.1, (3.9) can be transformed into the
center-segment matrix form. Thus, the centers xˆck+1 and yˆ
c
k and segment matrices Hˆ
x
k+1
and Hˆyk of Xˆk+1 and Yˆk can be computed as
xˆck+1 = (A − LC)xˆck + Buk + Lyk − Lηc + wc, (3.11a)
Hˆxk+1 = [(A − LC)Hˆxk − LHη¯ Hω¯], (3.11b)
yˆck = Cxˆ
c
k + η
c, (3.11c)
Hˆyk = [CHˆ
x
k Hη¯]. (3.11d)
Assumption 3.2. The initial state of the plant is denoted as x0 and x0 belongs to the
initial zonotope Xˆ0 of the interval observer.
Remark 3.3. The initial set Xˆ0 can be arbitrarily assigned if necessary, which means
that it is always possible to find a set to bound x0. Additionally, this also implies the
designing flexibility of the interval observer-based approach at the initial phase.
In order to implement the interval observer-based FD, a residual should be defined.
However, the residual definition here is different from the conventional one, which is
in terms of sets, i.e.,
Riok ={yk} ⊕ (−Yˆk)
={Cxk + ηk} ⊕ {(−CXˆk) ⊕ (−V)}
=C{{xk} ⊕ (−Xˆk)} ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V), (3.12)
where Riok denotes the residual zonotope at time instant k and the superscript io repre-
sents interval observers.
In (3.11), it can be observed that, as k increases, the order of segment matrices
of residual zonotopes grows dramatically. In order to propagate the dynamics of the
interval observer, it is necessary to control the order of zonotopes. In Property 2.3, a
method is proposed to reduce the complexity of zonotopes by using low-order zono-
topes to over-approximate high-order zonotopes.
Under Assumption 3.2, when the interval observer (3.9) is used to monitor the dy-
namic behaviors of the system, as long as the system is healthy, the residual zonotopes
should always contain the origin. Thus, the interval observer-based FD method con-
sists in checking whether or not
0 ∈ Riok (3.13)
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is violated in real time, where 0 is the origin. If (3.13) is violated, it means that the
system has become faulty. Otherwise, it is considered that the system is still in the
healthy operation. More details on the FD application of interval observers can be
referred to [18–20, 36, 39, 40, 47–49, 52].
Note that, sometimes, instead of checking (3.13), another relatively rough but sim-
ple consistency-testing method is to test whether or not
0 ∈ Riok
holds for FD, where Riok denotes the interval hull of the residual zonotope R
io
k .
Remark 3.4. Since the computation of state and output intervals is based on the in-
terval hull of zonotopes, for brevity, all discussions are directly based on zonotopes in
the sequel.
3.4 Relationship of Invariant Sets and Interval Observers
In this section, the relationship of interval observers and invariant sets is briefly inves-
tigated, which is based on the results in [68].
3.4.1 Bounds of Interval Observers
In order to analyze residual zonotopes defined in (3.12) for the interval observer-based
approach, a zonotope
X˜k ={xk} ⊕ (−Xˆk)
=(xk − xˆck) ⊕ HˆxkBsk (3.14)
is defined, where sk denotes the order of X˜k and Xˆk is denoted as
Xˆk = xˆck ⊕ HˆxkBsk .
Using the notations x˜ck and H˜k to denote xk − xˆck and Hˆxk , respectively, X˜k is rewritten as
X˜k = x˜ck ⊕ H˜kBsk .
Furthermore, taking into account (3.1a), (3.11a) and (3.11b), the center and seg-
ment matrix of X˜k+1 can be derived as
x˜ck+1 = (A − LC)x˜ck − L(ηk − ηc) + (ωk − ωc), (3.15a)
H˜k+1 = Hˆxk+1 = [(A − LC)Hˆxk − LHη¯ Hω¯]. (3.15b)
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According to zonotope operations, an equivalent zonotope-based form of (3.15)
can be deduced as
X˜k+1 =(A − LC)X˜k ⊕ (−L)[(ηk − ηc) ⊕ Hη¯Bq] ⊕ [(ωk − ωc) ⊕ Hω¯Bn]. (3.16)
According to the expression (3.14), the left side of (3.16) can be rewritten as
X˜k+1 =x˜ck+1 ⊕ H˜k+1Bsk+1
=(xk+1 − xˆck+1) ⊕ Hˆxk+1Bsk+1
={xk+1} ⊕ [(−xˆck+1) ⊕ Hˆxk+1Bsk+1], (3.17)
while the right side of (3.16) can be rewritten as
X˜k+1 =(A − LC)[(xk − xˆck) ⊕ HˆxkBsk] ⊕ (−L)[(ηk − ηc) ⊕ Hη¯Bq]
⊕ [(ωk − ωc) ⊕ Hω¯Bn]
={(A − LC)xk} ⊕ (A − LC)[(−xˆck) ⊕ HˆxkBsk] ⊕ {(−L)ηk}
⊕ (−L)[(−ηc) ⊕ Hη¯Bq] ⊕ {ωk} ⊕ [(−ωc) ⊕ Hω¯Bn]. (3.18)
When (3.9) estimates state and output zonotopes, one only uses the bounds of the
disturbance and noise, which corresponds to the worst case of the considered uncertain-
ties in the plant. It can be observed that the expressions (3.17) and (3.18) correspond
to xk+1 − xˆk+1 and (A − LC)(xk − xˆk) − Lηk + ωk + Lη˘k − ω˘k, respectively. Using x˘k to
characterize xk − xˆk, one obtains the corresponding equivalent dynamics of (3.16)1
x˘k+1 = (A − LC)x˘k − Lηk + ωk + Lη˘k − ω˘k. (3.19)
If considering W and V into (3.19), a set-based form of (3.19) can be obtained as
X˘k+1 = (A − LC)X˘k ⊕ (−L)V ⊕W ⊕ LV ⊕ (−W). (3.20)
By using zonotope operations, the center x˘ck+1 and segment matrix H˘k+1 of X˘k+1
described by (3.20) can be derived as
x˘ck+1 =(A − LC)x˘ck, (3.21a)
H˘k+1 =[(A − LC)H˘k − LHη¯ Hω¯ LHη¯ − Hω¯]. (3.21b)
By comparing (3.16) and (3.20), it is shown that zonotopes estimated by (3.20)
bound those estimated by (3.16) at each time instant, as long as the initial condition
X˜0 ⊆ X˘0 holds. Finally, according to (3.12) and (3.20), zonotopes bounding residual
zonotopes can be derived as
R˘iok = CX˘k ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (3.22)
1 xk − xˆk is different from x˜k = xk − xˆk in (3.5). The former corresponds to interval observers while the latter
corresponds to invariant sets. Thus, the notations x˘k and x˜k are used to distinguish them.
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3.4.2 Relationship in Terms of Intermediate Sets
An RPI set of the dynamics (3.6) can be constructed by Theorem 2.1, which is denoted
as Φx˜0 with the center ξ
c
0 (since W and V are zonotopes, the construction of Φ
x˜
0 implies
that it can also be denoted as a zonotope). According to Proposition 2.1 and using
the RPI set Φx˜0 as an initial set, another squeezed RPI set with an arbitrarily expected
precision to the mRPI set of (3.6) can be obtained by iterating
Φx˜j+1 = (A − LC)Φx˜j ⊕ (−L)V ⊕W, j ∈ N, (3.23)
where j represents the j-th element of this set sequence. Moreover, (3.23) can be
unfolded into the same form as that of (3.15), with the center ξcj+1 and segment matrix
H x˜j+1 being
ξcj+1 =(A − LC)ξcj − Lηc + ωc, (3.24a)
H x˜j+1 =[(A − LC)H x˜j − LHη¯ Hω¯]. (3.24b)
In Proposition 2.1, as j tends to infinity, the set sequence (3.23) converges to the
mRPI set of (3.6), which is denoted as Φx˜∞ with the center ξ
c
∞. Furthermore, comparing
(3.15), (3.21) and (3.24) with each other, as k and j tend to infinity, one has
x˜c∞ =[I − (A − LC)]−1[(ω∞ − Lη∞) − (ωc − Lηc)], (3.25a)
x˘c∞ =0, (3.25b)
ξc∞ =[I − (A − LC)]−1(ωc − Lηc), (3.25c)
‖ H˜∞i ‖1= ‖ H x˜∞i ‖1≤‖ H˘∞i ‖1, (3.25d)
where i represents the i-th row of a matrix and ω∞ ∈ W and η∞ ∈ V are unknown,
bounded and random variables. Thus, the centers of X˜∞ and Φx˜∞ have the relationship
x˜c∞+ξ
c
∞ = [I− (A−LC)]−1(ω∞−Lη∞), where because ω∞ and η∞ are bounded, x˜c∞+ξc∞
are also bounded, whose bounds can be clearly derived by using W and V .
It can be observed that in (3.25d) the sizes1 of X˜∞ and Φx˜∞ are the same and both
are smaller than the size of X˘∞. Considering (3.25a), (3.25b) and (3.25d), X˜∞ has the
same size but generally different center with Φx˜∞.
3.4.3 Relationship in Terms of Residuals
It is known that, for the interval observer-based method, the residual zonotopes defined
in (3.12) can be rewritten as
Riok = CX˜k ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V), (3.26)
1The size of a zonotope is used to describe the volume of the zonotope. However, one has difficulties to
compute the volume of a zonotope. Thus, in this dissertation, the size is indirectly described by the interval hull
width of the zonotope as in Definition 2.14.
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where Riok is always bounded by its bounding set R˘
io
k given in (3.22), as long as the
initial condition X˜0 ⊆ X˘0 holds (i.e., Rio0 ⊆ R˘io0 ). As per (3.14) and (3.26), the center
rio,ck and segment matrix H
io
k of R
io
k have the expressions
rio,ck = Cx˜
c
k + ηk − ηc, (3.27a)
Hiok = [CH˜
x
k Hη¯]. (3.27b)
Similarly, for the invariant set-based method, by substituting (3.23) and (3.24) into
(3.7), the residual set Risj corresponding to RPI sets can be obtained as
Risj =CΦ
x˜
j ⊕ V, (3.28)
where j denotes the number of iterative steps indicated in Proposition 2.1, which does
not mean the time instant. Similarly, the center ris,cj and segment matrix H
is
j of R
is
j can
be obtained as
ris,cj =Cξ
c
j + η
c, (3.29a)
Hisj =[CH
x˜
j Hη¯]. (3.29b)
According to (3.25), (3.27b) and (3.29b), as k and j tend to infinity, the size of Riok
converges to that of the smallest residual set Ris∞ corresponding to the mRPI set Φ
x˜
∞ of
the dynamics (3.6). It can also be observed that the centers of Rio∞ and R
is
∞ are generally
different but have relationship
rio,c∞ + r
is,c
∞ = C[I − (A − LC)]−1(ω∞ − Lη∞) + η∞,
where, since ω∞ and η∞ are bounded, rio,c∞ + r
is,c
∞ is also bounded. This implies that,
as k tends to infinity, Rio∞ will be a set that has the same size but generally different
center with Ris∞. Residual zonotopes estimated by the interval observer have bounding
zonotopes, (i.e., if Rio0 ⊆ R˘io0 , then Riok ⊆ R˘iok for all k ≥ 0). But, one cannot assure that,
at infinity, Ris∞ is bounded by R˘
io
∞. However, if one can assure Φ
x˜
∞ ⊆ X˘∞, then Ris∞ can
be bounded by R˘io∞. Thus, by comparing (3.15) with (3.21), it can be observed that the
difference of X˜∞ and X˘∞ is from the term −Lηk + ωk as in (3.15a). Thus, at infinity,
considering (3.25a) and (3.25c), a condition such that Ris∞ ⊆ R˘io∞ can be obtained as
ωc − Lηc ∈ W ⊕ L(−V) ⊕ {−(ωc − Lηc)}, i.e.,
2(ωc − Lηc) ∈ W ⊕ L(−V). (3.30)
3.4.4 Brief Discussions
Based on the residual forms (3.5) and (3.12) for the interval observer-based and the
invariant set-based approaches, the relationship of both FD approaches is briefly sum-
marized as follows:
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• The principles of both FD approaches are similar. For the invariant set-based
approach, the invariant set is fixed and determined off-line but the residual is
obtained in real time, while, for the interval observer-based approach, the origin
0 is fixed but residual zonotopes are computed on-line.
• As k tends to infinity, the size of residual zonotopes estimated by the interval
observer converges to that of the smallest residual set Ris∞.
• The center of Rio∞ has a mathematical relationship with that of Ris∞.
• As long as the corresponding initial condition is satisfied, Riok is always bounded
by R˘iok . Although one cannot draw the same conclusion for R
is
k and R˘
io
k , R
is
∞ can
also be bounded by R˘io∞ under the condition (3.30).
Remark 3.5. Both FD approaches detect faults by testing consistency between the
current behaviors of the system and the nominal behaviors from the nominal system
model. Thus, once interval vectors estimated by the nominal interval observer do
not include the origin or the residual exits the healthy residual set, it is considered
that the system has become faulty, which means that the aforementioned discussions
are generally suitable for all detectable1 faults by both approaches. Note that the
established relationship can also be extended to the case of faulty operation, as long
as both interval observers and invariant sets are designed and constructed based on
the same model of the faulty system.
3.5 Comparison of Invariant Sets and Interval Observers
3.5.1 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the interval observer-based approach is mainly from
the type of containment sets to propagate the effect of uncertainties throughout the
system model and the algorithms to compute intervals. In [49], the algorithms to im-
plement interval observers are classified into the region-based and trajectory-based
algorithms. Generally, the former has lower computational complexity than the latter
and different types of containment sets require different computational efforts. Besides,
the interval observer-based approach estimates state and output sets on-line, which in-
creases computational burden.
For the invariant set-based approach, since the key invariant set is computed off-
line, the computational complexity of invariant sets does not play a decisive role in the
complexity of the approach. During the runtime of the invariant set-based approach,
its computational cost reduces to simple on-line set membership testing, i.e., check
1For the notion of fault detectability and isolability, one can turn to books related to this topic such as [5].
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whether or not the residual exits its fixed healthy set. Thus, comparatively, the invariant
set-based approach has much lower computational burden.
Generally, the invariant set-based approach has lower computational complexity
than the interval observer-based approach. However, when using zonotopes to im-
plement interval observers, the requirements of computational resources by interval
observers is already satisfactory for considerable applications.
3.5.2 Conservatism in Fault Detection
For the invariant set-based approach, the conservatism comes mainly from the size of
invariant sets. According to [44], invariant sets for on-line FD can approximate the
mRPI set of the same dynamics with an arbitrarily expected precision. This precision
can be assigned in advance. If a sufficiently small invariant set is obtained, the conser-
vatism could be reduced to some extent. It is clear that the best invariant set for FD
is the mRPI set. However, generally, it is impossible to obtain the mRPI set. Instead,
the mRPI set can only be approximated by other bigger invariant sets, which implies a
degree of conservatism.
Additionally, for the invariant set-based approach, there mainly exist two dynamic
processes. The first one is the residual movement from the outside of the invariant set
to the inside while the second one is the opposite. The former corresponds to the initial
transient-state process or system-recovery/FI process from a mode to another mode,
while the latter corresponds to the FD process. This chapter focuses on the initial
transient-state and steady-state FD processes and omits system recovery/FI processes.
In reality, since the invariant set is fixed and computed off-line but used on-line, it has
a fixed size and does not have adjustable flexibility on-line. Thus, it is possible that
the system initial condition is outside the healthy invariant set, which results in that
the invariant set-based approach loses its effectiveness to detect faults during the initial
and transit processes. Theoretically, the interval observer can reduce this conservatism
by arbitrarily assigning its initial set under the physical constraints of the system to
contain the initial condition for the initial and transient FD processes. Besides, during
FD, one has to use an invariant set with a fixed size bigger than that of the mRPI set.
But, for the interval observer, because of on-line propagation, the sizes of estimated
sets will be able to approach that of the mRPI set as much as possible as time elapses.
Thus, after sufficiently long operating time, the sizes of sets from interval observers
should be smaller than that of the invariant set, which should be better for FD.
It can be observed that both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages.
Interval observers can provide system dynamic information during the whole process
including the initial, transient and steady state, which means that they can detect faults
during the whole process but with higher complexity because of on-line set compu-
tation. Comparatively, invariant sets mainly describe the system behaviors at steady
state, which are mainly used for steady-state FD but with lower complexity because of
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off-line invariant set construction. Thus, generally speaking, from FD point of view,
the interval observer-based approach should be less conservative, while from compu-
tational point of view, the invariant set-based approach is less complex. Ideally, if they
can be used jointly, it is possible to use them to mitigate their respective disadvan-
tages and make use of their respective advantages. This point motivates the following
research of this dissertation.
3.6 Illustrative Example
A discrete-time dynamics under the effect of sensor faults is used to illustrate the results
related to both FD approaches, whose model is given as
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + wk,
yk = GiCxk + ηk,
where Gi is a diagonal matrix modelling the i-th sensor mode (i ∈ {0, 1}). G0 is the
identity matrix modelling the healthy mode and G1 models a faulty mode. An interval
observer as in (3.9) is designed to monitor the plant. The residual zonotopes and the
residual for both FD approaches are defined as (3.5) and (3.12), respectively. The
parameters of this example are given as:
• Model matrices: A =
[
0.867 −1.234
0.01 1
]
, B =
[
0.01 1
1 0.01
]
,C =
[
0.5 0
0 1.5
]
.
• Disturbances: w¯ =
[
0.1 0.1
]T
, wc =
[
0.1 0.1
]T
.
• Measurement noises: η¯ =
[
0.1 0.1
]T
, ηc =
[
0.5 0.5
]T
.
• Observer gain and fault magnitude: L =
[
0.533 −0.823
0.02 0.2
]
,G1 =
[
0.95 0
0 1
]
.
• Input set1: uc =
[
2
2
]
, Hu =
[
0.2 0
0 0.2
]
.
• Initial conditions: x0 =
[
0
0
]
, Xˆ0 =
[
0.1
0.1
]
⊕
[
2 0 2
0 2 2
]
B3.
• Sampling time: 0.01s
For the invariant set-based approach, one can compute an initial invariant set for the
dynamics of the estimation error as in (3.6). Then one can use this initial invariant set
1This example considers two inputs. The input set is given as a zonotope, whose center and segment matrix are
denoted as uc and Hu, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Relationship in terms of set sizes
to iterate the corresponding set-based description of the dynamics thirty steps to obtain
another invariant set of the dynamics, which can sufficiently approaches the mRPI set.
Based on this invariant set, the corresponding healthy residual set can be constructed
with the residual equation as in (3.5). The interval hull of this thirty-step residual set
is computed off-line as Ris30 = ([0.4114, 1.2005], [−0.26, 1.1])T , whose size is denoted
as a vector width(Ris30) =
[
0.7891 1.42
]T
. In the sequel, this residual set is used to
illustrate the established relationship. Note that since the illustrative example has two
dimensions, the interval hull (or interval vector) and its width (or vector) also includes
two components.
Remark 3.6. For comparison, instead of directly using zonotopes, one uses the in-
terval hull of zonotopes. In this case, for each dimension of the residual (or residual
zonotope), an interval can be obtained to bound the component in that dimension.
3.6.1 Relationship in Terms of Set Sizes
The relationship between residual zonotopes and the healthy residual set is shown
in Figure 3.2. It can be observed that residual zonotopes do not converge to the
residual set but their sizes converge to that of the residual set. In Figure 3.2, after
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(a) Residual set outside bounding intervals
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(b) Residual set inside bounding intervals
Figure 3.3: Relationship in terms of bounds
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(a) FD in initial transient state
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(b) FD in steady state
Figure 3.4: Two approaches in FD
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twenty-step on-line propagation, the size of residual zonotopes approximately reaches[
0.7891 1.42
]T
, which is consistent with that of the residual set.
Remark 3.7. In the figures, Riok (1), R
is(1), R˘iok (1) and r
io
k (1) and R
io
k (2), R
is(2), R˘iok (2)
and riok (2) are the first and second components of R
io
k , R
is, R˘iok and r
io
k , respectively.
3.6.2 Relationships in Terms of Bounds
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship among the residual set, the residual zonotopes and
their bounds, where residual zonotopes are always bounded by their bounds, while the
residual set is not always bounded by the same bounds. Note that, in Figure 3.3(a),
based on the aforementioned parameters, the residual set is not bounded by the same
bounds. Instead, in Figure 3.3(b), based on a new center ηc =
[
0.1 0.1
]T
that satisfies
(3.30), the residual set is always bounded by the same bounds.
3.6.3 Relationships in Transient and Steady Fault Detection
In Figure 3.4, the two approaches are used to detect the same fault during the initial-
state and steady-state processes, respectively. In Figure 3.4(a), the fault occurs at time
instant 3 (transient state) and in Figure 3.4(b) the fault occurs at time instant 30 (steady
state). It can be observed that the interval observer can detect the fault both at initial
state and steady state by testing that the inclusion (3.13) is violated while the invariant
set-based approach can only detect the fault at steady state by testing the inclusion
(3.8). At transient state, if the initial value is outside the residual set, even though a fault
occurs, the invariant set-based approach cannot make a decision for fault occurrence.
Comparatively, for the interval observer, its initial set can be arbitrarily assigned as
big as possible to contain the initial value, thus, once a violation of (3.13) is detected,
it implies fault occurrence. This shows the advantage of the interval observer-based
approach in transient-state FD and the principle similarity of the two approaches in
steady-state FD. In Figure 3.4, the center of the noise set is given as ηc =
[
0.1 0.1
]T
.
3.6.4 Comparison of Computational Complexity
The invariant set-based approach implements FD by only testing whether or not the
residual is inside its healthy set, while the interval observer-based approach performs
FD by estimating the state and output sets on-line. As mentioned in this chapter,
the former has less computational complexity than the latter. However, in order to
intuitively show their complexity, one applies the two FD approaches into this ex-
ample. With a simulation time of 10000 steps, for the invariant set-based approach,
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the CPU time is around 0.145110 seconds, while for the interval observer-based ap-
proach, the CPU time is around 0.691144 seconds. This shows that the invariant set-
based approach has very obvious advantage in terms of computational complexity.
The computer type model for this testing is HP Elitebook 6930p (processor: Inter(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU p8700, 2.53GHz; RAM: 4.00GB; 64-bit operating system).
Remark 3.8. One should use different examples to show different relationships of in-
terval observers and invariant sets. But, in this chapter, without loss of generality, one
uses the same example with some different parameters to show all the aforementioned
relationships for brevity. For example, in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.4, one changes the cen-
ter of the set V of measurement noises, while for the results of the other figures, one
uses the original parameters given at the beginning of this section.
Remark 3.9. Theoretically, for a system, as long as its invariant sets can be con-
structed and its interval observers can be computationally feasible, one can use in-
variant sets and interval observers for its fault diagnosis. Realistically, invariant set
construction and interval observer implementation depend on the complexity of the
system such as the number of inputs, states and outputs. However, this is already out
of the scope of this dissertation and could be a separate topic of the future research.
3.7 Summary
This chapter analyzes the interval observer-based and the invariant set-based FD ap-
proaches. The former can provide the system information during the whole process
with higher computational complexity, while the latter focuses more on the steady-state
behaviors of the system with lower computational complexity. Both interval observers
and invariant sets have their own advantages and disadvantages, respectively. The next
chapters are to explore the possibility of combining both approaches in fault diagnosis.
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Chapter 4
Actuator-fault Detection and Isolation
using Set-based Methods
This chapter proposes an actuator FDI approach based on the results obtained in the
previous chapter. This FDI approach is based on a bank of interval observers, each of
which is designed to match a healthy or faulty actuator mode. In order to guarantee
FDI, a collection of invariant set-based FDI conditions are established. Under these
FDI conditions, all considered actuator faults can be detected and then isolated. A
continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) example is used to illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed FDI approach.
4.1 Introduction
Interval observers, as one of set-theoretic approaches, are well-known for robust FD,
which consists in propagating the effect of uncertainties through system models to
generate real-time output intervals [20, 36, 39]. Provided that the system is healthy,
the output vectors should be inside their intervals estimated by the interval observer
based on the system nominal model. When the system is affected by faults, once the
current outputs violate their intervals, the FD task will be triggered. Regarding FI,
interval observers generally turn to other FI techniques. So far, few works have been
done for the FI application of interval observers, especially for the interval observer-
based FI with FI guarantees.
The objective of this chapter is to propose an interval observer-based FDI approach
for actuator faults, in which both FD and FI are implemented by means of interval
observers and without relying on other FI techniques. This chapter is based on the
works [65, 67] and follows the system framework shown in Figure 4.1. In this chapter,
the design of interval observers is based on the Luenberger-observer structure. The
uncertainties (disturbances, bias and noises, etc) and unknown but bounded faults are
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considered. In order to obtain a balance of computational precision and complexity,
the proposed approach uses zonotopes as its bounding set to propagate the effect of
uncertainties on the plant.
Interval observer 0
...
Interval observer 1
Interval observer M
Plant
F
D
I lo
g
ic
 
FDI decision
Figure 4.1: Actuator FDI scheme
This approach has three main contributions. First, the proposed approach provides
a novel perspective to the FI application of interval observers by combining interval ob-
servers with invariant sets. Second, by using interval observers, the proposed method
can deal with unknown but bounded actuator faults. Third, this technique can detect
and isolate actuator faults during the transition induced by faults with FDI guarantees.
4.2 Problem Formulation
4.2.1 Plant Models
This chapter considers the linear discrete time-invariant plant under the effect of actu-
ator faults, which is modelled as
xk+1 = Axk + BFiuk + ωk, (4.1a)
yk = Cxk + ηk, (4.1b)
where the matrix Fi ( i ∈ I = {0, 1, · · · ,M} models a finite range of healthy or faulty
actuator modes important to system performance/safety)1 is a p × p diagonal matrix
modelling the i-th actuator mode and all the other parameters/variables in (4.1) respect
the corresponding definitions as in (3.1).
F0 is the identity matrix with suitable dimensions and describes the healthy actuator
mode, and Fi (i , 0) models the fault-affected system. The diagonal elements of Fi
1A system mode characterizes the system as being under a certain dynamics, which corresponds to either
healthy or faulty behaviors.
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(i , 0) belong to the interval [0, 1], where an element taking the value 0 or 1 represents
the complete outage or health of the corresponding actuator, respectively, while taking
a value inside (0, 1) denotes the partial performance degradation of the corresponding
actuator. Besides, the uncertainties ωk and ηk are unknown but bounded by known sets
W and V as defined in (3.2).
Assumption 4.1. The pairs (A, BFi) for all i ∈ I are stabilizable and the pair (A,C) is
detectable.
Remark 4.1. The scheme in Figure 4.1 is not a closed-loop system, which does not
explicitly consider the effect of inputs on the system stability. Thus, for the actuator
FDI approach proposed in this chapter, the system stability assumption should be the
first priority under Assumption 4.1.
Assumption 4.2. In the i-th actuator-fault mode, Fi is bounded by an interval matrix
Fi (i.e., Fi ∈ Fi), where Fi (the actual magnitude of the i-th fault) is unknown but Fi
(the bound of the considered magnitude of the i-th fault) is given and known.
Remark 4.2. A fault occurrence (or mode switching) indicates a change from Fi to
F j (i , j) in (4.1). Since the actual actuator-fault magnitude is unknown, when the
system is in the operation of the i-th mode, Fi can be any value inside its bound Fi,
which implies that Fi can be constant or time-varying with any profile.
4.2.2 Interval Observers
Interval observers use the inputs and outputs to estimate the state and output sets. The
interval observer corresponding to the healthy operation is firstly introduced to explain
the general design of interval observers, which is further employed for the description
of the rest of interval observers.
4.2.2.1 Interval Observer for Healthy Mode
Based on (4.1), the healthy interval observer with Luenberger structure
xˆk+1 =Axˆk + BF0uk + L0(yk − yˆk) + ωˇk, (4.2a)
yˆk =Cxˆk + ηˇk, (4.2b)
is designed to monitor the system, where L0 is the observer gain matrix. In the
Luenberger-observer structure (4.2), the uncertain variables ωˇk and ηˇk are used to de-
scribe the effect of ωk and ηk in the plant (4.1) on the state and output estimations xˆk
and yˆk, respectively. The uncertain variables ωˇk and ηˇk are different from ωk and ηk
but are defined to have the same bounds, respectively (i.e., ωˇk ∈ W and ηˇk ∈ V). By
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substituting (4.2b) into (4.2a), (4.2) can be equivalently transformed into
xˆk+1 =(A − L0C)xˆk + BF0uk + L0yk − L0ηˇk + ωˇk, (4.3a)
yˆk =Cxˆk + ηˇk. (4.3b)
While acknowledging that the actual noises are not measurable but manipulated
set-wise, wˇk and ηˇk respectively emulate ωk and ηk from (4.1) and are used to cover the
effect of ωk and ηk on the state and output estimations from (4.2). In the healthy mode,
the healthy interval observer able to estimate the state and output sets that bound the
system states and outputs is obtained as
Xˆ0k+1 =(A − L0C)Xˆ0k ⊕ {BF0uk} ⊕ {L0yk} ⊕ (−L0)V ⊕W, (4.4a)
Yˆ0k =CXˆ
0
k ⊕ V (4.4b)
by substituting the sets W and V bounding wˇk and ηˇk into (4.3), where Xˆ0k and Yˆ
0
k are
the estimated state and output sets at time instant k, respectively, and L0 is chosen to
assure that A− L0C is a Schur matrix, which is always possible under Assumption 4.1.
Remark 4.3. The interval observer is a set-based observer that converges under the
Schur-matrix hypothesis for the matrix A− L0C independent of the topology of the sets
in the construction. Naturally, these properties are inherited in the case of zonotopic
sets used in this chapter.
Considering that W and V are zonotopes as in (3.3), zonotopes to bound the esti-
mated outputs and states can be constructed by introducing zonotopic sets of ωˇk and ηˇk
into the observer mapping (4.3) and using zonotope arithmetic at each time instant.
Assumption 4.3. The initial state of the plant is denoted as x0 and all interval ob-
servers are initialized by a common zonotopic set Xˆ0 such that x0 ∈ Xˆ0 holds.
Remark 4.4. Although the initial set of each interval observer can be assigned differ-
ently, for brevity, one uses one initial set for the initialization of all interval observers.
Remark 4.5. Under Assumption 4.3, it is guaranteed that the current states and out-
puts are always bounded by the state and output zonotopes estimated by an interval
observer whose internal model matches the current system mode.
Since interval observers are based on zonotopes, the discussion is also based on
zonotopes in the remaining of the chapter.
4.2.2.2 Interval Observers for Actuator-fault Modes
Similarly, the j-th interval observer matching the j-th actuator-fault mode ( j , 0) is
designed as
Xˆ jk+1 =(A − L jC)Xˆ jk ⊕ {BFjuk} ⊕ {L jyk} ⊕ (−L j)V ⊕W, (4.5a)
Yˆ jk =CXˆ
j
k ⊕ V, (4.5b)
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where Xˆ jk and Yˆ
j
k are the estimated state and output zonotopes at time instant k, respec-
tively, and L j is chosen to assure that A − L jC is a Schur matrix, which is guaranteed
by Assumption 4.1.
Remark 4.6. The gains of different interval observers are separately designed.
Remark 4.7. In Property 2.7, if Hk, B and uk are zero, Property 2.7 will reduce to
the computation of a zonotope to bound the multiplication of an interval matrix and
a vector. In this case, by using the reduced result of Property 2.7, the term Fjuk in
(4.5) can be over-approximated by a zonotope whose center and segment matrix are
mid(Fj)uk and
diam(Fj)
2 uk, respectively.
As per Remark 4.7, Fjuk in (4.5) can be replaced by its zonotopic over-approximation.
In this way, one can obtain a computable form of (4.5), i.e., an over-approximation of
(4.5). Moreover, using zonotope manipulations, the obtained computable form of (4.5)
can be equivalently split into the center-segment matrix description
xˆ j,ck+1 =(A − L jC)xˆ j,ck + B mid(Fj)uk + L jyk − L jηc + wc, (4.6a)
Hˆ j,xk+1 =[(A − L jC)Hˆ j,xk B
diam(Fj)
2
uk − L jHη¯ Hω¯], (4.6b)
yˆ j,ck =Cxˆ
j,c
k + η
c, (4.6c)
Hˆ j,yk =[CHˆ
j,x
k Hη¯], (4.6d)
where xˆ j,ck+1 and yˆ
j,c
k are the centers of Xˆ
j
k+1 and Yˆ
j
k , and Hˆ
j,x
k+1 and Hˆ
j,y
k are the segment
matrices of Xˆ jk+1 and Yˆ
j
k , respectively.
For brevity, one uses the same notations Xˆ jk+1 and Yˆ
j
k to denote the state and output
set estimations of both (4.5) and (4.6). It can be observed that Xˆ jk+1 and Yˆ
j
k correspond-
ing to (4.6) are the over-approximations of Xˆ jk+1 and Yˆ
j
k in (4.5), respectively, where
the former is the particular implementation of interval observers while the latter is the
theoretical expression of interval observers. Since only (4.6) is used to estimate state
and output sets in the proposed approach, Xˆ jk+1 and Yˆ
j
k used in the remaining of the
chapter denote the state and output sets estimated by (4.6).
Remark 4.8. Letting j = 0 in (4.6), the center xˆ0,ck+1 and segment matrix Hˆ
0,x
k+1 of Xˆ
0
k+1,
and the center yˆ0,ck and segment matrix Hˆ
0,y
k of Yˆ
0
k , corresponding to the healthy interval
observer, can be accurately obtained.
4.3 Residual Analysis
4.3.1 Residual Zonotopes
It is necessary to define a residual for the model-based FDI approach. Different from
the traditional residual definition as a vector, the residual here is defined in terms of
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zonotopes. According to (4.1), (4.4) and (4.6), the residual zonotope is defined as
Ri jk = {yk} ⊕ (−Yˆ jk )
= {Cxk + ηk} ⊕ (−CXˆ jk) ⊕ (−V)
= C{{xk} ⊕ (−Xˆ jk)} ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V), (4.7)
where Ri jk denotes the residual zonotope estimated by the j-th interval observer when
the plant is in the i-th mode at time instant k. To obtain the set values of Ri jk , the
expression X˜i jk = {xk} ⊕ (−Xˆ jk) in (4.7) should be considered, which is derived as
X˜i jk = {xk} ⊕ (−Xˆ jk)
= (xk − xˆ j,ck ) ⊕ Hˆ j,xk Bs
j
k , (4.8)
where s jk represents the order of the zonotope X˜
i j
k . According to (4.1) and (4.6), at time
instant k + 1, using x˜i j,ck+1 and H˜
i j,x
k+1 to denote xk+1 − xˆ j,ck+1 and Hˆ j,xk+1 as in (4.8), the center
x˜i j,ck+1 and segment matrix H˜
i j,x
k+1 of X˜
i j
k+1 can be computed as
x˜i j,ck+1 =(A − L jC)x˜i j,ck + B(Fi − mid(Fj))uk − L j(ηk − ηc) + (ωk − ωc), (4.9a)
H˜i j,xk+1 =Hˆ
j,x
k+1,
Hˆ j,xk+1 =[(A − L jC)Hˆ j,xk B
diam(Fj)
2
uk − L jHη¯ Hω¯]. (4.9b)
By substituting (4.8) into (4.7), the residual zonotope can be rewritten as
Ri jk = CX˜
i j
k ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V). (4.10)
4.3.2 Adaptive Bounds for Residual Zonotopes
Substituting Fi, W and V into (4.9a) to respectively replace Fi, ωk and ηk, one can
obtain a zonotope Xˇi jk+1 to bound X˜
i j
k+1 described by (4.8) and (4.9). Moreover, the
center xˇi j,ck+1 and segment matrix Hˇ
i j,x
k+1 of Xˇ
i j
k+1 can be derived as
xˇi j,ck+1 =(A − L jC)xˇi j,ck + Bmid(Fi)uk − Bmid(Fj)uk, (4.11a)
Hˇi j,xk+1 =[(A − L jC)Hˇi j,xk B
diam(Fi)
2
uk B
diam(Fj)
2
uk L jHη¯ − L jHη¯ Hω¯ − Hω¯].
(4.11b)
Using Remark 4.7 and zonotope manipulations, an equivalent compact form of
(4.11) can be derived as
Xˇi jk+1 =(A − L jC)Xˇi jk ⊕ BUˇi ⊕ B(−Uˇ j) ⊕ L j(−V) ⊕W ⊕ L jV ⊕ (−W), (4.12)
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where the sets Uˇi and Uˇ j are zonotopes, which are computed by
Uˇi ={mid(Fi)uk} ⊕ diam(Fi)2 ukB
suˇi , (4.13a)
Uˇ j ={mid(Fj)uk} ⊕ diam(Fj)2 ukB
suˇ j , (4.13b)
where suˇ j and suˇ j are the orders of Uˇ j and Uˇ j, respectively.
Proposition 4.1. If X˜i jk∗ ⊆ Xˇi jk∗ holds, X˜i jk will always be bounded by Xˇi jk for all k > k∗.
Proof : Since (4.11) is obtained by substituting the bounds of Fi, ωk and ηk into (4.9),
if, at time instant k∗, X˜i jk∗ ⊆ Xˇi jk∗ holds, then after k∗, the inclusion will always hold. 
According to Proposition 4.1, by introducing Xˇi jk and V into (4.10), a computable
bound for Ri jk can be obtained as
Rˇi jk = CXˇ
i j
k ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (4.14)
4.3.3 Static Bounds for Residual Zonotopes
In (4.12), the adaptive bound Xˇi jk of X˜
i j
k always tracks the evolution of control inputs.
Since FDI conditions of the proposed approach are established by using fixed steady
sets, in order to establish FDI conditions, it is necessary to obtain a static bound for X˜i jk
(not affected by the evolution of inputs).
Assumption 4.4. The input vector uk of the plant is bounded by
U = {u ∈ Rp : |u − uc| ≤ u¯, uc ∈ Rp, u¯ ∈ Rp},
where the vectors uc and u¯ are constant. Furthermore, the set U can be rewritten as a
zonotope U = uc⊕Hu¯Bp, where Hu¯ ∈ Rp×p is a diagonal matrix with the main diagonal
being composed of u¯.
By replacing uk in (4.11) with its bound U, one can obtain a static bound denoted
as X˘i jk+1 for both X˜
i j
k+1 and Xˇ
i j
k+1 and the set-based dynamics of X˘
i j
k+1 are expressed as
X˘i jk+1 =(A − L jC)X˘i jk ⊕ BU˘i ⊕ B(−U˘ j) ⊕ L j(−V) ⊕W ⊕ L jV ⊕ (−W), (4.15)
where, according to Properties 2.6 and 2.7 in Chapter 2, the sets U˘i and U˘ j are zono-
topes, which are computed by
U˘i ={mid(Fi)uc} ⊕ [seg((FiHu¯)) diam(Fi)2 uc]B
su˘i , (4.16a)
U˘ j ={mid(Fj)uc} ⊕ [seg((FjHu¯)) diam(Fj)2 uc]B
su˘ j , (4.16b)
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where su˘i and su˘ j denote the orders of the zonotopes U˘i and U˘ j, respectively. Thus,
from the set-theoretic point of view, one can define an equivalent dynamics for (4.15),
which is presented as
x˘i jk+1 =(A − L jC)x˘i jk + Bu˘ik − Bu˘ jk − L jηk + ω˘k + L jη˘k − ωk, (4.17)
where u˘ik ∈ U˘i, u˘ jk ∈ U˘ j, η˘k ∈ V and ω˘k ∈ W hold.
As per the notions of RPI and mRPI sets, an RPI set for (4.17) can be computed and
further written in the zonotopic form. Moreover, using the RPI set as an initial set for
(4.15), after a finite number of iterations, an RPI approximation (denoted as X˚i j) with
an arbitrarily expected precision to the mRPI set of (4.17) can be computed. Since the
mRPI set is the limit set of (4.15), as long as the precision of X˚i j is satisfactory, X˚i j can
reliably replace the use of the mRPI set.
In the proposed approach, for each mode, the corresponding interval observer is
designed according to the system mode model. By substituting X˘i jk in (4.15) into (4.10),
a static bound R˘i jk for both R
i j
k and Rˇ
i j
k can be obtained as
R˘i jk =CX˘
i j
k ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (4.18)
Remark 4.9. Two different residual-related sets Rˇi jk and R˘
i j
k are considered in the pro-
posed approach. Rˇi jk and R˘
i j
k as the two different bounds of R
i j
k have different uses, i.e.,
Rˇi jk is used for the on-line FI during the transition while R˘
i j
k is used to establish FDI
conditions. This will be elaborated in the following contents.
Since the set X˚i j is an RPI approximation of the mRPI set X˘i j∞, one can obtain a
suitable approximation R˚i j∞ for R˘
i j
∞, which is expressed as
R˚i j∞ =CX˚
i j ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (4.19)
In Section 4.3, when i = 0 and j = 0, the relevant conclusions reduce to the case
corresponding to the healthy interval observer under the healthy mode.
4.4 Fault Detection and Isolation Conditions
This section establishes FDI conditions for the proposed approach at steady state by
using the static bound of residual zonotpes and the notion of invariant sets.
4.4.1 Theoretical Conditions
For the proposed approach, the theoretical FDI conditions are established by determin-
ing the dynamic behaviors of the system at infinity. As k tends to infinity, a collection
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of guaranteed FDI conditions can be established using the static residual-bounding
zonotopes R˘i j∞ as indicated in (4.18).
Theorem 4.1. Given the plant (4.1) and a bank of interval observers (4.4) and (4.5),
for any mode i, if the static residual-bounding zonotopes corresponding to interval
observers satisfy
0 ∈ R˘ii∞ and 0 < R˘i j∞, j , i, i, j ∈ I, (4.20)
once a considered mode occurs, the detection and isolation of the mode can be guar-
anteed as the system converges to the steady state of the mode.
Proof : The proof includes three parts. The first one is to prove that (4.20) provides
asymptotic FDI conditions. The second one focuses on the dynamic behaviors of the
static residual-bounding zonotopes at infinity, i.e., R˘i j∞ translates the behaviors of the
plant at steady state, which guarantees FDI. The third one is to prove that (4.20) guar-
antees FDI during the transition induced by mode switching.
• The satisfaction of (4.20) implies that only residual zonotopes estimated by the
interval observer matching the current mode contain the origin 0 at infinity while
residual zonotopes, estimated by the interval observers not matching the current
mode, exclude 0 at infinity. Thus, (4.20) guarantees that the considered modes
satisfying the theorem are detectable and isolable.
• Without loss of generality, the following proof is based on the relevant set-based
dynamics. (4.15) shows that the time-variant term is (A − L jC)X˘i jk , which means
that the differences of X˘i jk at different time instants, are determined by the shape
of X˘i j0 , while the contractive factor A − L jC is determined by the placement of
the eigenvalues of A − L jC (system matrix of the dynamics of the j-th interval
observer). Thus, after a waiting time assessed by the eigenvalues of A−L jC after
mode switching, (4.15) enters into its steady state. Then, the set values of X˘i jk
after entering into the steady state can be sufficiently close1 to the set X˘i j∞, which
implies that X˘i j∞ can be used to approximately describe the dynamic behaviors
of the whole process after the waiting time. Thus, as long as Theorem 4.1 is
satisfied, FDI of all the considered modes can be guaranteed after they occur.
• The considered modes can be detected and isolated at latest when the system
enters into steady state, which is implemented by finding the interval observer
that estimates residual zonotopes that can include the origin 0. Regarding the
implementation of FI during the transition, it will be detailed in Section 4.5. 
1X˘i jk is inside the set described as the Minkowski sum of {pi j} ⊕ (1 + ){X˘i j∞ ⊕ {−pi j}}, where pi j denotes the
center of X˘i j∞ and  is a scalar that satisfies  > 0.
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Remark 4.10. According to Section 4.3, at infinity, one has Ri j∞ ⊆ Rˇi j∞ ⊆ R˘i j∞. Thus,
if R˘i j∞ satisfies Theorem 4.1, it implies that the same conclusion can be drawn for R
i j
∞,
which guarantees that all the considered modes are detectable and isolable by a bank
of interval observers. Similar with Proposition 4.1, if Ri jk∗ ⊆ Rˇi jk∗ ⊆ R˘i jk∗ holds, Ri jk ⊆ Rˇi jk ⊆
R˘i jk will always hold for all k ≥ k∗. Since the adaptive bound Rˇi jk is less conservative
than the static bound R˘i jk , the FI task of this proposed approach is done by using Rˇ
i j
k .
This will be detailed in next contents.
4.4.2 Practical Conditions
Theoretically, R˘i j∞ should be used to establish and check the FDI conditions as ex-
plained in Theorem 4.1. However, since R˘i j∞ cannot be accurately computed but only
approximated, Theorem 4.1 has only theoretical value.
In order to establish a collection of off-line pre-checkable FDI conditions for prac-
tical applications, one has to turn to the approximation of R˘i j∞ defined in Section 4.3.
Based on (4.19) and Theorem 4.1, a collection of practical FDI conditions are given as
0 ∈ R˚ii∞ and 0 < R˚i j∞, j , i, i, j ∈ I. (4.21)
If all the considered modes satisfy (4.21), it is assured that all of them are detectable
and isolable by the proposed FDI approach. The FDI conditions are a collection of
sufficient but not necessary conditions due to the series of approximations contained in
this approach. Thus, their satisfaction can guarantee FDI, but their violation does not
imply that the faults are not detectable or isolable with extra efforts.
4.5 Fault Detection and Isolation
Under the satisfaction of the FDI conditions, an FDI algorithm is elaborated in this
section to implement actuator FDI.
4.5.1 Fault Detection and Isolation
The proposed approach implements FD by testing whether or not the residual zono-
topes estimated by the interval observer matching the current system mode can include
the origin at each time instant. The FD principle is summarized in Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.2. If the plant (4.1) is in the steady-state operation of the m-th mode,
residual zonotopes estimated by the m-th interval observer can always satisfy
0 ∈ Rmmk , m ∈ I, (4.22)
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which implies that, whenever a violation of (4.22) is detected, it is indicated that a
fault has occurred.
Proof : In the steady-state operation of the m-th mode, the residual zonotopes esti-
mated by the m-th interval observer should always contain the origin as long as there is
no mode switching in the system. In other words, if (4.22) is violated, it is guaranteed
that the system mode has changed. 
Proposition 4.2 follows the interval observer-based FD approach in [67]. Please
refer to Section IV in [67] for the details. In order to explain the FI principle, it is
assumed that the system is in the m-th mode and that a fault is detected at time instant
kd. Thus, R
f j
kd
( f , j ∈ I \ {m}) can be obtained at time instant kd, where f denotes
the index of a new but unknown mode. Furthermore, for the j-th interval observer, an
initial zonotope at time instant kd, denoted as Xˇ
j j
kd
, which satisfies
Xˇ j jkd ⊇ X˜
f j
kd
(i.e., Rˇ j jkd ⊇ R
f j
kd
) is constructed. This initial zonotope Xˇ j jkd is used to initialize the dy-
namics Xˇ j jk+1 given by (4.12), which corresponds to the j-th interval observer. After this
initialization, one can try to isolate faults during the transition.
Proposition 4.3. After a fault is detected and the dynamics (4.12) of Xˇ j jk+1 are initial-
ized, if the j-th interval observer matches the current and unknown mode, Rˇ j jk should
always fully bound R f jk after the FD time instant kd, i.e., Rˇ
j j
k ⊇ R f jk (for all k ≥ kd),
while if the j-th interval observer does not match the current mode, Rˇ j jk should only
fully contain R f jk at the first several steps after FD and finally diverge.
Proof : If a mode j appears at time instant kd (i.e., f = j) and Xˇ j jkd ⊇ X˜
f j
kd
, it implies
Xˇ j jk ⊇ X˜ f jk for all k ≥ kd if no other mode switching appears. This implies that Rˇ j jk ⊇ R f jk
(k ≥ kd) should always hold. But if the mode j does not appear, although one assures
that Xˇ j jkd ⊇ X˜
f j
kd
, because of f , j, as k tends to infinity, 0 ∈ Rˇ j jk and 0 < R f jk will hold.
This can be satisfied under Theorem 4.1 and implies that Rˇ j jk should only fully contain
R f jk at the first several steps after FD and finally diverge. 
Proposition 4.3 states the transient FI principle proposed in this chapter, which is
guaranteed by Theorem 4.1. With respect to each interval observer (excluding the m-th
one), the adaptive bound Rˇ j jk is obtained by initializing the corresponding dynamics of
Xˇ j jk . Thus, starting from the FD time kd, the fault can be isolated by real-time testing
whether or not
R f jk ⊆ Rˇ j jk , k ≥ kd, f , j ∈ I \ {m} (4.23)
is violated for each interval observer. By testing (4.23) till the time instant when one
and only one interval observer can satisfy (4.23), it implies that the current fault is
isolated at this time instant and the fault is indexed by the index of the interval observer.
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Because of the FDI conditions, one can assure that the fault can be isolated before
k reaches infinity. This means that the proposed FI method should be able to isolate
the faults at transient state and avoid waiting a period until the complete disappearance
of transient behaviors for making FI decisions. But the particular time needed for FI is
unknown, which depends on the system dynamics and modes.
Remark 4.11. For the j-th interval observer, Rˇ j jkd and Rˇ
i j
kd
(i , j, i, j ∈ I \ {m}) may
intersect. If the intersections always contain R f jkd during the transition, even though the
j-th interval observer does not match the new mode, it is still possible that Rˇ j jk ⊇ R f jk
(k ≥ kd) persistently holds. Consequently, this fact may disturb the FI accuracy of the
proposed criterion (4.23).
In order to solve the problem in Remark 4.11, one turns to the FI mechanism, i.e.,
testing whether or not
0 ∈ R f jk (4.24)
holds, after the system enters into a new steady state. If (4.24) holds after entering
into the steady state of a new mode, it implies that j is the index of the new mode.
Otherwise, j does not indicate the new mode and should be removed from the candidate
modes. To judge if the system has entered into the steady state of a new mode, it is
necessary to define a waiting time. The waiting time is used to describe the duration
of the transient behaviors after a fault is detected (see [67] for more details).
Definition 4.1. The waiting time T is defined as, at least, the maximum of the settling
time of all interval observers, such that after a fault is detected, residual zonotopes
estimated by the interval observer matching the current system mode include the origin
0 while residual zonotopes estimated by interval observers not matching the current
system mode exclude 0 after the waiting time.
Assumption 4.5. The occurrence of any considered actuator mode is persistent and
the persistent time is not shorter than the waiting time.
According to the previous discussions, the ultimate FI algorithm proposed in this
chapter is a combination of the two different FI strategies as in (4.23) and (4.24). Under
the satisfaction of Theorem 4.1, the following proposition is used to summarize the
proposed FI algorithm.
Proposition 4.4. Once a fault is detected, the FI strategy (4.23) is firstly used to isolate
the fault during the transition. If after a waiting time, there are still at least two interval
observers that satisfy (4.23), then the FI algorithm is switched into the FI strategy
(4.24) for the final FI decision.
Eventually, by combining the FD strategy in Proposition 4.2 and the FI strategy in
Proposition 4.4, the effectiveness of the proposed FDI approach can be guaranteed by
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Algorithm 1 Proposed FDI algorithm
Require: T , Xˆ0, mode index i ∈ I;
Ensure: Fault index f ;
1: Initialization: i = m, f = m and Xˆm j0 = Xˆ0 (m, j ∈ I);
2: At time instant k: Switching← FALSE, 0 ∈ Rmmk and 0 < Rm jk , j ∈ I \ {m};
3: while Switching , TRUE do
4: k ← k + 1;
5: Obtain Rmmk ;
6: if 0 < Rmmk then
7: Switching← TRUE;
8: Construct initial zonotopes Xˇ j jkd , j ∈ I \ {m};
9: Initialize all the dynamics Xˇ j jk described by (4.12);
10: end if
11: end while
12: Im=I \ {m};
13: Timer = T ;
14: while Timer , 0 do
15: k ← k + 1;
16: if length(Im), 1 then
17: Obtain all R f jk and Rˇ
j j
k , f , j ∈ Im;
18: for j ∈ Im do
19: if R f jk * Rˇ
j j
k then
20: Remove j from Im;
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: if length(Im)= 1 then
25: f = Im;
26: Timer=0
27: else
28: Timer = Timer - 1;
29: end if
30: end while
31: if f = m then
32: Obtain all R f jk , j ∈ Im;
33: for j ∈ Im do
34: if 0 < R f jk then
35: Remove j from Im;
36: end if
37: end for
38: f = Im;
39: end if
40: return f;
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Theorem 4.1. The FDI procedure of the proposed approach is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1, where length(·) computes the number of the elements of a set. Finally, there
will be one and only one element in Im that indicates the new mode, for simplicity, the
notation f = Im is directly used at the end of the algorithm.
4.5.2 Initial Zonotopes
It is assumed that a fault is detected at time instant kd. As per Section 4.5.1, at the FD
time kd, all the corresponding bounding zonotope dynamics Xˇ
j j
k ( j ∈ I \ {m}) should be
initialized by their corresponding initial zonotopes, denoted as Xˇ j jkd , such that
Xˇ j jkd ⊇ X˜
f j
kd
, (4.25)
implying that Rˇ j jkd ⊇ R
f j
kd
( f , j ∈ I \ {m}) holds. This initialization is a key for the
proposed approach to implement FDI during the transition. Thus, a key point is to
construct Xˇ j jkd for all the corresponding dynamics of Xˇ
j j
k .
The idea is to use the obtainable information R f jkd at time instant kd to construct
the zonotope Xˇ j jkd satisfying (4.25). By defining a zonotope V0 = Hη¯B
q, (4.10) can be
transformed into
R f jk = CX˜
f j
k ⊕ {ηk − ηc} ⊕ (−V0). (4.26)
By adding −(ηk − ηc) to both sides of (4.26), the equation (4.26) turns into
R f jk ⊕ {−(ηk − ηc)} = CX˜ f jk ⊕ (−V0). (4.27)
Considering −(ηk − ηc) ∈ (−V0), one can further obtain
CX˜ f jk ⊕ (−V0) ⊆ R f jk ⊕ (−V0). (4.28)
Eventually, a key expression is obtained from (4.28) as
CX˜ f jk ⊆ R f jk . (4.29)
Since R f jk is a zonotope, it can be written in the zonotopic form
R f jk = r
f j,c
k ⊕ H f j,rk Bs
f j,r
k .
By using the zonotopic form of R f jk , (4.29) can be equivalently expressed as a group of
q inequalities and the l-th inequality out of the q inequalities has the form
| C(l)x˜ f jk − r f j,ck (l) |≤‖ H f j,rk (l) ‖1, l = 1, 2, . . . , q, (4.30)
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where C(l) denotes the l-th row of C, and r f j,ck (l) and H
f j,r
k (l) denote the l-th component
of r f j,ck and the l-th row of H
f j,r
k .
According to Property 2.4 in Chapter 2, each inequality out of the q inequalities of
(4.30) determines a strip. This implies that the q strips determined by the q inequalities
should form a closed set. This closed set (denoted as X¯ f jk ) can be computed by using
Property 2.4. Note that X¯ f jk is able to contain X˜
f j
k (i.e., X¯
f j
k ⊇ X˜ f jk ), which can be used
as an initial zonotope that satisfies (4.25) at time instant kd, i.e.,
Xˇ j jkd = X¯
f j
kd
.
However, since Property 2.4 can only compute a zonotope approximation for the
intersection of a zonotope and a strip, in order to construct X¯ f jk , an initial zonotope has
to be given to the approach proposed in Property 2.4 as a starting set.
Remark 4.12. The initial zonotope (denoted as X˜) for the method given in Property 2.4
is defined as a zonotope that contains the physical constraint set of X˜ f jk for any interval
observer in any mode. Since there always exist the physical constraints on any system,
a proper set X˜ can be easily found.
Thus, by using X˜ as an initial zonotope for Property 2.4, at the FD time instant kd,
X¯ f jkd can be computed as the initial zonotope Xˇ
j j
kd
to initialize the dynamics of the corre-
sponding bounding zonotopes Xˇ j jk ( j ∈ I\{m}) described by (4.12). Using the generated
residual-bounding zonotope sequences, FDI during the transition can be implemented.
Note that, in the case that C is invertible, (4.29) can be transformed into
X˜ f jk ⊆ C−1R f jk ,
where C−1 represents the inverse of C. In this case, at the FD time kd, C−1R
f j
kd
is directly
used as the initial zonotope Xˇ j jkd .
Remark 4.13. In order to construct the initial zonotope at the FD time kd, a method
is proposed by using Property 2.4. However, one can still introduce another method
based on Property 2.5 to construct the initial zonotope, where Property 2.5 computes a
zonotopic approximation of the intersection between a polytope and a zonotope. Using
Property 2.5, one can use all the q strips (5.32) as a whole (i.e., a polytope) and com-
pute the zonotopic approximation of the intersection of this polytope and a zonotope
X˜ in Remark 4.12 to construct the initial zonotope. For particular applications, the
designer can choose one out of the two methods to construct the initial zonotope.
4.6 Illustrative Example
In this chapter, a CSTR from [38] is used to illustrate the effectiveness of this approach.
The CSTR considers an exothermic irreversible reaction A→ B. Based on the reactant
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mass balance and energy balance in the reactor, the process is depicted by a non-linear
dynamic model given in [38] (please read [38] for all the details about the CSTR case
study in this chapter). As per [38], cA is the concentration of the component A, T is
the reactor temperature, qc is the input and cA is the output, and the nominal values for
the CSTR model parameters are given in Table 4.1. The operating point of the CSTR
is chosen as
cAo =8.235 × 10−2mol/l, (4.31a)
To =441.81K. (4.31b)
The discrete-time linear model of the system around the operating point defined by
(4.31) is obtained as
xk+1 =
[
0.8976 −0.0002
−0.4894 0.7606
]
xk +
[
0
0.0024
]
Fuk + ωik, (4.32a)
yk =
[
1 0
]
xk, (4.32b)
where ωik is a bounded signal to model the discretization errors
1 between the linearized
continuous-time model and linear discrete-time model for the i-th mode. The proposed
approach only requires the bounds of ωik and does not require their real-time values. In
simulation, empirical values are given for the bounds of ωik, which are obtained as
ω¯0 =
[
0.001 0.001
]T
, ω0c =
[
0 0
]T
, (4.33a)
ω¯1 =
[
0.002 0.002
]T
, ω1c =
[
0.015 0.015
]T
, (4.33b)
ω¯2 =
[
0.003 0.003
]T
, ω2c =
[
0.03 0.03
]T
. (4.33c)
Remark 4.14. Since the proposed FDI approach considers the linear discrete time-
invariant systems, while the CSTR is a highly non-linear system, in this case study, the
simulations are done based on the linearized model of the CSTR and ωik is empirically
decided by simulations.
Faults affecting the valve position corresponding to the coolant flow are considered,
i.e., the flow rate of the coolant is affected. Thus, the faults are modelled as F in
(4.32), where 0 and 1 denote the complete outage and healthy operation of the valve,
respectively, and a value inside (0, 1) denotes that the valve loses partial performance.
Here, two faults are considered, i.e., F0 (healthy), F1 (fault 1) and F2 (fault 2). It is
known the particular magnitude of faults is unknown in reality. Thus, one considers
the bounds of F1 and F2, which are denoted as intervals
F1 = [0.1, 0.3], F2 = [0.5, 0.7]. (4.34)
1Realistically, the errors are possible to be different for different modes, which does not conflict with (4.1).
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If F1 and F2 satisfy the proposed FDI conditions, a fault occurrence with any fault
magnitude inside F1 or F2 is detectable and isolable. These two operating regions F1
and F2 of the valve are monitored by two interval observers. Whenever the operating
situation of the valve drops into either of the two regions, they can be detected and
isolated by the proposed approach.
Based on (4.32) and (4.34), three interval observers with the form indicated in
(4.4) and (4.5) are designed to monitor the linearized continuous-time model. The
gain matrices and initial conditions for the interval observers and the waiting time for
the steady-state FI are given as:
• Observer gains: L0 = L1 = L2 =
[
0.1582
11.6106
]
.
• Initial conditions: x0 =
[
0
0
]
, Xˆ0 =
[
0
0
]
⊕
[
0.05 0 0.05
0.05 0.05 0
]
B3.
• Waiting time T : T = 20∆t.
The actual magnitudes of actuator faults are given as
F1 = 0.15, F2 = 0.55,
which are inside the bounds indicated in (4.34), respectively. In simulation, the input
around the operating point is a sinusoidal signal that oscillates in an interval
∆qc ∈ [−20, 20].
According to Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 and iterating (4.15) thirty steps,
as explained in Section 4.3.3, the RPI approximations of the limit sets of the static
residual-bounding zonotpes for each interval observer are computed. Furthermore, the
interval hulls of these RPI approximations are presented as:
• For interval observer 0:
R˚10∞ = [0.0477, 0.0719],
R˚20∞ = [0.1035, 0.1356].
• For interval observer 1:
R˚01∞ = [−0.0719, −0.0477],
R˚21∞ = [0.0396, 0.0799].
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Table 4.1: Parameters of CSTR
Variable Symbol Nominal value
Tank volume V 100 [l]
Feed flow rate q 100 [l/min]
Feed concentration cA f 1 [mol/l]
Feed temperature T f 350 [K]
Coolant flow rate qc 100 [mol/l]
Coolant temperature Tc 350 [K]
Densities ρ, ρc 1000 [g/l]
Specific heats Cp, Cpc 1 [cal/(g K)]
Pre-exponential factor k0 7.2 × 1010 [1/min]
Exponential factor E/R 9.98 × 103 [K]
Heat of reaction −∆H 2.0 × 105 [cal/mol]
Heat transfer charact. hA 7.0 × 105 [1/(min K)]
Sampling period ∆t 0.1 [min]
• For interval observer 2:
R˚02∞ = [−0.1356, −0.1035],
R˚12∞ = [−0.0799, −0.0396].
As per the discussions in this chapter, R˚00∞ , R˚
11
∞ and R˚
22
∞ can always include 0, they
are omitted here. It can be observed that all the RPI approximations corresponding to
a bank of interval observers satisfy the FDI conditions as established in (4.19), which
implies that the proposed technique can be used for FDI.
Remark 4.12 suggests an initial zonotope X˜ determined by the plant physical con-
straints. X˜ is used by Property 2.4 to construct initial zonotopes for the initialization of
the dynamics of the static residual-bounding zonotopes whenever a fault is detected.
By simulations, X˜ is empirically given as
X˜ =
[
0
0
]
⊕
[
0.15 0 0.15
0 5 5
]
B3,
which can bound X˜i jk in any mode. Besides, the parameter λ in Property 2.4 (note that
a selection strategy of λ can be found in [2]) is given as
λ =
[
1 1
]T
.
In this example, the fault modes 1 and 2 are simulated separately. The fault sce-
narios for both fault modes are set as follows: from time instants 0 to 49, the actuator
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Figure 4.2: FDI of Fault 1
is healthy, from time instants 50 to 99 an actuator fault occurs and from time instants
100 to 150 the actuator recovers to the healthy mode.
The simulation results of the fault 1 are presented in Figure 4.2. From time instants
0 to 49, the actuator is healthy, thus, residual zonotopes1 (R0 in Figure 4.2) estimated
by the healthy interval observer can always contain the origin. At time instant 50, the
fault 1 occurs. Then, R0 excludes the origin at time instant 52, which indicates that the
fault is detected at time instant 52.
At the same time, Rˇ11 and Rˇ22 corresponding to the interval observers 1 and 2 are
initialized to start the transient FI task. At time instant 53, it can be observed that
R1 ⊆ Rˇ11 but R2 * Rˇ22, which implies that the fault 2 does not occur while the fault
1 has occurred in the system. The same conclusion can be drawn when one analyzes
the steady-state behaviors and it can be observed that 0 ∈ R1, 0 < R0 and 0 < R2 after
T , which also indicates that the fault 1 has occurred in the system. Besides, from time
instants 100 to 150, a recovery process is introduced, which can be understood in the
same way. Regarding the fault 2, the results are given in Figure 4.3, which can be ex-
plained similarly as the fault 1. Thus, as per the results, the proposed FDI technique is
1For theoretical analysis, one uses Ri jk to denote the residual zonotope estimated by the j-th interval observer in
the i-th mode at time instant k. But, in the figures, one only uses Ri to denote the residual zonotopes from the i-th
interval observer.
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Figure 4.3: FDI of Fault 2
effective to detect the faults and further isolate the faults during the transition between
two different modes.
Remark 4.15. There are two different FI strategies in the proposed FDI approach.
One is for the transient-state FI and the other is for the steady-state FI. However,
notice that the emphasis of the proposed FI approach consists in the transient-state FI
strategy, while the steady-state FI strategy is used as FI guarantees of the transient-
state FI strategy when the transient-state FI strategy loses its effectiveness.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, an actuator FDI approach using a bank of interval observers is proposed,
where invariant set-based FDI conditions are established to guarantee FDI. Under the
FDI conditions, the approach can provide two different FI mechanisms that can be se-
lected according to the need of actual applications. The first FI mechanism can isolate
faults during the transition between induced by mode switching while the second one
usually needs more time to isolate faults but with less computational load. The future
research consists in loosening the FDI conditions and extending the approach into the
system with parametric uncertainties.
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Chapter 5
Sensor-fault Detection and Isolation
using Set-based Methods
In this chapter, the main objective is to propose a sensor FDI approach based on interval
observers. For the set-based approach, the important challenge is how to reduce the
conservatism of guaranteed FDI conditions as much as possible. In this chapter, based
on invariant sets, a collection of guaranteed FDI conditions are established by using
the system-operating information from all interval observers. If all considered sensor
faults satisfy the FDI conditions, it can be guaranteed that they are detectable and
isolable. This chapter concludes with a case study based on a subsystem of a wind
turbine benchmark, which illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
5.1 Introduction
In [65–67], interval observers have been extended for FDI in terms of actuator faults.
However, considering differences between actuator and sensor faults, if one applies the
approach proposed in Chapter 4 into sensor FDI, the obtained results will be more con-
servative in terms of FDI guarantees. In order to obtain a less conservative set-based
sensor FDI approach, one proposes a method to make full use of all available and useful
system-operating information and simultaneously reduce computational complexity as
much as possible.
This chapter aims to propose a set-based robust sensor FDI approach with no need
of multisensor redundancy [58]. It has been stated that, to improve the set-based FDI
approach, one has to propose tighter guaranteed FDI conditions. Additionally, because
of different characteristics of actuator and sensor faults, comparing with the works for
actuator FDI [65, 66], the approach proposed in this chapter pays more extra efforts to
implement set-based robust detection and isolation for sensor faults.
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The contribution of the approach proposed in this chapter is threefold. First, the
FDI decision is jointly made by both interval observer-based and the invariant set-
based FDI mechanisms. Second, the proposed approach uses the system-operating
information captured by all interval observers for establishing FDI conditions and im-
plementing FDI. Third, in this FDI approach, a mechanism to reduce computational
complexity as much as possible is also proposed, which aims to obtain a balance be-
tween FDI performance and computational complexity.
5.2 Problem Formulation
5.2.1 Plant Models
The proposed sensor FDI scheme has the same structure as that in Figure 4.1, where
the linear discrete time-invariant plant under the effect of sensor faults is modelled as
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + ωk, (5.1a)
yk = GiCxk + ηk. (5.1b)
In the model (5.1), Gi ( i ∈ I = {0, 1, · · · ,M}) is a q × q diagonal matrix1 used
to model the i-th sensor mode, where M denotes the number of the considered sensor
faults. Besides, G0 is the identity matrix denoting the healthy sensor mode, while Gi
(i , 0) denotes the i-th sensor-fault mode, whose diagonal elements take values2 from
an interval [0, 1].
Remark 5.1. The number M of the considered sensor faults is different from that of
sensors in a system, because there may be several fault modes critical to the system
performance/safety corresponding to one sensor, which should be monitored on-line.
Thus, in this approach, M + 1 interval observers are designed, each of which corre-
sponds to one sensor mode.
Assumption 5.1. The pair (A, B) is stabilizable and the pairs (A,GiC) are detectable
for all i ∈ I.
Assumption 5.2. The occurrence of any considered mode can persist sufficiently long
time such that the FDI module has enough responsive time to detect and isolate them.
Since the scheme in Figure 4.1 is open-loop, which does not take the effect of
inputs on the system stability into account. Realistically, one should firstly assure
system stability for analyzing the proposed approach.
1Each row of C corresponds to a sensor and the status of the i-th sensor is modelled by the value of the i-th
diagonal element of Gi.
2For the diagonal elements of Gi, taking the values 0 and 1 denotes the complete outage and health of the corre-
sponding sensor, respectively, while taking a value inside the interval (0, 1) denotes partial performance degradation
of the corresponding sensor.
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5.3 Residual Analysis
The proposed approach can be used for both single or multiple faults. For single
faults, the fault-modelling matrix Gi for each considered mode only has one diagonal
element not equal to 1, while for multiple faults, Gi has several different diagonal
elements not equal to 1. More details will be presented in this chapter.
5.2.2 Interval Observers
In Figure 4.1, a bank of interval observers are used to monitor the considered modes.
In accordance with the model (5.1), the interval observer corresponding to the j-th
( j ∈ I) mode is designed as
Xˆ jk+1 =(A − L jG jC)Xˆ jk ⊕ {Buk} ⊕ {L jyk} ⊕ (−L j)V ⊕W, (5.2a)
Yˆ jk =G jCXˆ
j
k ⊕ V, (5.2b)
where Xˆ jk and Yˆ
j
k are the state and output sets estimated by the j-th interval observer,
respectively, and the gain L j is chosen to guarantee that A − L jG jC is a Schur matrix.
Assumption 5.3. The initial state of the plant and the initial state set of all interval
observers are denoted as x0 and Xˆ0, respectively, and x0 ∈ Xˆ0 holds.
Remark 5.2. For each interval observer, its initial set can be different. However, for
simplicity, a common set is used as the initial set for all interval observers.
Since W and V are zonotopes, if the initial set Xˆ0 is chosen as a zonotope, Xˆ
j
k+1 and
Yˆ jk are also zonotopes. By using zonotope operations, (5.2) can be transformed into the
equivalent center-segment matrix form
xˆ j,ck+1 = (A − L jG jC)xˆ j,ck + Buk + L jyk − L jηc + wc, (5.3a)
Hˆ j,xk+1 = [(A − L jG jC)Hˆ j,xk − L jHη¯ Hω¯], (5.3b)
yˆ j,ck = G jCxˆ
j,c
k + η
c, (5.3c)
Hˆ j,yk = [G jCHˆ
j,x
k Hη¯], (5.3d)
where xˆ j,ck , yˆ
j,c
k , Hˆ
j,x
k and Hˆ
j,y
k are the centers and segment matrices of Xˆ
j
k and Yˆ
j
k , respec-
tively.
Remark 5.3. Under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3, the state xk should be always contained
inside the state set estimated by the interval observer matching the current system
mode at steady state if there is no mode switching. The same results hold for the output
and corresponding estimated output set.
5.3 Residual Analysis
In this section, for the proposed FDI technique, residuals are defined in terms of zono-
topes and the corresponding bounding sets of residual zonotopes are derived.
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5.3.1 Residual Zonotopes
If the system currently operates in the i-th mode, the residual zonotope corresponding
to the j-th interval observer at time instant k is defined as
Ri jk ={yk} ⊕ (−Yˆ jk )
={GiCxk + ηk} ⊕ (−G jCXˆ jk) ⊕ (−V)
=G jC{{xk} ⊕ (−Xˆ jk)} ⊕ {(Gi −G j)Cxk} ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V), (5.4)
where, denoting by X˜i jk the term {xk} ⊕ (−Xˆ jk), the residual zonotope is rewritten as
Ri jk =G jCX˜
i j
k ⊕ {(Gi −G j)Cxk} ⊕ {ηk} ⊕ (−V). (5.5)
Moreover, since X˜i jk+1 is a zonotope, x˜
i j,c
k+1 and H˜
i j,x
k+1 are used to denote its center and
segment matrix, respectively. Thus, by using (5.1) and (5.3), one can have
x˜i j,ck+1 =xk+1 − xˆ j,ck+1, (5.6a)
H˜i j,xk+1 =Hˆ
j,x
k+1, (5.6b)
where, using (5.1), (5.3) and (5.6), x˜i j,ck+1 and H˜
i j,x
k+1 can be further derived as
x˜i j,ck+1 =(A − L jG jC)x˜i j,ck + L j(G j −Gi)Cxk − L j(ηk − ηc) + ωk − ωc, (5.7a)
H˜i j,xk+1 =Hˆ
j,x
k+1 = [(A − L jG jC)Hˆ j,xk − L jHη¯ Hω¯]. (5.7b)
5.3.2 Residual-bounding Zonotopes
In (5.7), one cannot measure x˜i j,ck since it involves unmeasurable quantities (ηk, ωk and
xk). Thus, to precisely describe the bounds of residual zonotopes, one needs to consider
residual-bounding zonotopes which are defined to contain the corresponding residual
zonotopes. In order to obtain residual-bounding zonotopes, Assumption 4.4 is made
for the plant inputs. For construction of invariant sets, the system dynamics (5.1a) can
be rewritten as
xk+1 = Axk + [B I]
[
uk
ωk
]
. (5.8)
Considering uk ∈ U and ωk ∈ W as in Assumption 4.4 and (3.2), an RPI set,
denoted as X, can be constructed to confine the states of the dynamics (5.8) by using
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1.
Remark 5.4. Any set X ⊂ Rn invariant with respect to the dynamics (5.8) is also
invariant with respect to all modes (healthy or faulty). This statement holds since the
dynamics (5.8) are not affected by these sensor faults directly or indirectly, as long as
the inputs are bounded by the same set.
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Since U and W are considered as zonotopes, X is also a zonotope and is denoted as
X = xc ⊕ HxBn,
where xc and Hx are the center and segment matrix, respectively. By substituting X, W
and V into (5.7) to replace xk, ωk and ηk, respectively, a bounding zonotope (denoted
as X˘i jk+1 with the center x˘
i j,c
k+1 and segment matrix H˘
i j,x
k+1) to contain X˜
i j
k+1 is obtained as
x˘i j,ck+1 =(A − L jG jC)x˘i j,ck + L j(G j −Gi)Cxc, (5.9a)
H˘i j,xk+1 =[(A − L jG jC)H˘ j,xk L j(G j −Gi)CHx − L jHη¯ Hω¯ L jHη¯ − Hω¯]. (5.9b)
Note that, comparing (5.7) with (5.9), it can be observed that (5.9) is the set-valued
version of (5.7) by considering the bounds of states and uncertainties.
Remark 5.5. As per (5.7) and (5.9), if X˜i jk∗ ⊆ X˘i jk∗ holds, X˜i jk should always be contained
by X˘i jk for all k ≥ k∗.
Furthermore, as per (5.5) and Remark 5.5, one obtains a residual-bounding zono-
tope R˘i jk to contain R
i j
k :
R˘i jk =G jCX˘
i j
k ⊕ (Gi −G j)CX ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (5.10)
For the center-segment matrix description, an equivalent set description1 of (5.9) is
obtained as
X˘i jk+1 =(A − L jG jC)X˘i jk ⊕ L j(G j −Gi)CX ⊕ L jV ⊕ (−W) ⊕ (−L jV) ⊕W. (5.11)
As stated in Proposition 2.1, as k tends to infinity, the set sequence generated by
(5.11) converges to the mRPI set of the dynamics (5.7) if one considers xk ∈ X, ωk ∈ W
and ηk ∈ V , and an RPI approximation of the mRPI set with an arbitrarily expected
precision can be constructed by iterating (5.11) from an initial RPI set of (5.7).
5.4 Fault Detection and Isolation Conditions
This section proposes a novel set-based FDI strategy for sensor faults by combining
both interval observer-based and invariant set-based FDI mechanisms.
5.4.1 Collecting Process Information
At each time instant, the system operation can be monitored in terms of residual zono-
topes by means of a bank of interval observers. For brevity, in the i-th mode, one
defines a vector2 of residual zonotopes to collect residual zonotopes estimated by all
1The equivalence of (5.9) and (5.11) can be verified by applying zonotope operations into (5.11) to obtain its
center-segment matrix equivalent form, which is the same with (5.9).
2Because, in any mode, residual zonotopes are obtainable, without ambiguity, the notation Rik corresponding
to the i-th mode can be generally replaced by the notation Rk.
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interval observers at time instant k, i.e.,
Rik = (R
i0
k , R
i1
k , · · · , RiMk ). (5.12)
Table 5.1: Residual zonotopes
Interval Observer 0 · · · Interval Observer i · · · Interval Observer M
Mode 0 R00k · · · R0ik · · · R0Mk
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode i Ri0k · · · Riik · · · RiMk
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode M RM0k · · · RMik · · · RMMk
Remark 5.6. In this chapter, the indices of rows and columns of tables and matrices
start from 0. The index 0 corresponds to the healthy mode and interval observer.
Table 5.2: Limit sets of residual-bounding zonotopes
Interval Observer 0 · · · Interval Observer i · · · Interval Observer M
Mode 0 R˘00∞ · · · R˘0i∞ · · · R˘0M∞
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode i R˘i0∞ · · · R˘ii∞ · · · R˘iM∞
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode M R˘M0∞ · · · R˘Mi∞ · · · R˘MM∞
Furthermore, if considering residual zonotopes corresponding to all the considered
modes and interval observers, one can collect all available real-time system-operating
information, which is presented in Table 5.1. Except the real-time process-operating
information conveyed by residual zonotopes estimated by a bank of interval observers,
there exist additional off-line process information provided by the limit sets of all the
corresponding residual-bounding zonotopes. Table 5.2 collects the limit sets of all
residual-bounding zonotopes, i.e., the smallest sets of residual zonotopes. Each row of
Table 5.2 corresponds to a sensor mode. Thus, from Table 5.2, a matrix describing all
the considered modes can be extracted as
M =

R˘00∞ · · · R˘0i∞ · · · R˘0M∞
...
...
...
...
...
R˘i0∞ · · · R˘ii∞ · · · R˘iM∞
...
...
...
...
...
R˘M0∞ · · · R˘Mi∞ · · · R˘MM∞

. (5.13)
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Remark 5.7. Comparing Table 5.1 with 5.2, it is known that, in the steady-state oper-
ation, the element in each entry of Table 5.2 is the set of that in the corresponding entry
of Table 5.1 such as Ri0k ⊆ R˘i0∞ when k is sufficiently large. Similarly, one has Rik ⊆ Mi,
(i ∈ I), where Mi is the i-th row of M and ⊆ should be understood elementwise.
Table 5.3: Transformation of Table 5.2
Interval Observer 0 · · · Interval Observer i · · · Interval Observer M
Mode 0 1 · · · 1\0 · · · 1\0
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode i 1\0 · · · 1 · · · 1\0
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode M 1\0 · · · 1\0 · · · 1
In order to simplify Table 5.2, one defines the following rules: first, if 0 ∈ R˘i j∞,
the position of R˘i j∞ is labelled as 1. Second, if 0 < R˘
i j
∞, the position of R˘
i j
∞ is labelled
as 0. After applying the rules for Table 5.2, Table 5.3 is generated, containing binary
information in concordance with the above logical propositions. Notice that, as per
the interval observer-based FDI principle, 0 ∈ Riik ⊆ R˘ii∞ should always hold in the
steady-state operation of the i-th mode for all i ∈ I. Similarly, from Table 5.3, a matrix
describing all the collected off-line mode information can be obtained as
I =

1 · · · 1\0 · · · 1\0
...
...
...
...
...
1\0 · · · 1 · · · 1\0
...
...
...
...
...
1\0 · · · 1\0 · · · 1

. (5.14)
5.4.2 Fault Detection and Isolation Conditions
After collecting all available information as in the matrix (5.14), one should analyze
how much information is useful and how much is available but redundant/unnecessary
for FDI. It is mentioned that all the diagonal entries of the matrix (5.14) are 1 because
0 ∈ Riik and Riik ⊆ R˘iik always holds in the steady-state operation of the i-th mode. For
the non-diagonal entries of the matrix (5.14), one does not know theoretically whether
or not they are 0 in advance. In this case, one should consider two possibilities:
• For the non-diagonal entries with 0, one has 0 < Ri j∞ (i , j), because Ri j∞ ⊆ R˘i j∞
and 0 < R˘i j∞ imply 0 < R
i j
∞.
• For the non-diagonal entries with 1, one does not have 0 ∈ Ri j∞ (i , j), because
Ri j∞ ⊆ R˘i j∞ and 0 ∈ R˘i j∞ do not guarantee 0 ∈ Ri j∞.
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Since the non-diagonal entries with 1 in the matrix I cannot guarantee that their
corresponding residual zonotopes at infinity in Table 5.1 contain 0, these entries are
not useful for the proposed FDI approach and the residual-bounding zonotopes corre-
sponding to these entries should be discarded in order to reduce computational com-
plexity. Comparatively, the non-diagonal entries with 0 can guarantee that the residual
zonotopes corresponding to them do not contain 0 at infinity, which are useful for the
proposed FDI approach. More details can be presented in next sections.
In this chapter, the proposed FDI approach is based on the combined use of residual
zonotopes and residual-bounding zonotopes. Residual zonotopes estimated by inter-
val observers can always be obtained in real time. Residual-bounding zonotopes are
generated especially for the transient-state FI after a fault is detected. The limit sets
of residual-bounding zonotopes (in Table 5.2) are mainly used for establishing guar-
anteed FDI conditions, which are used for off-line pre-checking in advance whether or
not the considered modes are detectable and isolable.
In order to assure that the established FDI conditions based on the limit sets of
residual-bounding zonotopes can guarantee FDI, one should not use the non-diagonal
elements with 1 of the matrix (5.14) to establish guaranteed FDI conditions, which will
be detailed in the following contents. For the sake of explaining how to establish these
FDI conditions, one takes the following matrix I as an example, i.e.,
I =

1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1
 . (5.15)
The example in (5.15) considers four modes corresponding to the four rows of the
matrix, respectively. Moreover, four interval observers are designed to monitor these
four modes. According to the aforementioned analysis, the system information of the
example (5.15) useful for FDI can be described by a new matrix
I′ =

1 0 0 0
× 1 0 ×
× × 1 ×
× 0 0 1
 . (5.16)
In this example, if one wants to guarantee that all the four modes are detectable and
isolable after their occurrences, it should be assured that any two rows of the matrix
I′ in (5.16) are distinguishable. Notice that when verifying the distinguishability of
the four modes, one does not consider the entries with × of the matrix I′. Instead,
only the entries with 0 or 1 are considered. Moreover, one cares about the columns
(only columns without containing entries with ×) of any two rows, as long as there
exists one column of the two rows whose two entries are different (i.e., one is 0 and
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the other one is 1), it is guaranteed that the modes corresponding to these two rows are
detectable and isolable. One takes Row 0 and 1 of the matrix I′ as an example. It can be
observed that the 1-st column of the two rows are composed of 0 and 1 (i.e., the italic
elements of the matrix I′). Thus, with residual zonotopes estimated by the first interval
observer, Mode 0 and 1 can be distinguished by testing the inclusion between the
residual zonotopes and the origin and do not need to use residual zonotopes from the
other interval observers, which can reduce complexity. This means that, only by using
these two entries of Column 1, Row 0 and 1 (i.e., Mode 0 and 1) can be distinguished.
Based on the same principle, for any other rows, one can make the similar analysis to
see whether or not they are distinguishable. To summarize, it can be observed that one
can further distinguish Row 0 and 2 with Column 2, Row 0 and 3 with Column 3, Row
1 and 2 with Column 2, Row 1 and 3 with Column 1 and Row 2 and 3 with Column 2,
respectively.
Remark 5.8. For simplicity, in this chapter, one takes the example (5.16) to show the
principle of the FDI conditions of the proposed FDI approach. Thus, for real applica-
tions, one should obtain the corresponding matrices I and I′ and use the method shown
in this example to analyze whether or not all considered modes (healthy or faulty) are
detectable and isolable.
Thus, based on the principle shown by the example (5.16), the FDI conditions for
the proposed FDI approach are established in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. For all the considered modes (healthy or faulty), a matrix I as in
(5.15) corresponding to residual-bounding zonotopes can be obtained. Furthermore,
based on the matrix I, a simplified matrix I′ as in (5.16) can be obtained. If for any
two rows in the matrix I′, there exists one column of them without × entries, whose two
column entries are different from each other, the two modes corresponding to these two
rows are detectable and isolable after their occurrences.
Proof : If Proposition 5.1 holds, it implies that any two rows in the matrix I′ have at
least one common column whose two column elements are different from each other
(i.e., one is 0 and the other one is 1). Since one column corresponds to one interval ob-
server, it implies if the system is in either of two modes corresponding to the two rows,
residual zonotopes from the interval observer can only always either include or ex-
clude the origin. Thus, by testing the inclusion of residual zonotopes estimated by the
interval observer and the origin, the switching between the two modes are detectable
and the two modes can be distinguished. 
Thus, if there is an FDI algorithm that can identify the differences of any two modes
described in Proposition 5.1, it implies that Proposition 5.1 can be used as guaranteed
FDI conditions of this FDI algorithm which will be proposed in the next section.
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5.5 Fault Detection and Isolation
This section proposes an algorithm to implement sensor FDI under the FDI conditions
proposed in Proposition 5.1.
5.5.1 Fault Detection
To explain the proposed FD principle, it is assumed that the system is in the i-th mode.
Thus, a vector Rk composed of residual zonotopes estimated by all the interval ob-
servers can be obtained in real time. If the system operates at steady state of the i-th
mode, residual zonotopes estimated by all the interval observers are bounded by the
limit sets of residual-bounding zonotopes corresponding to the i-th mode, i.e.,
Rk ⊆Mi, i ∈ I. (5.17)
Thus, whenever (5.17) is violated elementwise, it implies that a fault has occurred.
Additionally, after the system enters into the steady-state operation of the i-th mode,
residual zonotopes estimated by the interval observers can be used to test
0 ∈ Rk, (5.18)
where (5.18) should be understood elementwise. After testing (5.18) at each time
instant, one can obtain an (M +1)-dimensional fault signature vector Fi (i denotes that,
before FD, the system is in the i-th mode) full of 0 and 1, where, as in (5.14), 0 denotes
that residual zonotopes estimated by the interval observer corresponding to the vector
entry with 0 do not contain the origin while 1 has the opposite explanation. Thus, for
FD, one should compare this real-time vector with the i-th row of the matrix I′ (note
that the elements with × of this row should be omitted). If this real-time obtained
vector matches the i-th row of the matrix I′, it is considered that the system is still in
the i-th mode. Otherwise, it means that a fault has occurred.
Remark 5.9. In additional, a criteria simpler than (5.18) can also be used to detect
faults at steady state of the i-th mode, i.e., testing whether or not
0 ∈ Riik (5.19)
holds. However, under the FDI conditions in Proposition 5.1, (5.19) is sufficient but not
necessary for FD of all the considered modes. Thus, if (5.19) is violated, it means that
the system becomes faulty. Otherwise, one cannot assure whether or not a considered
mode switching has occurred. This implies that (5.19) may only be able to detect parts
of the considered modes. Instead, under the FDI conditions in Proposition 5.1, (5.18)
can detect all the considered modes. Thus, at each time instant, for simplicity, one can
first test the i-th component (5.18) (i.e., (5.19)) to make a quick FD decision. If (5.19)
is violated, it implies a model switching. Otherwise, then test the rest of components of
(5.18) to confirm whether or not a mode switching has occurred.
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Proposition 5.2. If the system is at steady-state regime of its i-th mode, FD can be
performed by simultaneously testing (5.17) and (5.18). As long as either of them de-
tects anomaly, it implies that a fault has occurred. Otherwise, it is considered that the
system is still in the i-th mode.
It is known that testing (5.17) or (5.18) allows to implement FD. But, based on the
FDI conditions proposed in Proposition 5.1, it is not known whether the FD strategy
(5.17) can guarantee that all the considered modes are detectable or not. However, the
FD strategy (5.18) can guarantee that all the considered modes are detectable. If one
chooses to test both of them on-line for FD, this combination may be more sensitive
to some faults. But, the combination has high computational complexity. Besides, an
alternative choice is that only the FD strategy (5.18) is used in the proposed FD ap-
proach, which has less computational complexity. Thus, for applications, the designers
can make a selection between these two ways according to the particular requirements.
5.5.2 Fault Isolation
In this chapter, the proposed FI algorithm is based on residual zonotopes and residual-
bounding zonotopes, which is also composed of two FI strategies (transient-state and
steady-state ). In this subsection, these two FI strategies are presented, respectively.
In order to explain the proposed FI algorithm, it is assumed that the system is at
steady state in the i-th mode and a fault is detected at time instant kd, which implies
that the system switches to a new mode different from the i-th one after FD. At the
FD time kd, residual zonotopes R
f j
kd
( f ∈ Ii = I \ {i}) can always be obtained, where f
denotes the index of a new and unknown mode.
As per Proposition 2.1, it is known that, using a starting set to initialize (5.11) at
any time, a set sequence can be generated by iterating the dynamics. As k tends to
infinity, the set sequence finally converges to a fixed set (i.e., the mRPI set X˘i j∞ of X˜
i j
k
indicated in (5.7) for the j-th interval observer in the i-th mode).
Thus, at the FD time kd, by initializing all the dynamics (5.11) corresponding to
each interval observer ( j ∈ Ii) with a starting set, a group of set sequences can be
generated and a group of the corresponding residual-bounding zonotope sequences
can be simultaneously obtained by using (5.10). In this chapter, a starting set for the
j-th interval observer in the f -th mode is denoted as X¯ f jkd . Thus, a collection of starting
sets should be constructed to initialize the corresponding set-based dynamics (5.11),
each of which corresponds to one interval observer.
Remark 5.10. Although residual-bounding zonotope sequences corresponding to all
the interval observers under all the considered modes can be generated by using the
corresponding starting sets at the FD time kd, the proposed FI approach only uses the
M residual-bounding zonotope sequences R˘ j jk (k ≥ kd and j ∈ Ii) for less complexity.
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By means of the dynamics (5.11), with the corresponding starting sets at the FD
time kd, the set sequences X˘
j j
k (k ≥ kd and j ∈ Ii) can be generated, which will always
contain state estimation error sets X˜ j jk (k ≥ kd) according to Remark 5.5 if the current
mode is also the j-th one. Furthermore, by using (5.10), the corresponding residual-
bounding zonotope sequences R˘ j jk (k ≥ kd and j ∈ Ii) can be computed, respectively.
The generated residual-bounding zonotope sequence R˘ j jk (k ≥ kd) will always con-
tain the residual zonotopes estimated by the j-th interval observer if the current system
is also in the j-th mode. However, if the current system is not in the j-th mode, the
sequence R˘ j jk (k ≥ kd) may not contain the residual zonotopes R f jk (k ≥ kd) even at the
FD time kd. This can be explained by the fact that residual-bounding zonotopes depend
on the system modes (see (5.10)). At time instant kd, even though the starting sets of
(5.11) for all the interval observers j ∈ Ii respectively satisfy
X¯ f jkd ⊇ X˜
f j
kd
, f , i, (5.20)
it cannot still guarantee R˘ j jkd ⊇ R
f j
kd
, where R˘ j jkd is computed as
R˘ j jkd = G jCX¯
f j
kd
⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (5.21)
Thus, whenever a fault is detected, the proposed transient FI strategy generates M
residual-bounding zonotope sequences R˘ j jk (k ≥ kd and j ∈ Ii), each of which cor-
responds to one candidate mode. This implies that, among the M residual-bounding
zonotope sequences, there exists at least one (i.e., the one matching the current after-
fault mode) that can always contain the residual zonotopes estimated by its correspond-
ing interval observer for all k ≥ kd. Based on this fact, the proposed transient-state FI
strategy is summarized as follows.
In the i-th mode, when a fault is detected at the FD time kd, M residual-bounding
zonotope sequences described by the candidate-mode set Ii can be generated by initial-
izing (5.11) with their corresponding starting sets and using (5.10), the transient-state
FI strategy consists in searching a mode by testing whether or not
R f jk ⊆ R˘ j jk , j ∈ Ii, for all k ≥ kd (5.22)
holds in real time. If a violation of (5.22) corresponding to the j-th interval observer is
detected, one immediately stops generating its corresponding residual-bounding zono-
tope sequence and removes the index j from the candidate-mode set Ii. Testing and
removing are repeated until the time instant when the set Ii remains only one element
or the time window used to describe the transition completely elapses. This time in-
stant and this unique element indicates the FI time and fault, respectively.
Remark 5.11. Since sensor faults can immediately affect the system outputs, this
means that a sensor fault is possible to be isolated by the FI strategy proposed in
(5.22) at the FD time instant kd (see (5.20) and (5.21)).
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This means that, by using the FI strategy, the FI decision perhaps can be directly
obtained by initialization at time instant kd.
Remark 5.12. It is possible that, even though the proposed transient-state FI algo-
rithm is persistently executed, there always exist at least two elements in Ii during the
corresponding time window. This implies that accurate FI may not be obtained only
by the proposed transient-state FI during the transition. In this chapter, in order to
describe the transition induced and the persistent time of the use of this transient-state
FI strategy, a proper time window should be defined in advance.
In order to avoid the situation indicated in Remark 5.12, one also proposes a steady-
state FI strategy to complement the transient-state FI strategy by using residual zono-
topes and testing the inclusion between residual zonotopes and 0 after the time win-
dow. By testing these inclusions, one can obtain the fault signature vector Fi. Finally,
by matching the matrix Fi with the rows of the matrix I′, if one row of the matrix I′
can match Fi, then the index of this row indicates the new mode. This steady-state FI
strategy is summarized in Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.3. After applying the transient-state FI strategy over a defined time
window, if there still exist at least two elements in Ii, FI can still be guaranteed by
searching an unique row of the matrix I′ that can match the fault signature vector Fi
and the FI decision is indicated by the index of this row.
Proof : Under Proposition 5.1, as k tends to infinity, all residual-bounding zonotope
sequences converge to their corresponding fixed sets (i.e., the elements of the matrix
M). Since if residual-bounding zonotope sequences do not contain 0, it is guaranteed
that its corresponding residual zonotopes in Table 5.1 at steady state do not contain 0
too. Moreover, in the case that an interval observer matches the current system mode,
the residual zonotopes estimated by this interval observer can contain 0 at steady state.
This implies that, under Proposition 5.1, the fault signature vector Fi is different in
different modes and can match one and only one row of the matrix I′. Thus, FI can be
guaranteed by comparing Fi with the rows of the matrix I′ on-line. 
In order to explain how to obtain the fault signature vector Fi, one still uses the
example given by (5.15) and (5.16). Firstly, one assumes that the system is in the
healthy mode at the beginning, after a fault is detected, one knows that all the faults 1,
2 and 3 are candidates. With the matrix (5.16), it can be observed that the faults 1 and 2
can be distinguished by using residual zonotopes estimated by the observer 2, the faults
1 and 3 by the observer 1 and the faults 2 and 3 by the observer 2. This means that, after
a fault is detected, one only needs to use residual zonotopes estimated by the interval
observers 1 and 2, while the other two interval observers 0 and 3 are not necessary
to use. Thus, from the computational point of view, F0 should be a two-dimensional
vector whose elements are composed of the binary information by testing inclusion
between residual zonotopes estimated by the interval observers 1 and 2 and the origin.
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But, for simplicity, one can always define F0 as a four-dimensional vector, whose four
elements are obtained by testing inclusion between residual zonotopes estimated by all
the four interval observers and the origin. But, finally, only the 1-st and 2-nd elements
of F0 are used to compare with the 1-st and 2-nd elements of Row 1, 2 and 3 of the
matrix (5.16) for FI, while the 0-th and 3-rd elements of F0 are not useful.
Remark 5.13. In this chapter, the whole FI algorithm simultaneously includes the two
FI strategies respectively presented in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3. The former may be
able to isolate faults during the transition but without FI guarantees, while the latter
with FI guarantees requires longer FI time after the transition.
5.5.3 Starting Sets for Fault Isolation
In Section 5.5.2, it can be observed that the starting sets for residual-bounding zonotope
sequences are crucial for the transient-state FI strategy. An idea to construct these
starting sets is given. Firstly, by using a zonotope V0 = Hη¯Bq, in the unknown mode
f , for the j-th interval observer, the corresponding residual zonotope indicated in (5.4)
can be transformed into
R f jkd = G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊕ {(G f −G j)Cxkd} ⊕ {ηkd − ηc} ⊕ (−V0). (5.23)
By adding −(ηkd − ηc) and −(G f − G j)Cxkd to both sides, the previous equation turns
into
R f jkd ⊕ {−(ηkd − ηc)} ⊕ {−(G f −G j)Cxkd} = G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊕ (−V0). (5.24)
Considering ηkd − ηc ∈ V0 and xkd ∈ X, one further has
G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊕ (−V0) ⊆ R f jkd ⊕ (−V0) ⊕ (G j −G f )CX. (5.25)
Since V0 can be removed from both sides of the equation, one can obtain
G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊆ R f jkd ⊕ (G j −G f )CX. (5.26)
It can be observed that the right side of (5.26) is dependent of modes. But, before
the fault is isolated, it is not possible to know the new mode. Thus, one should construct
initial sets without being affected by modes. Here, one has to consider three different
cases.
• If j , f and j = 0, one always has
G j −G f = diag(0, . . . , 0, 1 − g f , 0, . . . , 0).
where g f is the f -th diagonal element of G f that models the f -the sensor fault.
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• If j , f and j , 0, one always has
G j −G f = diag(0, . . . , 0, g j − 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1 − g f , 0, . . . , 0),
where g j is the j-th diagonal element of G j that models the j-the sensor fault.
• If j = f , one always has
G j −G f = 0.
By summarizing the aformentioned three cases, one can obtain that, if j = 0, one
always has
G j −G f ∈ G f j = diag([0, 1 − g1], [0, 1 − g2], . . . , [0, 1 − gq]),
while if j , 0, one always has
G j −G f ∈ G f j = diag([0, 1 − g1], . . . , [0, 1 − g j−1], 1 − g j, [0, 1 − g j+1], . . . , [0, 1 − gq]).
where G f j is a diagonal interval matrix that can always include G j − G f inside its
interval as long as the mode switching from the j-th mode occurs. Thus, one can
further have
(G j −G f )CX ⊆ G f jCX, (5.27)
where, considering that X is a zonotope and G f j is an interval matrix, with Proper-
ties 2.6 and 2.7, G f jCX can be over-approximated by a zonotope denoted as
Z f j = z f j,c ⊕ H f jz Bs f j ,
where s f j is the order of Z f j. Thus, in order to remove the effect of modes, a solution
is to further transform (5.26) into
G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊆ R f jkd ⊕ Z f j. (5.28)
Since R f jkd is zonotope, the term R
f j
kd
⊕ Z f j can be rewritten into the zonotopic form
R f jkd ⊕ Z f j = r
f j,c
kd
⊕ H f j,rkd B
s f j,rkd , (5.29)
where s f j,rkd is the zonotope order, and r
f j,c
kd
and H f j,rkd can be respectively derived as
r f j,ckd = ykd − yˆ
c,y
kd
+ z f j,c, (5.30a)
H f j,rkd = [Hˆ
j,y
kd
H f jz ]. (5.30b)
With the help of the zonotopic form of R f jkd ⊕ Z f j, (5.28) is rewritten as
G jCX˜
f j
kd
⊕ {−r f j,ckd } ⊆ H
f j,r
kd
Bs
f j,r
kd . (5.31)
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Using F(l), H f j,rkd (l) and r
f j,c
kd
(l) to denote the l-th rows of G jC and H
f j,r
kd
and the l-th
component of r f j,ckd , respectively, one can obtain a group of inequalities corresponding
to (5.31), where the l-th inequality can be written as
| F(l)x˜ f jk − r f j,ckd (l) |≤‖ H
f j,r
kd
(l) ‖1, l = 1, 2, · · · , q, (5.32)
where x˜ f jk represents the elements that satisfy (5.32).
Remark 5.14. It can be observed that the description (5.32) is more conservative than
(5.31), which means, if the q inequalities of (5.32) can determine a closed set, the
closed set can fully contain X˜ f jkd in (5.31).
Assumption 5.4. For the j-th interval observer, X˜ j denotes a given zonotope deter-
mined by the physical constraints of the system and can always bound X˜i jk for all i ∈ I.
As per Property 2.4, each inequality out of the q inequalities of (5.32) generally
determines a strip and the q inequalities together can form a closed set that contains
X˜ f jkd . However, there exist two possible cases that depend on the system dynamics.
• If the q inequalities themselves can form a closed set, this set can contain X˜ f jkd ,
• If the q inequalities cannot form a closed set (i.e., there are not enough strips
such that their intersection cannot lead to a closed set), then X˜ j indicated in As-
sumption 5.4 can be further used to construct a closed set that can contain X˜ f jkd .
However, because Property 2.4 can only compute a zonotope approximation of the
intersection of a zonotope and a strip, for the j-th interval observer, X˜ j has to be used
as the initial zonotope of Property 2.4 for both cases. As seen in Section 5.5.2, for
the j-th interval observer, the constructed starting zonotope for the residual-bounding
zonotope sequence is denoted as X¯ f jkd .
Remark 5.15. In a particular case, if the matrix G jC is invertible, (5.28) can be di-
rectly transformed into
X˜ f jkd ⊆ (G jC)−1{R
f j
kd
⊕ Z f j}, (5.33)
where (G jC)−1 denotes the inverse of G jC and (G jC)−1{R f jkd ⊕ Z f j} is directly used as
the starting set X¯ f jkd .
At the FD time kd, the proposed FI approach constructs a group of starting sets for
generating M corresponding residual-bounding set sequences R˘ j jk ( j ∈ Ii). As derived
before, for the j-th interval observer, its residual-bounding set sequence is generated
by initializing its corresponding dynamics (5.11) with the starting set
X˘ j jkd = X¯
f j
kd
, for all j ∈ Ii. (5.34)
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As said in Remark 4.13, one can also use Property 2.5 to construct the starting
sets. However, there is a difference in the case of sensor faults, which is that, for
each interval observer, one should construct a starting set. Thus, totally, one should
construct M starting sets at one time for M interval observers corresponding to all
candidate modes.
5.5.4 Fault Detection and Isolation Algorithm
According to the aforementioned discussions, based on the FDI conditions in Proposi-
tion 5.1, faults can be detected by Proposition 5.2. Whenever a fault is detected, after
applying the proposed FI strategies in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3, theoretically, the
worst case is that the fault can only be isolated at infinity because the FDI conditions
are built by means of the limit sets of residual-bounding zonotopes. However, from
the practical point of view, it is impossible to obtain residual-bounding zonotopes at
infinity. Thus, in order to establish the proposed FDI conditions and implement the
proposed FDI approach, one has to consider the RPI approximations of the limit sets
(i.e., R˘i j∞) of residual-bounding zonotopes.
According to Theorem 2.1, for the set-based dynamics (5.11), the mRPI set X˘i j∞ can
be approximated by an RPI set X˚i j with an arbitrarily approximate precision to X˘i j∞.
Thus, the set R˘i j∞ can be approximated by the corresponding set
R˚i j =G jCX˚i j ⊕ (Gi −G j)CX ⊕ V ⊕ (−V). (5.35)
One should notice that whenever X˜i jk goes into and stays inside X˚
i j, Ri jk also goes
into and stays inside R˚i j. Since all RPI sets (i.e., R˚i j) can be computed off-line, all
entries of Table 5.2 is over-approximated by Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: RPI sets of residual zonotopes
Interval Observer 0 · · · Interval Observer i · · · Interval Observer M
Mode 0 R˚00 · · · R˚0i · · · R˚0M
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode i R˚i0 · · · R˚ii · · · R˚iM
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode M R˚M0 · · · R˚Mi · · · R˚MM
According to the definition of the mRPI set in Definition 2.18, X˘i j∞ ⊆ X˚i j and
R˘i j∞ ⊆ R˚i j hold. This implies that after initializing (5.11), the set sequence of the
corresponding residual-bounding zonotopes will finally enter into and stay inside its
corresponding set (i.e., R˚i j) as k increases.
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Algorithm 2 FD algorithm
Require: Xˆ0, I and current mode index i ∈ I;
Ensure: f ;
1: Interval observer initialization: Xˆi j0 = Xˆ0 (for all j ∈ I);
2: At time instant k: No fault alarm and f ← FAULT;
3: while f , TRUE do
4: k ← k + 1;
5: Obtain Rk;
6: if (5.17) or (5.18) makes a fault alarm then
7: f ←TRUE;
8: end if
9: end while
10: return f ;
Thus, as long as the given approximate precision is sufficiently high, Table 5.4
can be used to replace Table 5.2 for verifying the FDI conditions in Proposition 5.1.
Moreover, Table 5.3 can be derived from Table 5.4. Furthermore, based on Table 5.4,
for the i-th mode, one defines a vector
R˚i = (R˚i0, R˚i1, · · · , R˚iM), (5.36)
which is used for Algorithm 2 to carry out the FD strategy. The proposed FI algo-
rithm is a combination of the two FI strategies presented in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3.
Practically, once a fault is detected, this FI algorithm firstly starts up the FI strategy
as in (5.22). If the FI strategy in (5.22) cannot isolate the fault within a defined time
window, the FI algorithm will terminate it and then the FI strategy in Proposition 5.3
is started to guarantee FI at steady state. Thus, in this FI algorithm, the defined time
window for the transient-state FI strategy is used as a switching mechanism between
the two FI strategies in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3.
According to (5.11), after the initialization required to obtain residual-bounding
zonotope sequences on-line, the differences between the set values of residual-bounding
zonotopes at different time instants are dependent of the term (A − L jG jC)X˘i jk , i.e., the
eigenvalues of A− L jG jC and the starting set of initialization. Because all eigenvalues
of A − L jG jC are inside the unit circle, after the transition induced by a mode switch-
ing, all residual-bounding zonotope sequences finally enter into steady state and can
sufficiently and asymptotically approximate their corresponding limit sets. This im-
plies that, at steady state, the difference between the set values of a residual-bounding
zonotope sequence at different time instants will gradually decrease. This fact allows
to define a proper time window as mentioned in Remark 5.12 as the switching mecha-
nism between the two FI strategies.
Definition 5.1. The time window T starting from the FD time instant kd is defined at
least as the maximal settling time of the dynamics of all interval observers such that
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the proposed FI strategy in Proposition 5.3 can guarantee FI.
Remark 5.16. The transitions between different modes are determined by the eigen-
values of the corresponding dynamics. Theoretically, it can also be assessed by the
settling time of interval observers. Most importantly, a proper time window can al-
ways be selected by a sufficient number of simulations.
As per Definition 5.1 and Remark 5.16, a mechanism of switching between the
proposed FI strategies in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3 is introduced by the time window
T and the proposed FI algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Once a fault is detected by Proposition 5.2, the transient-state FI strategy in (5.22)
is firstly started to isolate the fault within the time window T .
2. After T , if the fault is still not isolated, then the first FI strategy is terminated and
the FI algorithm starts up the second FI strategy proposed in Proposition 5.3 for
FI at steady state .
3. After the second strategy enters in operation, at each time instant, the inclusion
between residual zonotopes and 0 is tested, and the testing results are used to
compare with the off-line inclusion information stored in each row of I′.
4. If at a time instant, the obtained inclusion results (i.e., Fi) match one row of I′,
the index of this row indicates the fault (this index is assumed as f ).
5. In order to improve reliability of the FI decision given in Step 4, Rk ⊆ R˚ f can
also be tested. If Rk ⊆ R˚ f holds, the FI decision of Step 4 can be confirmed.
Otherwise the second FI strategy in Proposition 5.3 is repeated again.
Remark 5.17. Both Steps 4 and 5, respectively considering the invariant set-based and
the interval observer-based FI principles, are used to make FI decisions. However, the
core step is Step 4, while Step 5 is an assistant step. For simplicity, one can also omit
Step 5 and only use Step 4.
Notice that, the proposed FDI approach is based on the combination of invariant
sets and interval observers. By this combination, the conservatism of FDI conditions
should be reduced in some sense because of the use of all available system-operating
information from all the corresponding interval observers. Comparing with the in-
terval observer-based or the invariant set-based approach, the FDI effectiveness and
reliability is possible to be improved.
5.6 Illustrative Example
The second pitch system of a wind turbine benchmark proposed in [43] is used as the
case study. Please see [43] for the details of the structure of this pitch system. The
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continuous-time dynamics of this subsystem can be found in [61], i.e.,
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (5.37a)
y(t) = Cx(t). (5.37b)
In this subsystem, two sensors are used to measure the pitch position y(t), whose
measurements are
y1(t) = G1(Cx(t) + η1(t)), (5.38a)
y2(t) = G2(Cx(t) + η2(t)), (5.38b)
where y1(t) and y2(t) denote the measurements of the first and second sensors, respec-
tively, η1(t) and η2(t) are the corresponding measurement noises, G1 and G2 model the
fault in the first and second sensors, respectively. If G1 (or G2) is the identity ma-
trix, it means that the corresponding sensors are healthy. Otherwise, it implies that the
corresponding sensors becomes faulty. Besides, the control action is designed as
u(t) = ure f (t) + u f (t), (5.39)
where ure f (t) is the given input and u f (t) is the feedback with a form u f (t) = y(t) −
0.5(y1(t) + y2(t)). Furthermore, one can equivalently reformulate (5.37) and (5.38) of
the pitch system into a compact form, which describes the pitch system, i.e.,
x˙(t) =Ax(t) + Bu(t), (5.40a)
y12(t) =G12Cx(t) + η(t), (5.40b)
where
y12(t) =
[
y1(t)
y2(t)
]
, G12 =
[
G1
G2
]
, ηk =
[
G1 0
0 G2
] [
η1(t)
η2(t)
]
.
The sets of the noises of the sensors are described by η¯1 = 0.8, η1c = 0, η¯2 = 0.8
and η2c = 0, which follows the form of uncertainties in (3.2). The parameters of the
second pitch system are given as
A =
[−13.33 −123.43
1 0
]
, B =
[
1
0
]
, C =
[
0 123.43
]
.
Remark 5.18. Since the noises are Gaussian, the aforementioned bounds are empir-
ical values according to the fact that, usual choices for Gaussian distribution, are
the band [−3σ, 3σ] with probability of 99%, or band [−6σ, 6σ] with probability of
99.99%.
The sampling time of the pitch system is 0.01s. After discretization, the system pa-
rameters are
Ad =
[
0.867 −1.234
0.01 1
]
, Bd =
[
0.01
0
]
,Cd =
[
0 123.43
]
.
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In this case study, one considers two faults in the two sensors, respectively, and it is
assumed that one and only one sensor becomes faulty at any given time (note that one
can also consider that two sensors become faulty simultaneously). Thus, the system
should have three different sensor modes: healthy, fault in the first sensor and fault in
the second sensor, which are respectively modelled as
G012 =
[
1
1
]
,G112 =
[
0.1
1
]
,G212 =
[
1
0.1
]
.
In this chapter, one assumes that the reference input1 of the pitch system varies in
the operating range ure f (t) ∈ [10◦, 30◦]. Furthermore, as per (5.39), by simulating the
pitch system with a time span of 106s, an empirical bound of u(t) is obtained as u(t) ∈
[8.561, 52.2314]. Thus, based on the obtained discrete-time dynamics, Theorem 2.1
and Proposition 2.1, an RPI approximation of the mRPI set of states is constructed by
iterating 150 times from an initial state RPI set, which is denoted as
X =
[
0
0.2463
]
⊕
[
2.3934 0
0 0.2252
]
B2.
Three interval observers are respectively designed to monitor the three modes. The
initial state of the system and the initial zonotope of interval observers are respectively
given as
x0 =
[
0
0
]
, Xˆ0 =
[
0
0
]
⊕
[
1 0
0 1
]
B2.
In order to obtain guaranteed FDI, one has to check the corresponding FDI con-
ditions in Proposition 5.1. As per Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1, for each mode,
the RPI approximations of the limit sets (i.e., R˘i j∞) of the relevant residual-bounding
zonotopes, indicated in Table 5.4, are obtained by iterating the dynamics (5.11) 120
times with initial RPI sets of X˜i jk . These RPI approximations are presented as follows:
• For the healthy mode:
R˚00 = ([−3.6507, 3.6507], [−3.6507, 3.6507])T ,
R˚01 = ([0.7196, 53.5725], [−9.0443, 4.7407])T ,
R˚02 = ([−9.0443, 4.7407], [0.7196, 53.5725])T .
• For the fault in the first sensor:
R˚10 = ([−59.8823, 26.8929], [−8.2239, 29.9569])T ,
R˚11 = ([−0.3651, 0.3651], [−3.6507, 3.6507])T ,
R˚12 = ([−63.4498, 47.4594], [0.4448, 58.1507])T .
1In this case study, as an example, the reference input is chosen as a sinusoidal signal.
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Figure 5.1: FD of Fault 1
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• For the fault in the second sensor:
R˚20 = ([−8.2239, 29.9569], [−59.8823, 26.8929])T ,
R˚21 = ([0.4448, 58.1507], [−63.4498, 47.4594])T ,
R˚22 = ([−3.6507, 3.6507], [−0.3651, 0.3651])T .
Table 5.5: Available off-line system information
Interval Observer 0 Interval Observer 1 Interval Observer 2
Mode 0 1 0 0
Mode 1 1 1 0
Mode 2 1 0 1
By analyzing these RPI approximations, one can obtain Table 5.5, which collects
the off-line system-operating information corresponding to all the different modes and
interval observers. Furthermore, based on Table 5.5, one can obtain the matrix I′,
which is shown as
I′ =
1 0 0× 1 0× 0 1
 . (5.41)
It can be checked that the matrix I′ in (5.41) satisfies the FDI conditions proposed
in Proposition 5.1. As seen in (5.41), all the non-diagonal entries with 1 are omitted.
After omiting these entries, it is seen that the three rows of the matrix I′ are different
from each other, which means that three modes are distinguishable from each other.
Thus, whenever, if a considered mode has occurred, it can be guaranteed that the mode
can be detected and then isolated by the proposed FDI approach.
This example only takes the dynamic process of the system from healthy to faulty as
an example. Thus, it is not necessary to take Row 0 corresponding to the healthy mode
into account in terms of FI of the two sensor faults. According to the FD strategy in
Proposition 5.2, at most, R0k , R
1
k , R
2
k , R˚
00, R˚01 and R˚02 are needed for FD implementation.
Moreover, according to the proposed FI strategy in (5.22) and Proposition 5.3, one only
needs to obtain R1k or R
2
k to distinguish the two sensor-fault modes and test the inclusion
between the origin and them, respectively. Eventually, FI can be done by comparing
the tested inclusion results with the rows of the matrix I′.
According to the FI approach in (5.22), by initializing (5.11), one can obtain the
corresponding residual-bounding zonotope sequences R˘11k and R˘
22
k for isolating the
faults 1 and 2 during the transient-state operation. But one should notice that the
transient-state FI strategy in (5.22) cannot be guaranteed by the FDI conditions in
Proposition 5.1. This implies that the transient-state FI strategy may be able to isolate
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Figure 5.3: FD of Fault 2
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faults during the transition or not, which depends on the faults themselves. Besides,
the set for the transient-state FI strategy in Assumption 5.4 are given by simulations as
X˜0 =
[
0
0
]
⊕
[
3 0
0 1
]
B2.
The time window in Definition 5.1 is given as five steps, and in order to compute
the starting zonotopes for the initialization for residual-bounding zonotope sequences,
λ in Property 2.4 is given as λ =
[
0.005 0.005
]T
.
Remark 5.19. The selection of λ is important for the approach, which affects the
volume of the obtained starting zonotopes by Property 2.4. Please see [2] for details.
In this example, one considers the same scenario for both sensor faults: from time
instants 1 to 40, the system is healthy, then a fault occurs at time instant 41 and the
system is in the faulty operation from the instants 41 to 80. Thus, the simulations for
the two sensor faults are done, respectively, and the diagnostic results of the faults in
the first and second sensors are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
Remark 5.20. In the figures, Rik(1) and R
i
k(2) denote the first and second components
of the residual zonotope Rik estimated by the i-th interval observer at time instant k.
Similarly, R˚i j(1) and R˚i j(2) denote the first and second components of the approxima-
tion R˚i j of Ri j∞ corresponding to the j-th interval observer under the i-th mode.
According to the FD principle in Proposition 5.2 and the results shown in Fig-
ure 5.1, it can be observed that a fault is detected at time instant 42 (i.e, 0 < R042,
R042 * R˚
00, R142 * R˚
01 or R242 * R˚
02). Furthermore, according to the transient-state
FI approach in (5.22) and the simulation results shown in Figure 5.2, the first fault is
isolated at time instant 42 because of R142 ⊆ R˘1142 and R242 * R˘2242. This indicates that
the first fault is isolated at the same time when it is detected, which means no time
delay between FD and FI (see Remark 5.11). Additionally, to show the steady-state
FI strategy in Proposition 5.3, one should wait a defined five-step time window. Thus,
one should test whether or not 0 ∈ R147 (or/and 0 ∈ R247) holds. As shown in Figure 5.2,
it is seen that 0 ∈ R147 (or/and 0 < R247) holds, which matches Row 1 of the matrix I′.
This implies that the fault is in the first sensor, which provides the same FI decision
with the transient-state FI strategy.
Remark 5.21. The size of X¯ f jkd affects the quickness of the transient-state FI proposed
in (5.22), but is not decisive. Because, even though the transient-state FI strategy
cannot isolate faults within the time window, the proposed FI algorithm can still use
the steady-state FI strategy in Proposition 5.3 to guarantee to isolate faults after the
time window.
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Figure 5.4: FI of Fault 2
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Similarly, FDI of the second fault is illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. In Figure 5.3,
it is seen that a fault is detected at time instant 42 (i.e., 0 < R042, R
0
42 * R˚
00, R142 *
R˚01 or R242 * R˚
02). In Figure 5.4, it can be observed that R142 * R˘
11
42 and R
2
42 ⊆ R˘2242
hold, which means that the second sensor fault has occurred by the transient-state FI
strategy. Moreover, if considering the steady-state FI strategy in Proposition 5.3, one
can observe that 0 < R147 (or/and 0 ∈ R247) holds, which is in accordance with Row 2
of the matrix I′ in (5.41), which means that at time instant 47, the fault can also be
isolated by the steady-state FI strategy.
Remark 5.22. According to the proposed FI algorithm, after a fault is detected, the
fault should be either in the first or second sensor. Thus, as seen in the matrix I′ in
(5.41), one only needs to use the residual zonotopes estimated by either the interval
observer 1 or 2 (or both of these two interval observers), which corresponds to the
bold and italic columns of Row 1 and 2 of the matrix I′, respectively. This can reduce
computational complexity of FI. Besides, because of space limit, please zoom in if some
figures are not clear enough.
5.7 Summary
This chapter proposes a sensor FDI approach based on set-theoretic approaches. In
this approach, two different set-theoretic FDI mechanisms are simultaneously used,
i.e., invariant set-based and interval observer-based mechanisms. This approach im-
plements the combination of invariant sets and interval observers for sensor FDI, and
both FD and FI decisions are based on these two FDI mechanisms. In order to reduce
computational complexity, the available but redundant/unnecessary system-operating
information is discarded by the proposed approach. For sensor faults, this approach
can isolate faults during the transition induced by faults and the fastest FI case is that
sensor faults are isolated at the same time when they are detected. For simplicity, this
chapter only considers the linear time-invariant system with given magnitudes of sen-
sor faults. However, in principle, it should be able to be extended to the system with
parametric uncertainties and unknown but bounded sensor faults.
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Chapter 6
Fault-tolerant Model Predictive
Control for Actuator Faults
This chapter focuses on the implementation of an actuator FTMPC scheme. In this
FTMPC scheme, tube-MPC is used as the control strategy, FD is implemented by in-
variant sets and FI is done by MPC and tubes. Different from the passive fault diagnosis
approaches proposed in the previous part, this chapter proposes an active FI method
by using the constraint-handling ability of MPC, which can reduce the conservatism
of guaranteed FI conditions. At the end of this chapter, an example is used to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed FTMPC scheme.
6.1 Introduction
In the previous part, one proposed the actuator and sensor FDI approaches. However,
since the proposed methods are passive, where only the process information captured
by interval observers can be used for FDI, one can only reduce the conservatism by
making full use of those obtained system-operating information.
Obviously, this passive acquisition of the system-operating information always has
a bottleneck. In this part, one proposes an active approach to break through the men-
tioned bottleneck of the passive methods by using the constraint-handling ability of
MPC. This active approach can obtain less conservative FI conditions by manipulating
control inputs to excite the system. In this case, one can obtain more fault information
that is unobtainable only by means of the passive methods.
Considering that MPC can explicitly deal with multivariable constrained systems, it
is meaningful to implement MPC schemes with fault-tolerant capability. Actually, the
FTMPC technique has been investigated in the literature, which is presented in Part I.
Comparing with the FTMPC schemes proposed in [51, 71], this chapter proposes a
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new FTMPC scheme, which cannot only obtain FI guarantees with less conservative
FI conditions but also implement FTC with low computational complexity.
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Figure 6.1: Actuator FTMPC scheme
For less complexity, one selects tube-based MPC as the control strategy in this pro-
posed FTMPC scheme. Instead of interval observers, one only uses Luenberger ob-
servers, which cannot only reduce computational complexity but also accord with the
tube-based MPC framework based on Luenberger observers. Additionally, considering
different characteristics of actuator and sensor faults, this chapter only concentrates on
coping with tolerance of actuator faults. The proposed FTMPC scheme is shown in
Figure 6.1.
6.2 Problem Formulation
6.2.1 Plant Models
In this chapter, one considers the linear discrete time-invariant plant under the effect of
actuator faults, which is modelled as (4.1). As the objective of this chapter is to propose
an actuator FTC scheme, one should make several assumptions as in the previous part.
Assumption 6.1. The pairs (A, BFi) for all i ∈ I and (A,C) are stabilizable and de-
tectable, respectively.
Assumption 6.2. The occurrence of actuator mode can persist sufficiently long time
such that the FDI module has enough responsive time to detect and isolate them.
Remark 6.1. For simplicity, this chapter only considers single faults but the proposed
approach can also be extended for the case of multiple faults in principle.
In Chapter 4, the proposed actuator FDI approach considers unknown but bounded
faults, which accords with the realistic fault features that fault magnitudes are generally
unknown. But, for simplicity, this chapter only considers faults with given magnitudes.
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However, in principle, the proposed actuator FTC scheme should also be able to be
extended for unknown but bounded actuator faults.
As said in Remark 6.1, the fault-modelling matrix Fi should take p + 1 values
(i ∈ I = {0, 1, 2, . . . , p}). In this chapter, for simplicity, one considers the complete
actuator outage. Thus, F0 is the identity matrix denoting the healthy actuator mode
and Fi (i , 0) modelling the i-th actuator-fault mode is expressed as
Fi =

1
...
i↓
0
...
1
 . (6.1)
Additionally, the hard state and input constraints are considered, which are denoted as
X ={x ∈ Rn : |x − xc| ≤ x¯, xc ∈ Rn, x¯ ∈ Rn}, (6.2a)
U ={u ∈ Rp : |u − uc| ≤ u¯, uc ∈ Rp, u¯ ∈ Rp}, (6.2b)
respectively, where all the vectors xc, uc, x¯ and u¯ are constant and known.
6.2.2 Setpoint Tracking
There are totally p + 1 considered actuator modes (healthy or faulty), for each mode,
one has an output-tracking objective. Hence, one should have p + 1 reference models,
each of which corresponds to one considered actuator mode. For the i-th actuator
mode, the corresponding reference model is given as
xre fk+1 = Ax
re f
k + BFiu
re f
k , (6.3a)
yre fk = Cx
re f
k , (6.3b)
where ure fk , x
re f
k and y
re f
k denote the reference inputs, states and outputs, respectively.
Remark 6.2. In this chapter, without loss of generality, one considers tracking given
output setpoints. The same principle could be extended to deal with time-variant
reference-tracking problem. Besides, if necessary, one can also add the vectors ωc
and ηc into the reference model (6.3).
In the i-th actuator mode, the control objective is to track a given setpoint y∗i , i.e.,
in the absence of uncertainties and/or faults, one should have
lim
k→∞
(yk − y∗i )→ 0. (6.4)
By using (6.3), a state-input setpoint pair (x∗i ,u
∗
i ) in the steady-state operation of the
i-th actuator mode can be computed by[
A − I BFi
C O
] [
x∗i
u∗i
]
=
[
O
y∗i
]
. (6.5)
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Assumption 6.3. The equation (6.5) for all i ∈ I is solvable in order to obtain the
corresponding state-input setpoint pair.
It can be observed that, under Assumption 6.3, a state-input setpoint pair (x∗i , u
∗
i )
corresponding to y∗i can be obtained by solving (6.5). Note that, for each mode, the
state-input setpoint pair may be not unique.
Remark 6.3. Ideally, the system control objective should be able to track a given
output signal, i.e., all the p + 1 given outputs should be the same. But, under the
effect of faults, sometimes, the closed-loop system has to face a degree of performance
degradation. In this case, the given output setpoints may take different values.
6.2.3 Observers
A bank of observers are designed for the proposed actuator scheme, each of which is
designed to match one actuator mode. Thus, the observer matching the j-th ( j ∈ I)
mode can be designed as
xˆ jk+1 = (A − L jC)xˆ jk + BF juk + L jyk, (6.6a)
yˆ jk = Cxˆ
j
k, (6.6b)
where xˆ jk and yˆ
j
k are the estimated states and outputs, respectively, and L j is the j-th
observer gain.
Assumption 6.4. For each observer, the corresponding observer gain can stabilize the
observer dynamics, i.e., for all j ∈ I, A − L jC is a Schur matrix.
Note that, under Assumption 6.1, it is always possible to find a gain matrix L j that
satisfies Assumption 6.4.
6.2.4 Model Predictive Controllers
For the collection of the considered actuator modes, a bank of tube-based MPC con-
trollers are used to control the system, each of which corresponds to one actuator mode.
As introduced in Chapter 2, the nominal system corresponding to the i-th actuator
mode is obtained by neglecting the uncertainties ωk and ηk, which is given as
x¯ik+1 = Ax¯
i
k + BFiu¯
i
k, (6.7a)
y¯ik = Cx¯
i
k. (6.7b)
Remark 6.4. Similar with Remark 6.2, if necessary, the vectorsωc and ηc can be added
into the nominal system (6.7).
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According to [35], the control law of the i-th tube-based MPC controller has the
following form
uk = u¯ik + Ki(xˆ
i
k − x¯ik), (6.8)
where u¯ik is generated by the nominal optimization problem of the i-th tube-based MPC
controller (see (2.14)). The i-th nominal optimization problem uses (6.7) as its internal
model and Ki is the feedback gain designed for the i-th tube-based MPC controller.
6.3 Fault Detection and Isolation
6.3.1 System Analysis
In the steady-state operation of the i-th actuator mode, the i-th tube-based MPC con-
troller, the i-th state-input pair (x∗i , u
∗
i ) and the i-th observer are used in the closed-loop
system. The state estimation error of the j-th observer in the i-th mode is defined as
x˜i, j,ik = xk − xˆ jk. (6.9)
Remark 6.5. In the superscript of x˜i, j,ik , the first index denotes that the plant is in the
i-th mode, the second index denotes the j-th observer and the third index denotes that
the i-th tube-based MPC controller is active in the closed-loop system.
In (6.9), if j , i, using (4.1), (6.6) and (6.8), the dynamics of x˜i, j,ik are derived as
x˜i, j,ik+1 =(A − L jC)x˜i, j,ik + B(Fi − F j)u¯ik + B(Fi − F j)Ki(xˆik − x¯ik) + ωk − L jηk (6.10)
and the corresponding output estimation error of the j-th observer is derived as
y˜i, j,ik = yk − yˆ jk
= Cx˜i, j,ik + ηk. (6.11)
Besides, in the steady-state operation of the i-th mode, the term xˆik − x¯ik occurring
in (6.8) and (6.10) is denoted by
ei,i,ik = xˆ
i
k − x¯ik, (6.12)
whose dynamics can be derived by using (6.6) and (6.7) as
ei,i,ik+1 = (A + BFiKi)e
i,i,i
k + LiCx˜
i,i,i
k + Liηk, (6.13)
where x˜i,i,ik corresponds to the case of j = i in (6.9) and its dynamics can be obtained
by letting j = i in (6.10), i.e.,
x˜i,i,ik+1 = (A − LiC)x˜i,i,ik + [I − Li]
[
ωk
ηk
]
. (6.14)
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Assumption 6.5. The matrix A + BFiKi for all i ∈ I is a Schur matrix.
Since ωk ∈ W and ηk ∈ V are bounded as defined in (3.2), an RPI set (denoted as
X˜i,i,i) of x˜i,i,ik can be constructed. According to the notion of invariant sets, as long as
x˜i,i,ik∗ ∈ X˜i,i,i, x˜i,i,ik ∈ X˜i,i,i always holds for all k > k∗. Similarly, considering x˜i,i,ik ∈ X˜i,i,i,
an RPI set (denoted as Ei,i,i) of ei,i,ik can be constructed by using (6.13).
In the i-th mode, if a fault is detected, for the FI point of view, one defines an input
set U¯ if for the nominal control input u¯
i
k (i.e., u¯
i
k ∈ U¯ if ) as
U¯ if = {u¯i ∈ Rp :
∣∣∣∣u¯i − u¯i,cf ∣∣∣∣ ≤ u¯if , u¯i,cf ∈ Rp, u¯if ∈ Rp},
where the vectors u¯i,cf and u¯
i
f are constant and known.
Remark 6.6. The input set U¯ if is only used for on-line FI when a fault is detected in
the i-th actuator mode. The use of U¯ if will be detailed in the following contents.
Similarly, if considering ei,i,ik ∈ Ei,i,i and u¯ik ∈ U¯ if in (6.10), an RPI set (denoted as
X˜i, j,i) of x˜i, j,ik can be obtained. The corresponding set of the output estimation error is
Y˜ i, j,i = CX˜i, j,i ⊕ V, (6.15)
where, in the case of j = i, the output estimation error set Y˜ i,i,i corresponding to X˜i,i,i
can be obtained as well.
Remark 6.7. From the FD point of view, all the RPI sets X˜i,i,i, Ei,i,i and X˜i, j,i should be
as small as possible.
Since y˜i, j,ik is available while x˜
i, j,i
k is unavailable, y˜
i, j,i
k is used as the residual signal in
this proposed FTC scheme.
6.3.2 Fault Detection
The FD approach used in this scheme is a passive approach, which is based on invariant
sets. Thus, the FD task can be simplified into only testing whether the residual y˜i, j,ik
is inside its corresponding set or not. The advantage of the invariant set-based FD
consists in its low complexity.
As analyzed in Subsection 6.3.1, for each mode i ∈ I, only the sets X˜i,i,i and Y˜ i,i,i are
independent of u¯ik, while X˜
i, j,i and Y˜ i, j,i ( j , i) depend on u¯ik. Thus, in order to assure
that FD is not affected by the FI task (the FI details will be given in next sections), in
the i-th mode, only the set Y˜ i,i,i is used for the FD task, i.e., testing whether or not
y˜i,i,ik ∈ Y˜ i,i,i (6.16)
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is violated in real time. If a violation of (6.16) is detected, it means that a fault has
occurred. Otherwise, it is considered that the system still operates in the i-th mode.
Note that, for some faults, even though they occur in the system, perhaps (6.16) is
still not violated. This means that these faults cannot be detected, isolated and actively
tolerated by the proposed scheme. Instead, they can only be implicitly tolerated to
some extent by the PFTC ability of the proposed scheme.
6.3.3 Fault Isolation
6.3.3.1 System after Actuator Faults
The FI task is started when a fault is detected. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that the l-th fault occurs at time instant kd. Although the mode has changed from i
to l, before the fault is isolated (i.e., the system is reconfigured), the system structure
does not change yet, which implies that the closed-loop system is still composed of the
same components.
As per (4.1), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8), when the l-th fault occurs, the state estimation
error of the j-th observer changes from x˜i, j,ik to x˜
l, j,i
k with the dynamics
x˜l, j,ik+1 =(A − L jC)x˜l, j,ik + B(Fl − F j)u¯ik + B(Fl − F j)Kiel,i,ik + ωk − L jηk (6.17)
and ei,i,ik in (6.13) changes to e
l,i,i
k with the dynamics
el,i,ik+1 = (A + BFiKi)e
l,i,i
k + LiCx˜
l,i,i
k + Liηk. (6.18)
In order to collect the whole process information after the l-th fault from the i-th
mode, one defines a vector
ξi→lk =

x˜l,0,ik
...
x˜l,i,ik
...
x˜l,p,ik
el,i,ik

.
As per (6.17) and (6.18), the dynamics of ξi→lk can be obtained as
ξi→lk+1 = Ai→lξ
i→l
k + Bi→lu¯
i
k + E
ω
i→lωk + E
η
i→lηk, (6.19)
where
Ai→l =

A−L0C O ··· O B(Fl−F0)Ki
...
... ···
...
...
O A−LiC ··· O B(Fl−Fi)Ki
...
... ···
...
...
O O ··· A−LpC B(Fl−Fp)Ki
O LiC ··· O A+BFiKi
 ,
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Bi→l =

B(Fl−F0)
...
B(Fl−Fi)
...
B(Fl−Fp)
O
 , E
ω
i→l =

I
...
I
...
I
O
 , Eηi→l =

−L0
...−Li
...−Lp
Li
 .
Assumption 6.6. For the i-th mode, the observer and feedback gains L0, L1, . . . , Lp
and Ki can assure that the matrix Ai→l is a Schur. Moreover, for the other considered
modes, this condition should also be satisfied.
Similarly, considering u¯ik ∈ U¯ if , ωk ∈ W and ηk ∈ V , an RPI set of ξi→lk can be
computed, which is denoted as Ξi→l. By projecting Ξi→l towards the component space,
an RPI set of each component of ξi→lk can be obtained. For example, an RPI set (denoted
as X˜l, j,i) of x˜l, j,ik can be obtained by projecting Ξ
i→l to the space of x˜l, j,ik . Similarly, an
RPI set (denoted as El,i,i) of el,i,ik can be computed by projection. This implies that, after
the l-th fault, x˜l, j,ik and e
l,i,i
k should enter into X˜
l, j,i and El,i,i, respectively. Moreover, the
set of the output estimation error corresponding to X˜l, j,i is
Y˜ l, j,i = CX˜l, j,i ⊕ V. (6.20)
Thus, the sets of output estimation errors corresponding to each observer and each
mode (the i-th mode or a mode switching from the i-th mode) are listed in Table 6.1,
where each row corresponds to one actuator mode.
Table 6.1: Sets of output estimation errors
Observer 0 · · · Observer i · · · Observer p
Mode 0 Y˜0,0,i · · · Y˜0,i,i · · · Y˜0,p,i
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode i Y˜ i,0,i · · · Y˜ i,i,i · · · Y˜ i,p,i
...
... · · · ... · · · ...
Mode p Y˜ p,0,i · · · Y˜ p,i,i · · · Y˜ p,p,i
6.3.3.2 Residual Tubes
The dynamics of x˜l,l,i extracted from (6.19) is used for FI, which has the form
x˜l,l,ik+1 =(A − LlC)x˜l,l,ik + ωk − Llηk. (6.21)
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Substituting W and V into (6.21), the set-based descriptions of x˜l,l,ik and y˜
l,l,i
k can be
obtained as
X˜l,l,ik+1 =(A − LlC)X˜l,l,ik ⊕W ⊕ (−LlV), (6.22a)
Y˜ l,l,ik =CX˜
l,l,i
k ⊕ V. (6.22b)
Proposition 6.1. Given that the l-th (l , i) fault has occurred in the i-th mode and the
state estimation error of the l-th observer is bounded by a set X˜l,l,ik∗ at time instant k∗, if
X˜l,l,ik∗ is used to initialize (6.22) to generate tubes, x˜
l,l,i
k ∈ X˜l,l,ik and y˜l,l,ik ∈ Y˜ l,l,ik will hold
for all k ≥ k∗.
Proof : Since (6.22a) considers the worst case of uncertainties in (6.21), if at time
instant k∗, x˜l,l,ik∗ ∈ X˜l,l,ik∗ holds, it implies that x˜l,l,ik ∈ X˜l,l,ik and y˜l,l,ik ∈ Y˜ l,l,ik will always hold
for all k ≥ k∗. 
In the i-th mode, it is assumed that the l-th fault is detected at time instant kd. If an
initial set is used to initialize (6.22a) at time instant kd, the set tubes of state and output
estimation errors generated by (6.22) are denoted as
T˜x,l,l,ikd ={X˜l,l,ikd , X˜l,l,ikd+1, X˜l,l,ikd+2, . . . }, (6.23a)
T˜y,l,l,ikd ={Y˜ l,l,ikd , Y˜ l,l,ikd+1, Y˜ l,l,ikd+2, . . . }. (6.23b)
Remark 6.8. Generally, when the system is in the i-th mode, the detection of a violation
of (6.16) implies that a mode switching from i to another unknown mode denoted as f
( f ∈ Ii) has occurred. Thus, for FI, one has to obtain all the p output estimation error
set tubes T˜y,l,l,ikd (l ∈ Ii).
Thus, at time instant kd, the proposed FI algorithm generates p output-estimation-
error set tubes T˜y,l,l,ikd (l ∈ Ii), each of which corresponds to a candidate actuator mode.
Moreover, for the p corresponding observers, as long as
x˜ f ,l,ikd ∈ X˜l,l,ikd , f , l ∈ Ii (6.24)
is guaranteed at time instant kd such that
y˜ f ,l,ikd ∈ Y˜ l,l,ikd ,
it implies that, among the p output-estimation-error set tubes T˜y,l,l,ikd , there exists at least
one set tube (assume that it is indexed by m) that can always satisfy
y˜ f ,m,ik ∈ Y˜m,m,ik , k ≥ kd, f , m ∈ Ii. (6.25)
Remark 6.9. As per Proposition 6.1, if the fault is the l-th one ( f = l) and (6.24) holds
at time instant kd, for all k ≥ kd, T˜y,l,l,ikd can always satisfy y˜
f ,l,i
k ∈ Y˜ l,l,ik .
Remark 6.9 implies that the fault will be indicated by one of the output tubes, which
can always satisfy (6.25).
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6.3.3.3 Fault Isolation Algorithm
In order to isolate a fault, one has to guarantee that one and only one tube can always
satisfy its corresponding inclusion (6.25) after FD and then the fault can be indicated
by the index of this tube. Based on this idea, one establishes guaranteed FI conditions
as presented in Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.2. When the system is in the i-th actuator mode, for any observer (as-
sume that it is indexed by j), if all the p + 1 output-estimation-error sets corresponding
to this observer (i.e., the p + 1 sets in the j-th column of Table 6.1) satisfy
Y˜ j, j,i ∩
p⋃
l=0
Y˜ l, j,i = ∅, j , i, l , i, l , j, i, j, l ∈ I, (6.26)
once a mode switching from the i-th mode to another considered mode is detected
at time instant kd, this mode can be isolated during the transition by searching the
output-estimation-error tube that can always satisfy (6.25) for all k ≥ kd.
Proof : The tube T˜y, j, j,ikd will finally enter into Y˜
j, j,i and stay inside. If (6.26) holds,
the tube T˜y, j, j,ikd can persistently confine the output estimation error y˜
l, j,i
k only under the
condition l = j. If l , j, at the first several steps, T˜y, j, j,ikd is able to confine y˜
l, j,i
k because
of the initialization condition (6.24). But, as T˜y, j, j,ikd approaches Y˜
j, j,i, y˜l, j,ik must diverge
from T˜y, j, j,ikd . This implies that, under the condition (6.26), by searching the tube that is
always able to confine y˜l, j,ik after FD, the fault can be isolated. 
6.3.3.4 Construction of Starting Sets
According to the aforementioned FI principle, it is known that the key of this proposed
FI approach consists in constructing starting sets that satisfy (6.24) at time instant kd
to initialize (6.22) to generate the output-estimation-error tubes. Here, one takes the
j-th observer as an example to show the method of constructing starting sets. Thus,
according to (6.11), one can obtain
Cx˜i, j,ikd ∈ {y˜
i, j,i
kd
} ⊕ (−V). (6.27)
With (6.27), a set to bound x˜i, j,ikd can always be constructed to initialize (6.22a) to
generate the output-estimation-error tubes. Either of the two methods in Properties 2.4
and 2.5 can use (6.27) to construct starting zonotopic sets to contain x˜i, j,ikd . The details
on these two methods are omitted here.
Remark 6.10. If the matrix C is invertible, a set to bound x˜i, j,ikd can be directly obtained
by (6.27) with the inverse of C.
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Moreover, it can be observed that, for the j-th observer, the expression of (6.27) is
independent of system mode switching. This means that (6.27) can always be used to
construct a set to bound state estimation errors of the j-th observer in any mode.
Remark 6.11. Since X, U, W and V can be rewritten as zonotopes, from the compu-
tational point of view, all the tubes are generated by using zonotopes in this chapter.
Thus, the starting sets are also constructed as zonotopes.
6.4 Fault-tolerant Control
As aforementioned, tube-based MPC is used in the proposed actuator FTC scheme.
The important advantages of the tube-based MPC are that it can effectively deal with
system constraints and has relatively low computational complexity.
6.4.1 Model Predictive Control
The tube-based MPC technique proposed in [35] is adopted to implement FTC in this
scheme. Hence, please see [35] for more details. Among a bank of tube-based MPC
controllers, the control law of the i-th one is given in (6.8). Firstly, it is assumed that
the closed-loop system is in the steady-state operation of the i-th mode. The key part
of the i-th tube-based MPC controller is the open-loop optimization problem included
in the controller, which is based on the i-th nominal system.
In reality, it is known that X and U presented in (6.2) are the hard constraints of
the system. Note that, these hard constraints imply the indirect constraints on the
nominal system-based open-loop optimization problem. In the case of the i-th mode,
the indirect input constraint is via (6.8), i.e., uk = u¯ik + Kie
i,i,i
k . As per Section 6.3.1,
in the steady-state operation, ei,i,ik ∈ Ei,i,i holds, Thus, the input constraints of the i-th
nominal system-based open-loop optimization problem can be obtained as
u¯ik ∈ U¯ i = U 	 KiEi,i,i. (6.28)
Considering xk = x¯ik + e
i,i,i
k + x˜
i,i,i
k (e
i,i,i
k ∈ Ei,i,i and x˜i,i,ik ∈ X˜i,i,i), the state constraints
of the i-th nominal system-based open-loop optimization problem can be obtained as
x¯ik ∈ X¯i = U 	 (Ei,i,i ⊕ X˜i,i,i). (6.29)
Assumption 6.7. For all i ∈ I, the constraint sets X¯i and U¯ i are nonempty.
Thus, the open-loop optimization problem of the i-th tube-based MPC controller,
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based on the i-th nominal system in (6.7), has the following form
Jk = min
u¯i
N−1∑
j=0
‖(x¯ik+ j|k − x∗i )‖2Qi + ‖(u¯ik+ j|k − u∗i )‖2Ri + ‖(x¯ik+N|k − x∗i )‖2Pi
subject to x¯ik+ j|k∈ X¯i,
u¯ik+ j|k∈ U¯ i,
x¯ik+N|k∈ X¯iT ,
x¯ik|k= x¯
i
k,
(6.30)
where N is the prediction horizon, u¯i = [u¯ik|k, u¯
i
k+1|k, . . . , u¯
i
k+N−1|k] and Qi, Ri and Pi are
positive-definite matrices and X¯iT is the corresponding terminal state constraint set. If
the terminal constraint set X¯iT is the MCI set of the i-th nominal system corresponding
to the nominal constraint sets X¯i and U¯ i, the i-th tube-based MPC controller can be
designed to be stable and recursively feasible. Moreover, under Assumptions 6.1 and
6.5, the tube-based MPC controller stabilizing the closed-loop systems can always be
designed. Since the tube-based MPC technique used in this chapter is referred to [35],
the relevant technical details are omitted here.
6.4.2 Transient-state Behaviors
Different from the steady-state operation of the i-th mode, once a fault has occurred
(denoted by l), it implies that the system mode changes from i to l (l , i). In order to
analyze the transient-state behaviors induced by a fault, one divides the transient-state
process into two phases. The first phase starts from the occurrence of a fault till the
detection of the fault and the second phase starts from the detection of the fault to the
isolation of the fault. Since the second phase of the transition corresponds to the active
FI phase in the FTC scheme, it will be discussed in the next subsection.
In the first phase of the transition, despite the l-th fault has occurred, the FD crite-
rion (6.16), i.e., y˜l,i,ik ∈ Y˜ i,i,i, still holds. Since, before FI, one does not know the faulty
system situation and the system is still composed of the same components with the i-th
mode, although the l-th fault has occurred, during the first phase of the transition, one
has to think that the system still operates in the i-th mode and can take no actions.
6.4.3 Active Fault Isolation
6.4.3.1 Fault Isolation Principle
Without considering the observer gains, feedback gains and faults, as per (6.19) and
(6.20), when the system mode changes from i to l (l , i), the sets of output estimation
errors are decided by those of uncertainties and nominal inputs. For simplicity of
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understanding, one uses a function
Y˜ l, j,i = f i→l(U¯ if ,W,V), j , l, (6.31)
to describe the relation between the sets of output estimation errors and those of un-
certainties and nominal inputs, which implies that whether the FI conditions in Propo-
sition 6.2 hold or not depends on the set of the nominal input u¯ik. Note that, different
from Y l, j,i ( j , l), Y l,l,i is only decided by W and V and free from the effect of U¯ if .
Assumption 6.8. For all i ∈ I, there exists a set U¯ if such that the FI conditions in
Proposition 6.2 hold.
Assumption 6.8 means that, when a switching from the mode i to l (l , i) is de-
tected, since the FD time, if u¯ik is always confined inside U¯
i
f , the FI conditions in
Proposition 6.2 can be established on-line by the MPC controller and the proposed FI
approach can isolate the mode. Thus, in the i-th mode, the i-th MPC controller has two
different objectives:
• Steady-state operation (including the first-phase transition): no fault is detected
and the task is to implement system performance. Thus, the input constraint of
(6.30) is the set U¯ i.
• Transient-state operation (only the second-phase transition): a fault is detected
and the main task is to accurately isolate the fault and reconfigure the system.
During this stage, the proposed FI approach actively switches the input constraint
of (6.30) from U¯ i to U¯ if at the FD time kd to establish the FI conditions on-line.
6.4.3.2 Transient-state Feasibility and Stability
The optimization problem (6.30) is updated by directly using the nominal state from
the i-th nominal system. It is known that the nominal states are generated by the
nominal system that is free from the effect of the real system. Thus, when the system
is in the i-th mode, fault occurrence does not affect the feasibility and stability of
the optimization problem (6.30) as long as the constraints X and U are not violated.
However, the main concern is that fault occurrence may result in the violation of the
system constraints X and U, which is key problem of the proposed approach.
During the FI process, since the input constraint of (6.30) is switched from U¯ i to
U¯ if to establish the FI conditions on-line. In order to guarantee the feasibility and
constraint satisfaction, one has to correspondingly switch the state and terminal state
constraints of (6.30) from X¯i to X¯if and X¯
i
T to X¯ f
i
T , respectively. The set X¯
i
f is the
state constraint set of (6.30) for the FI process and X¯ f
i
T is a CI set of the i-th nominal
system corresponding to u¯ik ∈ U¯ if and x¯ik ∈ X¯if . The sets U¯ if and X¯if are a pair of design
parameters to guarantee active FI in this FTC scheme.
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Assumption 6.9. For i ∈ I, there exists a pair of input and state constraint sets U¯ if and
X¯if that can assure the constraints (6.2) are satisfied during active FI.
Remark 6.12. Before FI, one does not know which fault has occurred. However, since
only a finite number of faults are considered in the scheme, a proper pair of U¯ if and X¯
i
f
can be found by off-line simulations.
In order to guarantee the feasibility of (6.30), one has to consider the nominal state
x¯ikd of the i-th nominal system at the FD time kd.
Proposition 6.3. At the FD time kd, if x¯ikd ∈ X¯ f
i
T holds, (6.30) will be always feasible
during the whole FI process.
Proof : Since X¯ f
i
T is a CI set of the i-th nominal system under the input and state
constraint sets U¯ if and X¯
i
f , using x¯
i
k ∈ X¯ f iT to update (6.30) implies x¯ik+1 ∈ X¯ f iT in terms
of the definition of the CI sets. Thus, at time instant kd, for all k ≥ kd, x¯ik ∈ X¯ f iT can
guarantee that there always exist control sequences such that the constraint u¯ik ∈ U¯ if
and x¯ik ∈ X¯if always hold during FI. 
In order to summarize, one proposes the following strategy to guarantee the feasi-
bility of the MPC controller during FI:
• If x¯ikd ∈ X¯ f
i
T , during FI, (6.30) is always feasible as per Proposition 6.3.
• If x¯ikd < X¯ f
i
T , the center of X¯ f
i
T (constructed as a zonotope) is used to update
(6.30) to guarantee feasibility at time instant kd. For k > kd, at one time instant
k∗, if x¯ik∗ ∈ X¯ f iT , the feasibility of (6.30) can always be guaranteed for all k > k∗.
Otherwise, continue to use the center of X¯ f
i
T to update (6.30).
Once a fault is isolated (denoted by l), the system will be reconfigured by using the
l-th observer, the l-th state-input setpoint pair and the l-th tube-based MPC controller
with the state, input and terminal constraint sets X¯l, U¯ l and X¯lT . In this case, at the
beginning of reconfiguration, one may also face the feasibility problem. In order to
guarantee the feasibility during the initial stage after reconfiguration, the same princi-
ple with active FI to guarantee feasibility during FI can be used. As time elapses, the
system gradually enters into the steady-state operation of the new mode and the new
MPC controller will become feasible and the closed-loop system can operates normally
again.
6.4.4 Fault-tolerant Control Algorithm
In order to summarize the FTC scheme proposed in this chapter, an FTMPC algorithm
is presented in the following.
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1. It is assumed that the system is in steady state of the i-th mode. The FD task
consists in real-time testing whether (6.16) is violated or not. If (6.16) is not
violated, it is considered that the system is still in the i-th mode. Otherwise, it
implies that a fault has occurred.
2. Once a fault is detected at time instant kd, the active FI approach is started to
isolate the fault by respectively switching the constraints of (6.30) from X¯i, U¯ i
and X¯iT to X¯
i
f , U¯
i
f and X¯ f
i
T to satisfy the FI conditions on-line.
3. Simultaneously, at the FD time kd, p output-estimation-error tubes (6.23) are
initialized by the starting sets constructed by (6.27). For each tube, (6.25) is real-
time tested. Whenever a tube violates (6.25), it is terminated and the index of this
tube is removed from a collect of fault candidates. Until there is one and only
one tube left, it implies that the fault is isolated.
4. Once the fault (assume that it is indexed by l) is isolated, the l-th observer, the l-th
MPC controller and the l-th state-input setpoint pair are selected to reconfigure
the system (the constraint sets are simultaneously switched to X¯l, U¯ l and X¯lT
for the new MPC controller, respectively). Then, the whole procedure will be
repeated to monitor this new mode again.
Remark 6.13. Before, one discussed sensor FDI and FTC but did not mention system
recovery from faulty to healthy. Actually, the proposed scheme can deal with system
recovery with the same principle.
6.5 Illustrative Example
In this section, an electric circuit from [41] is used as the case study of the proposed
scheme, which is shown in Figure 6.2. The continuous-time dynamics of this circuit
are given in [41], where the system matrices are
A =
 − 1(R1+R2)Cp R1(R1+R2)Cp1
L (
R2
R1+R2
− 1) − 1L ( R1R2R1+R2 − R3)
 , B =  1(R1+R2)Cp 0− R2L(R1+R2) 1L
 , (6.32a)
E =
[ α1
(R1+R2)Cp
1
L (α2 − R2R1+R2α1)
]
,C =
[
1 0
0 R3
]
. (6.32b)
All parameters of this circuit used here are from those in [41]. Please see [41] to
obtain the definitions/values of all the signals/variables appearing in Figure 6.2. The
only difference here is that one considers measurement noises in the current example.
Note that the inputs of this circuit as shown in Figure 6.2 are the power sources V1(t)
and V2(t), the states are composed of the capacitor voltage vC(t) and the inductor cur-
rency iL(t), the outputs are the voltages of the capacitor and the resistor R3, and α1
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Figure 6.2: Circuit
and α2 are proportionality constants. With a sampling time 1/15s, the dynamics of the
circuit can be discretized as
xk+1 = Ad xk + BdFiuk + Edwk, (6.33a)
yk = Cd xk + ηk, (6.33b)
with
Ad =
[
0.8693 2.6144
−0.0016 1.0327
]
, Bd =
[
0.131 0
−0.082 0.083
]
, Ed =
[
0.1307
0.0016
]
,Cd =
[
1 0
0 20
]
.
In (6.33), the uncertaintiesωk (originated from d(t) in Figure 6.2) and ηk are bounded,
whose bounds are given as |ω| ≤ 1.5 and |η| ≤
[
0.05 0.05
]T
. In this case study, two ac-
tuator faults are considered, either of which corresponds to one actuator. Thus, in total,
there are three actuator modes considered, which are denoted as F0 (healthy mode), F1
(complete outage of the first actuator) and F2 (complete outage of the second actuator).
The values of these matrices are
F0 =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, F1 =
[
0 0
0 1
]
, F2 =
[
1 0
0 0
]
.
Additionally, the state and input constraints of the system are considered as
U = {u :
[−10
−10
]
≤ u ≤
[
10
10
]
}, X = {x :
[−10
−10
]
≤ x ≤
[
10
10
]
}.
Based on (6.33), three observers with the mathematical form (6.6) are designed,
each of which matches one actuator mode. Correspondingly, three tube-based MPC
controllers are designed to control the system, each of which is used for one mode.
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Figure 6.3: After-fault sets of output estimation errors
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Figure 6.4: FD of Fault 1
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Figure 6.5: Outputs of Scenario 1
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Figure 6.7: States of Scenario 1
Note that all the three tube-based MPC controllers should be designed to stabilize the
closed-loop system. The corresponding feedback gains are designed as
K0 =
[
0.1232 3.4734
−0.3848 −5.0688
]
,K1 =
[
0.1232 3.4734
−0.3848 −5.0688
]
,K2 =
[
0.1232 3.4734
−0.3848 −5.0688
]
.
The output setpoints for the three actuator modes are respectively given as
y∗0 =
[
8
8
]
, y∗1 =
[
5
5
]
, y∗2 =
[
5
5
]
.
Corresponding to these output setpoints, three state-input setpoint pairs can be ob-
tained (each of which corresponds to one output setpoint)
x∗0 =
[
8.0
0.4
]
, x∗1 =
[
5.0
0.25
]
, x∗2 =
[
5.0
0.25
]
, u∗0 =
[
0.888
0.178
]
, u∗1 =
[
0
0.183
]
, u∗2 =
[
0.178 0
]
.
In this illustrative example, two fault scenarios are considered, each of which cor-
responds to one actuator fault:
• From time instants 0 to 75, the system is healthy and from time instants 76 to
150, the first actuator fault occurs.
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Figure 6.8: FD of Fault 2
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Figure 6.9: FI of Fault 2
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• From time instants 0 to 75, the system is healthy and from time instants 76 to
150, the second actuator fault occurs.
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Figure 6.10: Outputs of Scenario 2
For these two scenarios, one needs to design the FI input and state and terminal
constraint sets for the nominal MPC optimization problem of the healthy tube-based
MPC controller, which are given as
U¯0f = {u :
[
4.8
4.8
]
≤ u ≤
[
5.2
5.2
]
},
X¯0f = {x :
[−8.4767
−0.9232
]
≤ x ≤
[
8.4767
0.4232
]
},
X¯ f
0
T = {x :
[−8.4767
−0.9232
]
≤ x ≤
[
8.4767
0.4232
]
}.
Moreover, based on U¯0f , the after-fault sets of output estimation errors of the two
actuator-fault modes switched from the healthy mode can be constructed. Note that this
example only takes the process from healthy to faulty as an example and does not con-
sider system recovery. Thus, according to guaranteed FI conditions in Proposition 6.2,
one only needs Y˜110 ∩ Y˜210 = ∅, Y˜120 ∩ Y˜220 = ∅, which are shown in Figure 6.3. This
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Figure 6.11: Inputs of Scenario 2
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Figure 6.12: States of Scenario 2
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implies that, after detection of either of both faults, it is guaranteed that the fault can
be isolated by using the proposed active FI approach.
Remark 6.14. For the proposed FDI approach, the FD and FI tasks are separate,
which are based on different strategies. If the FD approach is not able to detect some
considered actuator faults, it is not possible to tolerate the effect of these faults with
the proposed AFTC strategy. Instead, only the PFTC ability of the controller can be
used to tolerate these undetectable faults to some extent. In this example, this case will
be illustrated by an undetectable fault.
For the first fault scenario, the simulation results are shown in Figure 6.4. In Fig-
ure 6.4, y˜i00k denotes the residual of the healthy observer (the first and third superscript
indices of y˜i00k are not important). The two plots in Figure 6.4 correspond to two differ-
ent residual components, respectively. It is shown that the first actuator fault cannot be
detected by the proposed FD approach. Thus, the active FI process is not started. The
fault tolerance of this fault has to rely on the PFTC ability of the FTMPC scheme. Ac-
cordingly, the output tracking results of Scenario 1 are presented in Figure 6.5, which
shows that, despite the first actuator fault cannot be detected, it can still be passively
tolerated by the nominal MPC controller with satisfactory performance. Additionally,
the states and outputs corresponding to this scenario are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.6,
respectively.
For the second scenario, the simulation results are shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9 and
6.10. In Figure 6.8, it is shown that the second actuator fault is detected at time instant
90. At the same time instant, the active FI process is started as seen in Figure 6.9.
In Figure 6.9, y˜i10k and y˜
i20
k denote the residuals corresponding to the first and second
observers, respectively. It is shown that, at time instant 91, y˜i1091 < Y˜
110
91 and y˜
i20
91 ∈
Y˜22091 hold, which implies that the second actuator is faulty. Once the second fault
is isolated, the closed-loop system is reconfigured by using the corresponding MPC
controller and the new state-input setpoint pair, which can be observed in Figure 6.10
that shows good tracking performance of the AFTC strategy under the second actuator
fault. Additionally, the states and inputs are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.11, which
shows that the constraints are satisfied. Because of display space, please zoom in the
second plot of Figure 6.9 to see clearly, despite the first plot of Figure 6.9 can already
show the FI results.
Remark 6.15. After system reconfiguration, the residual matching the new mode needs
some time to enter and remain inside its corresponding set. In this case, if one restarts
the FD mechanism at once. According to the proposed FD strategy, the system may
give false fault alarms. In order to avoid this situation, whenever the system is recon-
figured, a waiting time should be set (the waiting time describes the initial operating
stage after reconfiguration. Thus, it can be defined based on the settling time of the
system). During the waiting time, the FD mechanism is frozen till the waiting time
elapses. Then, the FD mechanism is restarted again to monitor the new mode. In this
example, a waiting time of 20 steps is set after system reconfiguration.
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6.6 Summary
In this chapter, an actuator FTMPC scheme is proposed, where tube-based MPC and
the set-theoretic FDI are used. In the scheme, FD is passive based on invariant sets
and FI is active by using MPC controllers and tubes. The proposed FTMPC scheme
has relatively less computational complexity and less conservative FI conditions with
respect to the passive approaches. Besides, for faults that the FD strategy cannot detect,
the passive FTC ability of the scheme can still tolerate them to some extent in spite of
a degree of possible performance degradation. However, for the proposed scheme, a
key point is to design the input and state constraint sets for FI, which should be an
important research point in the future.
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Chapter 7
Fault-tolerant Model Predictive
Control for Sensor Faults
In this chapter, a sensor FTMPC scheme based on min-max MPC and interval ob-
servers is proposed. In this scheme, min-max MPC can deal with system constraints
and help to implement sensor FI, while interval observers can implement FDI and ob-
tain robust state estimation for control action generation. This chapter ends up with an
illustrative example, which can show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, an actuator FTMPC scheme based on tube-based MPC is proposed,
where the advantage of tube-based MPC consists in its relatively low complexity.
When the system is in the steady-state operation of the i-th mode, tube-based MPC
can indirectly guarantee input constraint satisfaction (i.e., uk ∈ U) by directly confin-
ing the nominal input inside their sets (i.e., u¯ik ∈ U¯ i). But, if the system is at transient
state induced by faults, the input constraint satisfaction may be violated even through
the input constraint of the nominal system can be guaranteed. Comparatively, min-max
MPC can directly manipulate the plant inputs and always confine the inputs inside a
given set as long as MPC feasibility can be guaranteed. This is key for the proposed
active sensor FI approach in the present scheme, which obtains FI by manipulating the
plant inputs inside a designed input set.
Due to differences of characteristics of actuator and sensor faults, a direct exten-
sion of the proposed scheme in Chapter 6 to sensor faults is stiff. In this chapter, the
objective is to propose a sensor FTMPC scheme that can make full use of sensor-fault
characteristics for fault diagnosis. In this proposed sensor FTMPC scheme, FD is pas-
sive by interval observers, while FI is active based on the min-max MPC technique. In
this way, the proposed scheme can simultaneously obtain input constraint satisfaction
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and robust state estimation for control action generation. Most importantly, by using
min-max MPC to directly manipulate the plant inputs, the effect of sensor faults on the
outputs can be decoupled on-line in terms of FI (i.e., one sensor fault only corresponds
to one output component). Thus, sensor FI can be reduced to search the output com-
ponents affected by sensor faults. In [70], a multi-sensor FTMPC scheme is proposed,
which tolerates the effect of sensor faults by switching among different groups of sen-
sors. In some sense, this configuration has high economic price because of using more
sensors and in this scheme FI implementation is passive, which generally increases
fault diagnosis conservatism. The sensor FTMPC scheme proposed in this chapter is
shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Sensor FTMPC scheme
This present FTMPC scheme has the following advantages. First, due to min-max
robust MPC, the input bound of the plant can directly be manipulated to satisfy input
constraint satisfaction to guarantee active FI during the transition induced by faults.
Second, a robust state estimation approach for the MPC controller with feasibility
guarantees is proposed. Third, this scheme can detect, isolate and tolerate unknown
but bounded sensor faults with no need of physical multisensor redundancy.
7.2 Problem Formulation
7.2.1 Plant Models
In this chapter, the linear discrete time-invariant plant under the effect of sensor faults
with unknown but bounded magnitudes is modelled as
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + ωk, (7.1a)
yk = GiCxk + ηk. (7.1b)
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Remark 7.1. In principle, with the method proposed in this chapter, one should be
able to extend the sensor FDI approach proposed in Chapter 5 to the case of sensor
faults with unknown but bounded magnitudes.
Assumption 7.1. The considered sensor faults can persist sufficiently long time such
that the FDI module has enough responsive time to detect and isolate them.
Remark 7.2. As aforementioned, theoretically, the proposed scheme can deal with
multiple faults. But, for brevity, one only considers single faults. Thus, one totally
considers q + 1 sensor modes including q sensor faults.
In (7.1), the matrix Gi (i ∈ I = {0, 1, ..., q}) models the i-th sensor mode (healthy or
faulty), where G0 is the identity matrix denoting the healthy mode and Gi (i , 0) is a
diagonal interval matrix modelling the i-th sensor fault with the form
Gi =

1
...
i↓
fi
...
1
 ,
where the fault-modelling interval fi satisfies fi ⊆ [0, 1). Moreover, an interval matrix
describing all the considered sensor faults together is defined as
G f =

f1
...
fi
...
fq
 ,
where each diagonal element of G f corresponds to the considered magnitude interval
of one sensor fault. The system state and input constraints are considered, which are
given as (6.2). The uncertainties ωk and ηk in (7.1) are bounded as in (3.2) and (3.3),
respectively.
Assumption 7.2. The matrix A is a Schur and (A,GiC) are detectable for all i ∈ I.
7.2.2 Setpoint Tracking
In the i-th sensor mode, the control objective of the closed-loop system is to track an
output setpoint in the absence of uncertainties and/or faults, i.e.,
lim
k→∞
(yk − y∗i )→ 0,
where y∗i denotes the given output setpoint corresponding to the i-th sensor mode.
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Remark 7.3. Sensor faults imply the loss of some available system information. Due
to changes induced by sensor faults in the system, there may exist situations, where
one has to degrade the expected performance, i.e., the given output setpoints may be
different for different modes.
In the proposed scheme, the state and input references for the i-th sensor mode are
generated by the i-th reference model
xre fk+1 = Ax
re f
k + Bu
re f
k , (7.2a)
yre fk = mid(Gi)Cx
re f
k , (7.2b)
where mid(·) computes the middle-point matrix of an interval matrix, and ure fk , xre fk and
yre fk are the reference input, state and output vectors at time instant k. By making use
of (7.2), at steady state, one has[
A − I B
mid(Gi)C O
] [
x∗i
u∗i
]
=
[
O
y∗i
]
. (7.3)
Assumption 7.3. Under the constraints (6.2), (7.3) is solvable for all i ∈ I.
In the i-th sensor mode, the solution (x∗i ,u
∗
i ) of (7.3) is the state-input setpoint pair
corresponding to y∗i . Thus, totally, q + 1 pairs of state-input setpoints for q + 1 sensor
modes can be obtained. Note that, for each mode, (7.3) may have multiple solutions.
Remark 7.4. If necessary, one can add the vectors ωc and ηc into (7.2).
7.3 Fault Detection and Isolation
7.3.1 Fault Detection
A bank of interval observers are designed to monitor the plant, each of which matches
one considered sensor mode. The j-th ( j ∈ I) interval observer matching the j-th mode
is designed as
Xˆ jk+1 =(A − L jG jC)Xˆ jk ⊕ {Buk} ⊕ {L jyk} ⊕ (−L j)V ⊕W, (7.4a)
Yˆ jk =G jCXˆ
j
k ⊕ V, (7.4b)
where Xˆ jk and Yˆ
j
k are the estimated state and output sets, and L j is the observer gain that
assures A − L jG jC is a Schur matrix (always possible under Assumption 7.2).
Assumption 7.4. The initial state x0 is inside an initial set Xˆ0 for all interval observers.
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As defined in (3.2), W and V are zonotopes. By defining Xˆ0 as a zonotope, Xˆ
j
k+1 and
Yˆ jk are zonotopes as well. Using zonotope operations, the computational complexity of
interval observers can be managed along the state dynamics evolution. Using zonotope
properties, interval observers (7.4) can be propagated on-line by preserving zonotopic
structure and guaranteeing containment. If the j-th interval observer matches the cur-
rent mode, in the steady-state operation of this mode, one should have
xk ∈ Xˆ jk,
yk ∈ Yˆ jk .
In the i-th mode, the i-th interval observer is selected by the system. To detect
faults, the residual (in terms of sets) corresponding to the i-th mode is defined as
Riik =yk − Yˆ ik. (7.6)
Remark 7.5. Although a bank of interval observers operate concomitantly, only resid-
ual zonotopes of the interval observer matching the current mode is used for FD.
As stated in Remark 7.5, when the system is in the i-th sensor mode, the FD task is
implemented by testing whether or not
0 ∈ Riik (7.7)
is violated in real time. If a violation is detected, it means that a sensor fault has
occurred. Otherwise, it is considered that the system is still in the i-th mode.
Note that the satisfaction of (7.7) does not always imply that the system is healthy
because the FD strategy cannot be able to be sensitive to all of sensor faults. For
undetectable faults, only the potential PFTC ability of the proposed scheme can be
used to tolerate them to some extent.
7.3.2 Fault Isolation
7.3.2.1 Fault Isolation Conditions
If the system is open-loop, at time instant when a sensor fault occurs, the fault only af-
fects the output component corresponding to the faulty sensor (i.e., one output compo-
nent corresponds to one sensor). But, in the closed-loop system, due to the controller,
the effect of sensor faults on the output components are masked and coupled, which
increases difficulty for sensor fault diagnosis.
Different from the passive methods, the proposed FI approach in this chapter is
active by impacting the effect of the controller on the plant to decouple the effect of
different sensor faults on different output components on-line in terms of FI such that
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one sensor fault only corresponds to one output component. To explain the proposed
FI approach, it is assumed that the inputs of the plant are bounded by a zonotopic set
U f = {u ∈ Rp :
∣∣∣u − ucf ∣∣∣ ≤ u¯ f , ucf ∈ Rp, u¯ f ∈ Rp},
where U f satisfies the hard input constraint of the plant
U f ⊆ U. (7.8)
Additionally, the output equation (7.1a) can be further rewritten as
xk+1 = Axk +
[
B I
] [uk
ωk
]
. (7.9)
Thus, by considering uk ∈ U f and ωk ∈ W, an RPI set of the dynamics (7.9) can be
constructed, which is denoted as X f centered at
xcf = (I − A)−1(Bucf + ωc). (7.10)
Furthermore, according to (7.1b), in the i-th sensor fault mode, the corresponding
output set can be obtained as
Y if = GiCX f ⊕ V,
where Y if is centered at y
c,i
f = mid(Gi)Cx
c
f + η
c. If Gi in (7.1a) takes the value G0, the
corresponding output set in the healthy mode is
Y0f = CX f ⊕ V,
where Y0f is centered at y
c,0
f = Cx
c
f + η
c. The output set has q components, each
of which is an interval that can be obtained by projecting the output set towards the
corresponding dimension.
In terms of uk ∈ U f , only the i-th component of Y if is different from that of Y0f
because of the effect of the i-th sensor fault, while all the other components are the
same. Furthermore, in contrast to Y0f , one defines a set
Y f = G f CX f ⊕ V,
where Y f describes all the considered sensor faults and is centered at ycf = mid(G f )Cx
c
f +
ηc. By comparing Y0f , Y
i
f with Y f , it can be observed that:
• All the interval components of Y0f are different from those of Y f , respectively.
• Only the i-th interval component of Y if (i , 0) is the same as that of Y f , while all
the other components are different from those of Y f .
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For brevity, the l-th interval components of Y0f , Y
i
f and Y f are denoted as Y
0
f (l), Y
i
f (l)
and Y f (l), which are centered at yc,0f (l), y
c,i
f (l) and y
c
f (l) (denote the l-th components of
yc,0f , y
c,i
f and y
c
f ), respectively.
Proposition 7.1. For the plant (7.1) under the constraints (6.2), if there exists a set U f
that satisfies (7.8) such that
Y0f (l) ∩ Y f (l) = ∅
for all l ∈ I \ {0}, all the considered sensor modes can be isolated after their detection.
Proof : If the inputs are bounded by U f , because of the separation of the l-th interval
components, i.e, Y0f (l) ∩ Y f (l) = ∅, once the l-th fault has occurred, the l-th output
component finally enters into the l-th interval of Y f (l) instead of Y0f (l), while all the
other output components enter into the corresponding components of Y0f (l) instead of
Y f (l), respectively, which indicates the l-th fault. 
Assumption 7.5. There exists an input set U f ⊆ U such that all the considered sensor
modes can satisfy Proposition 7.1.
7.3.2.2 Fault Isolation Strategy
It is known that sensor faults do not change the dynamics of the plant. Thus, if a sensor
fault is detected at time instant kd, the current state of the plant is still inside XM (XM
is defined as the MRCI set of the dynamics (7.1a) under constraints (6.2)), i.e.,
xkd ∈ XM. (7.11)
At time instant kd, the proposed FI approach switches the input constraint of the
min-max MPC controller from U to U f to start active FI. After constraint switching, if
the MPC controller is feasible, the generated control action should satisfy
ukd ∈ U f . (7.12)
In order to isolate a fault during the transition induced by the fault, at the FD time
kd, one initializes a set-based dynamics
Xk+1 = AXk ⊕ Buk ⊕W, (7.13a)
Yk = G f CXk ⊕ V (7.13b)
with Xkd = XM at time instant kd and uk ∈ U f (k ≥ kd). Afterwards, the state and output
set sequences can be generated by (7.13). Moreover, by using Xˇkd = XM at time instant
kd to initialize the other set-based dynamics
Xˇk+1 = AXˇk ⊕ BU f ⊕W, (7.14a)
Yˇk = G f CXˇk ⊕ V, (7.14b)
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the other state and output set sequences can be generated by (7.14). The state set
sequence generated by (7.14a) will converge to the mRPI set of the dynamics (7.1a)
with respect to uk ∈ U f and ωk ∈ W, enter into and stay inside X f . Correspondingly,
the output set sequence generated by (7.14b) will finally enter into and stay inside Y f .
Proposition 7.2. At the FD time instant kd, by using XM to initialize (7.13) and (7.14)
and comparing (7.13) with (7.14), for all k ≥ kd, Xk ⊆ Xˇk and Yk ⊆ Yˇk always hold.
Proof : Comparing (7.13) with (7.14), it can be observed that (7.14) is a set-based
dynamics of (7.13) by considering the input set U f during active FI process. Moreover,
with XM to initialize both (7.13) and (7.14) at time instant kd, i.e., Xkd ⊆ Xˇkd , it can be
obtained, for all k ≥ kd, Xk ⊆ Xˇk and Yk ⊆ Yˇk will always hold. 
Under Proposition 7.2, considering (7.11) and (7.12), one has the conclusion pre-
sented in Proposition 7.3.
Proposition 7.3. Given the plant (7.1), the state and output set sequences generated
by (7.13), starting from the FD time kd, xk ∈ Xk can hold for all k ≥ kd. If the plant is
healthy, no components of yk and Yk can persistently satisfy yk(l) ∈ Yk(l) (l ∈ I \ {0})
for all k ≥ kd, while if the l-th fault has occurred, the l-th components of yk and Yk can
satisfy yk(l) ∈ Yk(l) for all k ≥ kd but all the other components of yk and Yk cannot.
Proof : First, because of (7.11), (7.12) and uk ∈ U f for all k ≥ kd, comparing (7.1)
with (7.13), xk ∈ Xk will hold for all k ≥ kd. Second, under Proposition 7.2, comparing
(7.14) with (7.13), Xk and Yk finally enter into X f and Y f and stay inside, respectively.
For the l-th sensor-fault mode, under the FI conditions in Proposition 7.1, starting
from the FD time kd, only yk(l) ∈ Yk(l) will hold for all k ≥ kd with the initialization
Xkd = XM, while all the other components of yk do not have the same conclusion. For
the healthy mode, since all the components of Y0f are separate from the corresponding
components of Y f , respectively, no components of yk can be contained by the corre-
sponding interval of Yk for all k ≥ kd. 
Thus, under FI conditions proposed in Propositions 7.1, 7.3 and Assumption 7.5, if
a considered sensor fault is detected, by using the output sets generated by (7.13), the
fault can be isolated by real-time testing whether or not
yk(l) ∈ Yk(l), k ≥ kd (7.15)
is violated for all l ∈ I \ {0}. According to the real-time testing of (7.15) for all the
components, one can have the FI conclusions:
• If the plant recovers to the health from a faulty mode, for k ≥ kd, by testing
(7.15), at a time instant when all the output components violate (7.15), it implies
that the healthy mode is isolated at this time instant.
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• If the plant changes into another fault from a faulty mode or the healthy mode,
only the output component corresponding to the occurring faulty mode can al-
ways respect (7.15) while all the others will finally diverge from the correspond-
ing interval components of Yk, respectively. Thus, the proposed FI approach con-
sists in searching this component that indicates the fault and the corresponding
time instant that indicates the FI time.
7.4 Fault-tolerant Control
7.4.1 Model Predictive Controller
In this proposed scheme, the robust MPC controller is implemented by using the min-max MPC
technique, which is introduced in Chapter 2. In the steady-state operation of the i-th mode, the
i-th state-input setpoint pair and the i-th interval observer are used in the closed-loop system
and the corresponding robust MPC controller is designed as
Jk = minu maxw
N−1∑
j=0
‖(xk+ j|k − x∗i )‖2Q + ‖(uk+ j|k − u∗i )‖2R + ‖(xk+N |k − x∗i )‖2P
subject to xk+ j|k∈ X,
uk+ j|k∈ U,
xk+N |k∈ XM,
xk|k= xˆk,
∀ωk+ j|k ∈ W, (7.16)
where N is the prediction horizon, u = [uk|k, uk+1|k, . . . , uk+N−1|k], w = [ωk|k, ωk+1|k, . . . , ωk+N−1|k],
Q, R and P are positive-definite weighting matrices and the internal model of the MPC con-
troller is given as
xk+ j+1|k = Axk+ j|k + Buk+ j|k + ωk+ j|k.
In the i-th mode, if no fault is detected, the MPC controller is used to robustly control the
system to track the i-th output setpoint y∗i (see (7.16)). If a fault is detected, at the FD time,
active FI is started by switching the input and terminal state constraints of (7.16) from U and
XM to U f and XM f , respectively, i.e.,
Jk = minu maxw
N−1∑
j=0
‖(xk+ j|k − x∗i )‖2Q + ‖(uk+ j|k − u∗i )‖2R + ‖(xk+N|k − x∗i )‖2P
subject to xk+ j|k∈ X,
uk+ j|k∈ U f ,
xk+N|k∈ XM f ,
xk|k= xˆk,
∀ωk+ j|k ∈ W. (7.17)
By means of active FI, once a sensor fault can be isolated, the system is correspondingly
reconfigured by the MPC controller indicated in (7.16) with the state-input setpoint pair and
interval observer corresponding to the new sensor mode.
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Remark 7.6. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the main advantage of min-max MPC with respect
to tube-based MPC consists in that it can directly deal with the plant constraint. As long as
a min-max MPC controller is feasible, the plant constraints can always be guaranteed during
both steady and transient state as seen in (7.16) and (7.17). This feature is the key to decouple
the effect of different sensor faults on different output components in terms of sensor FI.
7.4.2 Robust State Estimation
Under the constraints (6.2), one can construct the MRCI set XM for the plant (7.1). Since XM
is used as the terminal state constraint of the MPC controller (7.16), ideally, if the initial state
is inside XM and the real states are available for the MPC controller updating, the states can
always be confined inside XM and the MPC controller can always be feasible. Unfortunately,
it is impossible to obtain the real states. Instead, one has to estimate the states and use state
estimation for the updating of the MPC controller.
7.4.2.1 State Estimation
For feasibility and stability of the MPC controller with state estimation, one still uses the MRCI
set XM as the terminal state constraint at steady state in the proposed scheme as in (7.16).
Proposition 7.4. In the steady-state operation, as long as the MPC controller (7.16) is updated
by a point inside XM at each time instant, i.e., xˆk ∈ XM, it can keep feasible such that the
generated control actions always satisfy uk ∈ U.
Proof : This can be understood according to the definition of the MRCI set. 
Furthermore, in order to guarantee that the states can always be inside the constraint set X,
one makes the following assumptions.
Assumption 7.6. The mRPI set (denoted as Xm) corresponding to uk ∈ U and ωk ∈ W for the
dynamics (7.9) is contained in the set X.
Assumption 7.7. There exists α ≥ 1 such that the initial state x0 of (7.1a) satisfies x0 ∈ X¯ =
αXm and X¯ ⊂ XM.
Remark 7.7. At steady state, the MPC controller can guarantee constraint satisfaction. But,
during the transition induced by faults, one cannot make the same conclusion, Thus, Assump-
tions 7.6 and 7.7 are especially made to guarantee constraint satisfaction at transient state.
Thus, in the steady-state operation, because of uk ∈ U, the states always stay inside X¯.
Furthermore, if the system is in the steady-state operation of the i-th mode, the i-th interval
observer can real-time estimate sets to contain the current system states, i.e.,
xk ∈ Xˆik.
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Thus, based on X¯ and Xˆik, one has
xk ∈ X¯ ∩ Xˆik. (7.18)
In the i-th steady-state mode, the following method is used to obtain the state estimation, i.e.,
xˆk = center(X¯ ∩ Xˆik), (7.19)
where xˆk is the estimation of xk, which is used to update the MPC controller (7.16) to generate
control actions at each time instant.
Remark 7.8. Actually, any point inside the set X¯ ∩ Xˆik can be used as the state estimation. But,
for brevity, one selects the center as given in (7.19). If X¯ ∩ Xˆik is not centered, center(X¯ ∩ Xˆik)
denotes the center of the convex hull of X¯ ∩ Xˆik.
Proposition 7.5. Under Assumption 7.6, the optimization problem (7.16) of the MPC controller
with the state estimation (7.19) is recursively feasible in the steady-state operation. Moreover,
the real states xk are always confined inside X¯.
Proof : Under Assumption 7.6, X¯ is contained inside XM, which implies xˆk ∈ XM according
to the definition of the RPI set. Thus, at each step, with (7.19), the MPC controller (7.16) is
always feasible. If the MPC controller is feasible, uk ∈ U always holds, which always implies
that the states will still stay inside their RPI set, i.e., xk ∈ X¯ ⊆ X. 
7.4.2.2 Stability with State Estimation
When using the state estimation (7.19) to update the MPC controller, there always exist state
estimation errors that are defined as
x˜k = xk − xˆk, (7.20)
Since both xk and xˆk are confined in the intersection X¯ ∩ Xˆik, x˜k should be bounded. In the
worst case, i.e., X¯ coincides with Xˆik, the bound of x˜k can be obtained as
x˜k ∈ X¯ ⊕ (−X¯). (7.21)
Note that, because the coincidence of X¯ and Xˆik is a low probability event, the real-time
bound of x˜k is less conservative than (7.21). Since the plant is assumed to be stable for RPI set
construction as in Assumption 7.2, the bounding of x˜k also implies stability of the system with
the state estimation (7.19).
7.4.3 Fault-tolerant Control Approach
7.4.3.1 Active Fault Isolation
As aforementioned, once a sensor fault (indexed by j ( j , i)) is detected at time instant kd, the
proposed FI approach activates FI by switching the constraints of the MPC controller from U
and XM to U f and XM f , respectively.
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Proposition 7.6. Under Assumptions 7.5 and 7.6, the mRPI set (denoted as Xm f ) for the dy-
namics (7.9) corresponding to uk ∈ U f is contained in Xm. Moreover, XM f is an RCI set for the
dynamics (7.9) corresponding to uk ∈ U.
Proof : Because of U f ⊆ U, the mRPI set for the dynamics (7.9) corresponding to uk ∈ U f
should be contained in the mRPI set corresponding to uk ∈ U. Furthermore, both mRPI sets
are contained in X. For U f ⊆ U, XM f can satisfy the definition as an RCI set of the system
corresponding to uk ∈ U, which indicates XM f ⊆ XM. 
After input constraint set switching, it is not guaranteed that xk ∈ Xˆik can always hold dur-
ing active FI, which implies that (7.19) cannot guarantee the feasibility of the MPC controller
(7.17). Thus, it is necessary to propose a new strategy to update the MPC controller to guar-
antee active FI and feasibility at transient state. In order to avoid infeasibility of (7.17) during
active FI, for each step k ≥ kd, one uses
xˆk = center(XM f ) (7.22)
as state estimation to update (7.17) to generate control actions for FI implementation.
By means of (7.22), during active FI, the feasibility of the MPC controller can always be
guaranteed, i.e., uk ∈ U f , which implies the satisfaction of the FI conditions given in Propo-
sition 7.1 on-line. Furthermore, FI can be implemented by using the FI approach (7.15). One
should realize when using the state estimation (7.22) to update the MPC controller (7.17) in-
stead of using the real states, there always exist errors. In spite of the errors, there are several
reasons that support this strategy.
• By using (7.22) to update the MPC controller, the generated control law uk keeps con-
stant, i.e., the injection of a step signal to the plant. Since the plant is stable, the errors
will not be amplified and the system can always keep stable.
• During active FI, MPC feasibility implies uk ∈ U f . Thus, the states finally converge into
X f and stay inside, which has no relevance to the aforementioned errors.
• Since the proposed FI strategy can isolate faults and reconfigure the system during the
transition induced by the faults, a short FI time can limit the effect of the errors.
At time instant ki when the fault is isolated (assume it is the j-th mode), the MPC constraints
of (7.17) are switched back to U and XM from U f and XM f , respectively (i.e., (7.16)).
Proposition 7.7. At the FI time ki, xki ∈ X¯ (i.e., xki ∈ XM). Furthermore, the MPC controller
is always feasible and xk ∈ XM for all k ≥ ki.
Proof : Because of xk ∈ X¯ ⊆ XM in the steady-state operation. At the FD time kd, although
the constraints U and XM are switched into U f and XM f , respectively, one still has uk ∈ U f ⊆
U with (7.22), which implies that the states still stay inside X¯. At the FI time ki when the
constraints are switched back into U and XM, xki ∈ X¯ still holds and the feasibility of (7.16)
assures xk ∈ XM for all k ≥ ki. 
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Remark 7.9. It is assumed that the j-th mode ( j , i) is isolated. Under Proposition 7.7, at
time instant ki, if the j-th interval observer satisfies xki ∈ Xˆ jki , the state estimations similar with
(7.19) can be directly used for the new MPC controller and the FD mechanism based on the
j-th interval observer is restarted for k ≥ ki. If xki < Xˆ jki , the strategy similar to (7.22) is firstly
used to guarantee the feasibility of the new MPC controller for k ≥ ki till a time instant when
xk ∈ Xˆ jk holds. Then, the state estimation (7.19) starts to be used for the new MPC controller
and the FD mechanism based on the j-th interval observer is restarted.
Remark 7.9 mentions the feasibility problem during the initial phase after system reconfig-
uration. However, since the real state xki is unknown, one cannot use the strategy in Remark 7.9
to guarantee the feasibility and the accurate restarting of the FD mechanism. But, because one
knows that xki ∈ XM holds, one can re-initialize the j-th interval observer and then directly use
(7.19) at the FI time instant to guarantee the recursive feasibility after reconfiguration.
Proposition 7.8. When the j-th sensor mode is isolated at the FI time ki, one can use XM to
re-initialize the dynamics of the j-th interval observer, i.e.,
Xˆ jki = XM.
In this way, the state estimation(7.19) corresponding to the j-th interval observer can be di-
rectly used for the updating of the new MPC controller and the FD mechanism based on the
j-th interval observer is restarted for k ≥ ki.
In additional to Proposition 7.8, one can use another different strategy to guarantee feasi-
bility of the MPC controller and avoid false fault alarms during the initial stage after reconfig-
uration, which is summarized in Proposition 7.9.
Proposition 7.9. It is assumed that the j-th mode ( j , i) is isolated. Under Proposition 7.7,
for k ≥ ki, if the intersection X¯ ∩ Xˆ jk is not empty, xˆk = center(X¯ ∩ Xˆ jk) is used for the MPC
controller, otherwise, (7.22) continues to be used. It is guaranteed that, several steps later after
reconfiguration, X¯ ∩ Xˆ jk , ∅ can persistently hold.
7.4.4 Fault-tolerant Control Algorithm
As previously discussed, an FTC algorithm is summarized for the proposed FTMPC scheme,
which is presented as follows:
• It is assumed that the system is in the i-th mode, i.e., the i-th state-input setpoint pair is
used for tracking and the i-th interval observer is used for FD and robust state estimation.
• When a fault is detected at time instant kd, the MPC controller is simultaneously switched
to (7.17) from (7.16). Here, (7.22) is used to guarantee feasibility of (7.17) and active FI,
(7.13) is initialized by XM to generate the output set sequence for the FI strategy (7.15)
to isolate the fault.
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• Once the fault is isolated (it is assumed that the index is j ( j , i)), the system is recon-
figured and the strategy proposed in Propositions 7.8 or 7.9 is used for the new mode.
Afterwards, the whole algorithm is repeated to monitor the new mode.
Remark 7.10. In the same principle, this sensor FTC scheme can also deal with sensor recov-
ery from faulty to healthy.
Remark 7.11. Interval observer implementation and set computation in this scheme are fully
based on zonotopes. Please see Chapter 2 for zonotope properties and operations.
7.5 Illustrative Example
In this section, one also takes the circuit in [41] as an example. The chart and system matrices
of the circuit can be seen in (6.32) and Figure 6.2. However, different from the circuit in
Chapter 6, one considers sensor faults instead of actuator faults here and uses a different group
of parameters. The values of relevant parameters in (6.32) and Figure 6.2 are given as R1 =
30Ω, R2 = 1000Ω, R3 = 20Ω, L = 80mH, Cp = 50µF, Req = R1 + R2 and α1 = α2 = 1. With a
sampling time of 1/15s, the dynamics of the circuit can be discretized as
xk+1 = Ad xk + Bduk + Edwk, (7.23a)
yk = GiCd xk + ηk, (7.23b)
where
Ad =
[
0.8706 3.8835
−0.0024 0.2395
]
, Bd =
[
0.1294 0.0667
−0.0809 0.0833
]
, Ed =
[
0.1294
0.0024
]
,Cd =
[
1 0
0 20
]
.
Moreover, in (7.23), the process disturbances and measurement noises of the circuit are
bounded, which are given as |ω| ≤ 1.5 and |η| ≤
[
0.1 0.1
]T
. Besides, in this example, all the
relevant designing parameters are presented as follows:
• Observer gains1:
L0 =
[
0.4706 0.1942
−0.0024 −0.013
]
, L1 =
[
9.4110 0.1942
−0.0485 −0.013
]
, L2 =
[
0.4706 3.8835
−0.0024 −0.2605
]
.
• Considered fault magnitudes:
G1 =
[
[0, 0.1] 1
0 1
]
,G2 =
[
1 0
0 [0, 0.1]
]
,G f =
[
[0, 0.1] 0
0 [0, 0.1]
]
.
• Actual fault magnitudes2: G1 =
[
0.05 1
0 1
]
,G2 =
[
1 0
0 0.05
]
.
1L1 and L2 are obtained using mid(G1) and mid(G2), respectively.
2G1 and G2 denote the actual fault magnitudes, i.e., G1 ∈ G1 and G2 ∈ G2. Note that the occurrence of any
fault magnitude inside G1 and G2 can be isolated if they can be detected.
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Figure 7.2: Relevant state sets
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Figure 7.3: Output sets for active FI
• Output setpoints: y∗0 =
[
4
2
]
, y∗1 =
[
0
2
]
, y∗2 =
[
4
0
]
.
• State-input setpoint pairs:
u∗0 =
[
0.313
1.333
]
, u∗1 =
[−2.313
−1.333
]
, u∗2 =
[
2.627
2.667
]
, x∗0 =
[
4
0.1
]
, x∗1 =
[
0
0.1
]
, x∗2 =
[
4
0
]
.
• Initial conditions: x0 =
[
0
0
]
, Xˆ0 =
[
0
0
]
⊕
[
0.1 0
0 0.1
]
B2.
• System constraints: U = {u :
[−3
−3
]
≤ u ≤
[
3
3
]
}, X = {x :
[−20
−10
]
≤ x ≤
[
20
10
]
}.
• Input set for active FI: U f = {uk :
[
0
2
]
≤ u ≤
[
1
3
]
}.
• Prediction horizon: N = 2.
• MPC controller parameters: Q =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, R =
[
0.1 0
0 0.1
]
, P =
[
1 0
0 1
]
.
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Figure 7.4: FD of Fault 1
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Thus, for the three considered sensor modes (health, fault in the first sensor and fault in
the second sensor), three corresponding interval observers are designed as in (7.4). Further-
more, corresponding to uk ∈ U f and ωk ∈ W, the output sets for guaranteed FI conditions in
Proposition 7.1 can be constructed, which are presented in Figure 7.3. In Figure 7.3, it can be
observed that two interval components of Y f are disjoint from those of Y0f , respectively, which
means that the considered sensor faults can be isolated after they are detected. In the proposed
scheme, there are several important state sets (i.e., X, XM, XM f , X¯ and X¯ f ), where X, X¯ and
XM, and X, X¯ f and XM f are respectively shown in the first and second plots of Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.6: Inputs of Scenario 1
In this simulation, one defines two different scenarios for both faults, separately. The two
scenarios for both faults are: from time instants 1 to 45, the plant is healthy, while from time
instants 46 to 90, a sensor fault occurs in the system.
The FD and FI results of the first sensor fault are shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
In Figure 7.4, it is shown that a fault is detected at time instant 48, i.e., 0 < R048. Thus, the active
FI process is started at time instant 48, i.e., (7.13) is initialized and (7.15) is tested in real time
for FI (see Figure 7.5). It is shown that, at time instant 50, the first component of yk respects
its bound Yk(1), i.e., y50(1) ∈ Y50(1), while the second component violates its bound, i.e.,
y50(2) < Y50(2), which indicates that the first sensor fault is isolated. Thus, the first state-input
setpoint pair and the corresponding interval observer should be used to reconfigure the system
at time instant 50.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of states and state estimations of Fault 1
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Figure 7.8: FD of Fault 2
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Remark 7.12. In the figures, Rik(1) and R
i
k(2) denote the first and second components of R
i
k
from the i-th interval observer at time instant k, respectively. For the other notations in the
figures, the meanings are explained in the same way.
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Figure 7.10: Inputs of Scenario 2
The outputs are shown in Figure 7.5 as the red stars. It can be observed that, before the first
fault, the expected output y∗0 is well tracked, while after the first fault, the tracking performance
becomes poor until the time instant 50 when the system is reconfigured. After the time instant
50, it can be observed that the expected y∗1 can be well tracked again.
The generated control actions corresponding to the first scenario are presented in Fig-
ure 7.6, where before fault occurrence, the control inputs satisfy the constraints. During the
active FI process, because of the strategy (7.22) for feasibility guarantees, the generated inputs
are constant, i.e., a step signal, which satisfy the constraint U f . After system reconfiguration,
the control inputs to tolerate the first fault are generated, which also satisfy the constraint U.
Besides, in order to show the effectiveness of state estimations (7.19), a comparison be-
tween the real states and their estimations is shown in Figure 7.7. It can be observed that (7.19)
can give satisfactory state estimations in steady state.
Similarly, the FD and FI simulation results of the second fault are shown in Figures 7.8
and 7.9, respectively. In Figure 7.8, it is shown that a fault is detected at time instant 47. In
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Figure 7.9, it is shown that the second sensor fault is isolated at time instant time instant 51 and
simultaneously the controller is reconfigured with the second state-input pair and the second
interval observer for the second scenario.
Similarly, the outputs are shown in Figure 7.9 as the red stars, where y∗0 and y
∗
2 are well
tracked before the second fault and after reconfiguration, respectively. The generated control
inputs for the second scenario are shown in Figure 7.10, which presents that the input con-
straints are always satisfied. In Figure 7.10, during active FI, it can be observed that only five
control actions are generated and only five steps are needed to isolate the second fault. In
Figure 7.11, a comparison between the real states and their estimations is shown. Thus, gen-
erally speaking, according to the results, it is shown that the proposed sensor FTC scheme can
effectively tolerate the effect of sensor faults.
7.6 Summary
In this chapter, a sensor FTMPC scheme using min-max MPC and interval observers is pro-
posed. By combining min-max MPC with active FI, sensor FDI and guaranteed FI conditions
can be simplified. Additionally, the author proposed a novel state-estimation approach to guar-
antee recursive feasibility of the MPC controller. But, for RPI set construction and constraint
satisfaction, the FTMPC scheme has to work under Assumptions 7.2, 7.6 and 7.7. If better
methods can be proposed to deal with these issues, the performance of the sensor FTC scheme
is possible to be improved.
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Part IV
Concluding Remarks
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Research
This chapter summarizes the dissertation and gives remarks for the future research from the
viewpoint of the author. The concluding remarks include two aspects. First, the main contribu-
tions and conclusions of this dissertation will be recapitulated. Second, general remarks of the
entire research will be made and the future research of this topic will be discussed.
8.1 Main Conclusions
The main objective of this dissertation is to propose FTMPC schemes using set-based FDI. By
using set-based FDI, one can obtain robust FDI, which is important for fault-tolerance of the
system with uncertainties. With MPC techniques, the proposed fault-tolerant schemes can have
ability to obtain some performance that other control strategies are difficult to reach, such as
system constraint handling and active FI.
In this dissertation, one proposed new set-based FDI approaches to balance the advantages
and disadvantages of the existing set-based fault diagnosis approaches. For FTC, one consid-
ered robust MPC techniques (tube-based and min-max), either of which has its own merits and
drawbacks for the proposed FTC schemes. The merits and drawbacks have been discussed in
the contents of this dissertation. Thus, for different requirements, different robust MPC tech-
niques should be chosen.
This research mainly focuses on actuator and sensor FDI and FTC, which more frequently
appears in actual systems. Considering different characteristics of actuator and sensor faults,
actuator and sensor FDI and FTC approaches are proposed, separately. For the set-based FDI
approaches, the conservatism is mainly originated from guaranteed FDI (or FI) conditions. In
order to reduce this conservatism, different from the passive fault diagnosis approaches, one
uses the MPC techniques to implement active FI. The proposed active FI approaches are based
on MPC controllers, which are implemented by exciting the system with especially chosen
inputs to obtain useful system information for FI. Generally, the system information obtained
by the active approaches is ampler than that from the passive monitoring of the system.
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In the proposed schemes, one only considers uncertainties from process disturbances and
measurement noises. In principle, the proposed approaches can also be extended to the system
with parametric uncertainties. In addition, Chapters 5 and 6 only consider faults with known
magnitudes while Chapters 4 and 7 consider faults with unknown but bounded magnitudes. It
is known that the latter is more realistic for applications. However, in principle, the proposed
approaches in Chapters 5 and 6 can also be extended to the case of unknown but bounded faults.
Besides, one gives several remarks on the aforementioned diagnosis approaches.
• For the mentioned set-based fault diagnosis approaches, the invariant set-based approach
has the simplest principle, which only needs to test whether or not the residual is inside
its healthy or faulty sets. Its main drawback consists in conservatism of its FDI condi-
tions and its extension to the system with uncertainties. This extension is still not done
from the current knowledge of the author. Thus, for applications that have linear time-
invariant dynamics, require less computational complexity and satisfy set-separation FDI
conditions, the invariant set-based approach can be used.
• For the interval observer-based approach, there already exist considerable research re-
sults. For applications such as the system with parametric uncertainties, this approach
has more knowledge to refer to. Besides, this approach can obtain less conservative FDI
conditions with the help of other techniques. The drawback of interval observers is its
relatively high computational complexity. Moreover, it can provide robust state estima-
tion. Thus, from the control point of view, it is beneficial for control design.
• For the set-membership approach, it can provide robust state estimation for control
design. But, for general applications of diagnosis, comparing with the other two ap-
proaches, its advantages cannot be clearly observed from both computational and prac-
tical points of view. However, the set-valued observers have the simplest structure.
Because, for considering actuator/sensor faults, one does not need to design the same
number of observers with the considered actuator/sensor modes to monitor the system.
Instead, one only needs to design one set-valued observer with adjusting the state dy-
namics (actuator modes)/measurement equations (sensor modes) corresponding to the
current system mode.
In addition, one also makes a short summary of the contributions of this dissertation for
the sake of making the motivation and contributions of this research more easily understand,
where the main contributions are presented as follows:
• The relationship between invariant sets and interval observers in FD is briefly inves-
tigated in this dissertation, which gives the advantages and disadvantages of the two
approaches. This investigation is the research basis of this dissertation.
• By using invariant sets, one proposed several different FDI approaches based on interval
observers. Specially for FI, invariant sets are used to establish FDI (or FI conditions),
which extends interval observers from the FD to FI applications.
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• For FDI and FTC frameworks based on a bank of observers, this dissertation proposed
approaches that make full use of the available information from all observers. Based
on these information, a strategy proposed in Chapter 5 is used to reduce the complexity
of the FDI approach by removing unnecessary/redundant system-operating information
from all observers.
• By utilizing robust MPC techniques, one can manipulate the bound of inputs of the
plant directly (i.e., min-max MPC) or indirectly (i.e., tube-based MPC) to actively isolate
faults. The proposed active FI approach can obtain extra system information for FI that
the passive fault diagnosis approaches cannot obtain, which can effectively reduce the
conservatism of the set-based approaches.
• Taking differences of characteristics of actuator and sensor faults into account, FDI and
FTC approaches are proposed for actuator and sensor faults, respectively.
8.2 Future Research
In this dissertation, one has proposed different strategies to make full use of all available sys-
tem information for FDI. For example, by using the system-operating information from all
observers, one can loosen guaranteed FDI conditions and by proposing the MPC-based active
FI approaches, one can reduce conservatism in comparison with the passive approach. How-
ever, one cannot say that the proposed approaches have already been perfect. For the author,
considering the practical values of MPC and set-based FDI, the main objective is to propose
several FTMPC frameworks with the MPC techniques and the set-based FDI approaches. In
these FTMPC schemes, there are still unperfect aspects that should be further improved. In the
following, one summarizes the points that have space to be enhanced.
• The extensions of all the proposed approaches to the system with parametric uncertain-
ties, the faults unknown but bounded and the system with more complex dynamics such
as non-linearity.
• For the proposed FTMPC scheme in Chapter 6, a key point is to assure that the system
constraints are always satisfied. But, during active FI, it is difficult for the proposed
approach to always guarantee constraint satisfaction. Thus, it is necessary to propose a
strategy to cope with this problem and improve the proposed scheme.
• Since the min-max MPC technique can directly manipulate the size of input sets of the
plant, it is chosen as the control strategy of the proposed FTMPC scheme in Chap-
ter 7. But its drawback consists in its computational complexity. Thus, in principle,
any method that can reduce computational complexity of the min-max MPC technique
can be used to enhance the scheme. Additionally, if better state estimation and constraint
satisfaction strategies can be proposed, the FMPC scheme can also be further improved.
• The proposed FTMPC schemes are implemented by switching input constraint sets of the
MPC controllers to force that the generated inputs injected into the plant can establish
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guaranteed FI conditions on-line. Thus, it is necessary to give a systematic approach for
the design of input sets for the proposed active FI strategy.
• In this dissertation, for different fault types and diagnosis requirements, one proposed
different FDI and FTC approaches. But, an important fundamental problem is how to
compute all magnitudes of faults that are detectable and isolable by the set-based passive
and active FDI approaches.
• Despite this dissertation has proposed different FDI and FTC approaches and different
applications have be done with these approaches, they are not applied into real systems
because of time. Thus, an interesting direction is to apply these FDI and FTC approaches
into real case studies.
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